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This Official Statement relates to the issuance by the Massachusetts School Building Authority (the
“Authority”) of its $300,190,000 Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2015 Series B (the “2015B Bonds”).
The 2015B Bonds will be issued by the Authority pursuant to the Act (hereinafter defined) and under the Trust
Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2005, between the Authority and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company,
N.A., as trustee (the “Trustee”), as amended, restated and supplemented, including as supplemented by the Seventeenth
Supplemental Trust Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2015, authorizing the issuance of the 2015B Bonds.
The 2015B Bonds will be issued by means of a book-entry only system evidencing ownership and transfer of
the 2015B Bonds on the records of The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) and its participants. Details of payment of
the 2015B Bonds are more fully described in this Official Statement. The 2015B Bonds will bear interest from their date
of delivery and interest will be payable on each January 15 and July 15, commencing January 15, 2016, calculated on
the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months. The 2015B Bonds are subject to redemption, at the option of the
Authority, as described in this Official Statement.
The 2015B Bonds are special obligations of the Authority. The principal of, premium, if any, and
interest on the 2015B Bonds are payable solely from and secured by a senior lien on and pledge of (i) moneys
deposited directly with the Trustee by The Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the “Commonwealth”) on a
monthly basis, without appropriation, allotment or other action, which are derived from a one percent statewide
sales tax imposed by the Commonwealth (which is drawn from the existing statewide 6.25% sales tax), excluding
sales tax revenues on meals and certain additional statutorily exempted revenues from sales, as further described
herein, and (ii) certain funds and accounts held under the Trust Agreement, as further described herein. The
Authority has no taxing power.
The 2015B Bonds are offered when, as and if issued and received by the original purchaser, subject to prior
sale, to withdrawal or modification of the offer without notice, and to the approval of their legality and certain other
matters by Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo P.C., Boston, Massachusetts, Bond Counsel to the Authority.
Certain legal matters will be passed upon for the Authority by its Disclosure Counsel, Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Boston,
Massachusetts. Settlement of the issue is expected at DTC in New York, New York, on or about May 19, 2015.
The 2015B Bonds were offered on a competitive sale basis as described herein under “COMPETITIVE SALE
OF THE 2015B BONDS” and pursuant to the Official Notice of Sale, dated April 30, 2015, and attached hereto as
Appendix D.
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$300,190,000
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY
SENIOR DEDICATED SALES TAX BONDS
2015 SERIES B
Maturities, Amounts, Interest Rates, Yields and CUSIPs†
Maturity
(January 15)

Principal
Amount

Interest
Rate

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040

$ 8,510,000
13,125,000
4,865,000
5,670,000
5,895,000
6,025,000
4,910,000
6,185,000
3,055,000
7,930,000
7,790,000
3,105,000
8,425,000
12,765,000
10,115,000
11,480,000
9,860,000
10,255,000
10,665,000
11,090,000
11,535,000
11,995,000
12,475,000
12,975,000
13,490,000

5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
5.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%
4.000%

Yield
0.170%
0.570%
0.960%
1.240%
1.460%
1.670%
1.860%
2.080%
2.270%
2.380%
2.550%*
2.710%*
2.850%*
2.960%*
3.030%*
3.090%*
3.600%*
3.640%*
3.680%*
3.720%*
3.750%*
3.780%*
3.810%*
3.830%*
3.840%*

CUSIP†
576000QF3
576000QG1
576000QH9
576000QJ5
576000QK2
576000QL0
576000QM8
576000QN6
576000QP1
576000QQ9
576000QR7
576000QS5
576000QT3
576000QU0
576000QV8
576000QW6
576000QX4
576000QY2
576000QZ9
576000RA3
576000RB1
576000RC9
576000RD7
576000RE5
576000RF2

$76,000,000 4.00% Term Bond Due January 15, 2045 Yield 3.890%* CUSIP† 576000RG0.

*
†

Yield to first optional redemption date of January 15, 2025.

Copyright, American Bankers Association. CUSIP data herein are provided by Standard & Poor’s, CUSIP Service Bureau, a
division of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. The CUSIP numbers listed above are being provided solely for the convenience of
Bondowners only at the time of issuance of the 2015B Bonds and the Authority does not make any representation with respect to
such numbers or undertake any responsibility for their accuracy now or at any time in the future. The CUSIP number for a
specific maturity is subject to being changed after the issuance of the 2015B Bonds as a result of the various subsequent actions
including, but not limited to, a refunding in whole or in part of such maturity or as a result of the procurement of secondary
market portfolio insurance or other similar enhancement by investors that is applicable to all or a portion of certain maturities of
the 2015B Bonds.
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The information set forth herein has been obtained from the Authority and other sources that are believed to
be reliable, but, as to information from other than the Authority, it is not to be construed as a representation by the
Authority. The information and expressions of opinion herein are subject to change without notice and neither the
delivery of this Official Statement nor any sale made hereunder shall, under any circumstances, create any
implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Authority since the date hereof, except as expressly set
forth herein. The various tables may not add due to rounding of figures.
No dealer, broker, salesperson or other person has been authorized to give any information or to make any
representation other than those contained in this Official Statement, and, if given or made, such other information or
representations must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Authority. This Official Statement does not
constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there be any sale of the 2015B Bonds offered
hereby by any person in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful for such person to make such offer, solicitation or
sale.
All quotations from and summaries and explanations of provisions of laws, resolutions, the 2015B Bonds
and other documents herein do not purport to be complete; reference is made to said laws, resolutions, the 2015B
Bonds and other documents for full and complete statements of their provisions. Copies of the above are available
for inspection at the offices of the Authority and the Trustee.
The order and placement of material in this Official Statement, including its Appendices, are not to be
deemed a determination of relevance, materiality or importance, and all material in this Official Statement, including
its Appendices, must be considered in its entirety.
This Official Statement contains statements that, to the extent they are not recitations of historical
fact, constitute “forward looking statements.” In this respect, the words “estimate,” “anticipate,” “expect,”
“intent,” “believe” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward looking statements. A number of
important factors affecting the Authority’s financial results could cause actual results to differ materially
from those stated in the forward looking statements.
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT
OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY
PERTAINING TO ITS
$300,190,000
SENIOR DEDICATED SALES TAX BONDS
2015 SERIES B
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Official Statement, which includes the cover page and the Appendices hereto, is to
furnish information in connection with the sale by the Massachusetts School Building Authority (the “Authority”) of
its $300,190,000 Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2015 Series B (the “2015B Bonds”). Unless otherwise defined
herein, certain capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings set forth in APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF
CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Definitions.”
General
Chapter 208 of the Acts of 2004 (“Chapter 208,” and together with Chapter 70B of the Massachusetts
General Laws, Section 35BB of Chapter 10 of the Massachusetts General Laws, and Chapter 210 of the Acts of
2004, each as amended from time to time, the “Act”) created the Authority to administer and fund a program for
grants to cities, towns, and regional school districts for school construction and renovation projects.
Pursuant to the Act, all moneys received by The Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the “Commonwealth”)
raised by a one percent (1%) statewide sales tax (drawn from the existing statewide six and a quarter percent
(6.25%) sales tax), excluding sales tax revenues on meals and from certain additional statutorily exempted revenues
from sales, as further described herein (the “Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount”), are to be credited to the
Massachusetts School Modernization and Reconstruction Trust Fund (the “SMART Fund”), without appropriation,
allotment or other action. Such amounts are credited to the SMART Fund pursuant to procedures established in a
Memorandum of Understanding (the “MOU”), dated as of August 1, 2005, by and among the Authority, the
Treasurer and Receiver-General of the Commonwealth (the “Treasurer”), the Comptroller of the Commonwealth
(the “Comptroller”), and the Department of Revenue of the Commonwealth (the “Department of Revenue” or
“DOR”). See “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS – Dedicated Sales Tax
Revenue Amount,” and “– SMART Fund – Memorandum of Understanding.”
The Act expressly designates owners of the Authority’s bonds and notes (collectively, “Obligations”) as
beneficiaries of the SMART Fund and, together with the Trust Agreement (defined below), provides that the
Authority’s obligations to make payment of principal of, premium, if any, and interest on Obligations are senior to
all other claims on the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount. The Trust Agreement further provides that the
Authority’s obligations to make payment of principal of, premium, if any, and interest on Senior Bonds are senior to
claims on the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount with respect to owners of Subordinated Bonds. The Act and the
Trust Agreement prohibit the diversion of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount from the Authority’s control
and further prohibit the reduction of the rate of the taxes from which the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount is
derived as set forth in the Act for as long as any Obligations of the Authority remain outstanding. See “SOURCES
OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS – SMART Fund - Statutory Covenants.”
The 2015B Bonds are senior special obligations of the Authority, secured as to the payment of principal,
premium, if any, and interest thereon by a senior lien on and pledge of certain revenues and other moneys received
or derived under the Act, including without limitation, the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount and certain funds
and accounts held under the Trust Agreement. See “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE
2015B BONDS – Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount” and “– Pledge under the Trust Agreement.”
The 2015B Bonds are authorized to be issued pursuant to the Act, and will be issued under the Trust
Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2005 (as amended and restated by the Sixth Supplemental Trust Agreement dated
as of June 1, 2010, the “Master Trust Agreement”), between the Authority and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust
Company, N.A., as trustee (the “Trustee”), as further supplemented and amended by supplemental indentures,
including the Seventeenth Supplemental Trust Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2015 (the “Seventeenth Supplemental
1

Trust Agreement,” and together with the Master Trust Agreement, as so supplemented and amended, the “Trust
Agreement”), authorizing the issuance of the 2015B Bonds. The Authority previously has issued the following series
of Obligations under the Trust Agreement:
Series

Original Principal
Amount

Principal Amount
Outstanding
(As of April 1, 2015)

Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2007 Series A (the “2007A Bonds”)

$1,500,000,000

$1,373,380,000

Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2009 Series A (the “2009A Bonds”)

$150,000,000

$59,900,000

Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2009 Series B (Federally Taxable - Direct
Pay to Issuer - Build America Bonds) (the “2009B Bonds”)

$450,000,000

$450,000,000

Subordinated Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2010 Series A
(Federally Taxable - Direct Pay to Issuer - Qualified School
Construction Bonds) (the “2010A Bonds”)

$151,000,000

$151,000,000

Subordinated Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds 2011 Series A
(Federal Taxable - Direct Pay to Issuer - Qualified School Construction
Bonds) (the “2011A Bonds”)

$142,380,000

$142,380,000

Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2011 Series B (the “2011B Bonds”)

$1,000,000,000

$959,755,000

Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Refunding Bonds, 2012 Series A
(the “2012A Bonds”)

$766,140,000

$766,140,000

Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Refunding Bonds, 2012 Series B
(the “2012B Bonds”)

$916,350,000

$916,350,000

Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2013 Series A (the “2013A Bonds”)

$549,000,000

$549,000,000

Subordinated Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds Anticipation Notes, 2014
Series A (the “2014A Notes”)*

$300,000,000

$300,000,000*

$76,315,000

$76,315,000

Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Refunding Bonds, 2015 Series A
(the “2015A Bonds”)

_____________________
*
The 2014A Notes will be paid in full with a portion of the proceeds of the 2015B Bonds.
The 2007A Bonds, the 2009A Bonds, the 2009B Bonds, the 2011B Bonds, the 2012A Bonds, the 2012B
Bonds, the 2013A Bonds and the 2015A Bonds constitute Senior Bonds under the Trust Agreement. The 2010A
Bonds and the 2011A Bonds constitute Subordinated Bonds under the Trust Agreement. The 2014A Notes were
issued as bond anticipation notes under the Trust Agreement, are subordinate to both the Senior Bonds and the
Subordinated Bonds, and will be paid in full with a portion of the proceeds of the 2015B Bonds. In 2015, the
Authority approved the establishment of a commercial paper program and the issuance of commercial paper notes in
a principal amount not to exceed $450,000,000 (the “Commercial Paper Notes”), of which $135,000,000 in principal
amount were outstanding as of April 1, 2015. The Commercial Paper Notes were issued as bond anticipation notes
under the Trust Agreement and are subordinate to the Senior Bonds and the Subordinated Bonds. The Trust
Agreement provides for the issuance of additional bonds on a parity with any Outstanding Senior Bonds
(“Additional Senior Bonds”) and additional bonds on a parity with any Outstanding Subordinated Bonds
(“Additional Subordinated Bonds”), as well as notes and other evidences of indebtedness that are subordinate to the
Senior Bonds and the Subordinated Bonds. The Authority anticipates that it will issue Additional Senior Bonds and
Additional Subordinated Bonds in the future, subject to certain terms and conditions of the Trust Agreement,
including Bonds to repay the Commercial Paper Notes. See “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR
THE 2015B BONDS – Additional Bonds, Refunding Bonds and Other Indebtedness.” As used herein, the term
“Bonds” means all Outstanding Bonds and all Additional Senior Bonds and Additional Subordinated Bonds
hereafter issued under the Trust Agreement.
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The proceeds of the 2015B Bonds will be used, together with other funds available under the Trust
Agreement, to (i) pay the principal of and interest on the 2014A Notes in full at maturity, (ii) fund a Senior Debt
Service Reserve Account for the 2015B Bonds, and (iii) pay the costs of issuing the 2015B Bonds. See
“ESTIMATED SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS.”
Neither the Commonwealth nor any political subdivision thereof shall be obligated to pay the
principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any 2015B Bonds, and the faith and credit of the Commonwealth
or of any political subdivision thereof are not pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or
interest on any 2015B Bonds. The Authority has no taxing power.
Competitive Sale
The 2015B Bonds were sold through a competitive, electronic bidding process on May 5, 2015 in
accordance with the terms of the Official Notice of Sale attached hereto as Appendix D. See “COMPETITIVE
SALE OF THE 2015B BONDS.”
Official Statement
There follows in this Official Statement a description of the Authority, together with summaries of the
terms of the 2015B Bonds and certain provisions of the Act, the Trust Agreement, and the MOU. All references
herein to the Act, the Trust Agreement, and the MOU are qualified in their entirety by reference to such law,
documents and instruments, copies of which are available from the Authority or the Trustee, and all references to the
2015B Bonds are qualified in their entirety by reference to the definitive forms thereof and the information with
respect thereto contained in the Trust Agreement.
Appendix A is a summary of certain provisions of the Trust Agreement. Appendix B sets forth the
proposed form of opinion of Bond Counsel. Appendix C sets forth the proposed Form of Continuing Disclosure
Agreement to be executed by the Authority and the Trustee. Appendix D is the Official Notice of Sale.
This Official Statement does not contain general financial and operating information regarding the
Authority because the 2015B Bonds do not constitute a general obligation of the Authority and the Dedicated Sales
Tax Revenue Amount is not derived from or otherwise related to the Authority’s operations. Accordingly, the
payment of principal of, premium, if any, or interest on the 2015B Bonds is not dependent on the Authority’s
operations.
SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS
Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount
General
The Commonwealth currently imposes a six and a quarter percent (6.25%) statewide sales tax on retail
sales of certain tangible property (including retail sales of meals) transacted in the Commonwealth and a
complementary use tax on the storage, use or other consumption of like tangible properties brought into the
Commonwealth. However, food, clothing up to a certain dollar amount, prescribed medicine, materials and produce
used in food production, machinery, materials, tools and fuel used in certain industries and property subject to other
excises (except for cigarettes) are exempt from the sales tax. Nonresidential and a portion of residential
telecommunication services are the only services that are included in the sales tax base. The sales and use tax is also
applied to sales of electricity, gas and steam for certain nonresidential use.
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The sales tax became effective in April 1966 at a rate of three percent (3%). It was initially enacted as a
temporary tax, but was made permanent by legislation effective January 1968. In November 1975, the rate was
increased to five percent (5%), and effective August 1, 2009 it was increased to 6.25%. Effective August 1, 2009,
the exemption of taxes on alcohol sales was eliminated; this legislation, however, was repealed by the voters at the
November 2010 statewide election, effective January 1, 2011. Based on information provided by the Department of
Revenue, the rate increase to 6.25% produced approximately $918 million, $963 million, $983 million and $1.046
billion in additional gross sales tax receipts in Fiscal Year 2011, Fiscal Year 2012, Fiscal Year 2013, and Fiscal
Year 2014, respectively, and is estimated to have produced approximately $811 million in additional gross sales tax
receipts in Fiscal Year 2015 for the period from July 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015, compared to approximately
$774 million for the same period in Fiscal Year 2014.
From time to time the Commonwealth has implemented, through legislation, limited sales tax holidays that,
by reducing overall sales tax receipts, also reduce the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount (as described below)
available to the Authority. To date, however, no such sales tax holiday has had a material impact on the Dedicated
Sales Tax Revenue Amount available to the Authority in any fiscal year. The Authority cannot predict whether any
such sales tax holidays will be implemented in the future or its impact on the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount.
Revenues from the sales tax are dependent on economic conditions in the Commonwealth. A downturn in
the economy may negatively impact statewide sales tax receipts and, accordingly, the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount. As shown below in the table under the heading “History of Commonwealth Sales Tax Collections,” below,
since 2000, the growth, if any, in the Commonwealth’s Sales Tax receipts has been slower than overall prior
historical trends.
Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount
The Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount includes all moneys received by the Commonwealth equal to
one percent (1%) of the receipts from sales, as defined by Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 64H (“Chapter
64H”) and one percent (1%) of the sales price of purchases, as defined by Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 64I
(“Chapter 64I”), from that portion of the taxes imposed under Chapter 64H and Chapter 64I as excises upon the sale
and use at retail of tangible property or of services, and upon the storage, use or other consumption of tangible
property or of services, including interest thereon or penalties, but does not include the Statutorily Exempted
Revenue (defined below).
Excluded from the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount (the “Statutorily Exempted Revenue”) are (i)
taxes on meals, (ii) taxes from sales at retail by a vendor of meals, beverages and other tangible personal property or
services at establishments that were first opened for patronage on or after July 1, 1997 that are located within the
Convention Center Finance District in the City of Boston, (iii) taxes from sales at retail by a vendor of meals,
beverages and other tangible personal property or services within hotels, motels or other lodging establishments that
are located in the City of Boston (but which are outside of the Convention Center Finance District), or the City of
Cambridge, that were first opened for patronage on or after July 1, 1997, and (iv) taxes from sales at retail by a
vendor of meals, beverages and other tangible personal property or services at establishments within the Springfield
Civic and Convention Center and at establishments located within the Springfield Civic and Convention Center
Finance District that were first opened for patronage on or after July 1, 2000. The Convention Center Finance
District is an area of Boston located near the Boston Convention & Exhibition Center. The Springfield Civic and
Convention Center Finance District is an area in Springfield located near the Springfield Civic and Convention
Center. In Fiscal Year 2014, taxes from sales within the special financing districts in Boston and Springfield
(excluding the meals tax) totaled approximately $3.8 million, and are estimated to have totaled approximately $4.2
million in Fiscal Year 2015, for the period from July 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015, compared to approximately
$2.6 million for the same period in Fiscal Year 2014.
History of Commonwealth Sales Tax Receipts
Set forth below is a summary of the Commonwealth’s annual sales tax receipts since Fiscal Year 1985,
including projections for Fiscal Years 2015 and 2016, net of Statutorily Exempted Revenues, together with an
estimate of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount for each such year (including prior to the enactment of the
Act).
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HISTORICAL COMMONWEALTH SALES TAX RECEIPTS1

Fiscal
Year

Sales Tax Receipts1

Estimated
Dedicated Sales
Tax Revenue
Amount2

% Increase/
(Decrease)

Fiscal
Year

Sales Tax Receipts1

Estimated
Dedicated Sales
Tax Revenue
Amount2

1985

$1,209,522,818

$241,904,564

16.1%

2001

$3,272,953,839

$654,590,768

1986

1,452,092,246

290,418,449

20.1

2002

3,193,946,638

638,789,328

1987

1,600,004,046

320,000,809

10.2

20034

3,196,008,691

639,201,738

0.1

1988

1,733,312,576

346,662,515

8.3

2004

3,211,141,238

642,228,248

0.5

1989

1,787,062,915

357,412,583

3.1

2005

3,330,838,208

666,167,642

3.7

1990

1,660,519,469

332,103,894

(7.1)

2006

3,420,208,843

684,041,769

2.7

1991

1,617,727,175

323,545,435

(2.6)

2007

3,458,884,551

691,776,910

1.1

1992

1,682,319,431

336,463,886

4.0

2008

3,453,776,709

690,755,342

(0.1)

1993

1,820,971,551

364,194,310

8.2

2009

3,238,994,447

647,798,889

(6.2)

1994

1,978,773,555

395,754,711

8.7

20105

3,852,057,082

637,083,944

(1.7)

1995

2,136,971,274

427,394,255

8.0

20115

4,091,484,725

654,642,631

2.8

5

4,190,557,744

670,494,063

2.4

4,262,749,824

682,046,396

1.7

% Increase/
(Decrease)
5.3%
(2.4)

1996

2,252,083,428

450,416,686

5.4

2012

1997

2,494,701,986

498,940,397

10.8

20135

19983

2,572,447,261

514,489,452

3.1

20145

4,546,991,713

727,526,289

6.7

1999

2,833,016,602

566,603,320

10.1

20156

4,825,748,543

772,119,767

6.1

2000

3,107,166,500

621,433,300

9.7

20167

5,024,073,827

803,851,812

4.1

Source: Massachusetts Department of Revenue (“DOR”).
1
2

3

4
5

6
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Total sales tax receipts after reimbursements and abatements, less the Statutorily Exempted Revenue. See “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE
2015B BONDS – Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount.”
These data are presented as an estimate of historical Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount based on historical sales tax receipts, and represent 20% of sales tax receipts
for the period from 1982 through August 2009; and 16% of sales tax receipts commencing in September 2009 (and in August 2009, with respect to motor vehicle sales tax
receipts only). These data do not account for the phase-in of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount, effective Fiscal Year 2006 through Fiscal Year 2010, in which
years the SMART Fund was credited with the greater of an applicable statutory minimum dollar amount or a percentage of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount for
each such Fiscal Year.
In January 1998, the payment schedule for businesses with tax liabilities greater than $25,000 per year was changed to simplify the time period in which such payments are
based. While the timing change did not affect the amount of tax owed by the affected businesses, the new payment schedule caused a one-time delay in receipt of tax
revenues realized in Fiscal Year 1998. According to DOR, approximately $105 million less in sales tax revenue was collected in Fiscal Year 1998 as a result of this
change.
A tax amnesty program was in effect for a portion of Fiscal Year 2003, which according to DOR generated approximately $42 million of sales and use tax revenues.
Reflects additional revenue due to sales tax rate increase from 5.0% to 6.25% (estimated by DOR to be approximately $739 million in Fiscal Year 2010, $918 million in
Fiscal Year 2011, $963 million in Fiscal Year 2012, $983 million in Fiscal Year 2013, and $1.046 billion in Fiscal Year 2014) and elimination of sales tax exemption for
alcoholic beverages for the period between August 1, 2009 and January 1, 2011 (estimated by DOR to be $96.6 million in Fiscal Year 2010 and $81.0 million in Fiscal
Year 2011, of which amounts $15.5 million and $13.0 million, respectively, are included in the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount for each respective year.)
Amounts for Fiscal Year 2015 are projected based on the revised tax revenue estimate of $24.325 billion, reflecting the consensus tax revenue estimate of $24.337 billion,
adjusted for the impact of the subsequent changes affecting budgetary taxes, including changes in the General Appropriation Act (such as tax amnesty, delayed FAS109
deductions, and enhanced DOR tax enforcements), changes in economic development legislation, changes in county government financial management legislation, a Part
B personal income tax rate reduction (from 5.2% to 5.15%), the elimination of gas/special fuels tax indexing to inflation, the transfer of $5 million from tax amnesty
collections to the Commonwealth Substance Abuse Fund, and a corporate and business tax amnesty program. Year-to-date collections through March 31, 2015 are
approximately $3.514 billion, as compared to approximately $3.363 billion for the same period in Fiscal Year 2014.
Amounts for Fiscal Year 2016 are based on the January 30, 2015 consensus tax revenue estimates of $25.479 billion.

SMART Fund
General
The Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount will be credited, without appropriation, allotment or other
action, to the SMART Fund. All such moneys to be credited to the SMART Fund are impressed with a trust for the
benefit of the owners of the Bonds. The Treasurer is the trustee of the SMART Fund and holds the funds in the
SMART Fund exclusively for the purposes of the Authority. Pursuant to the Act, funds in the SMART Fund shall be
disbursed to the Authority or its designee, without appropriation, allotment or other action, upon the request of the
Authority’s Executive Director. The Trust Agreement contains the Executive Director’s irrevocable request to the
Treasurer to disburse the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount in the SMART Fund to the Trustee for deposit in
the Revenue Fund established pursuant to the Trust Agreement and further provides for the Treasurer’s agreement to
disburse the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount as soon as practicable after identifying amounts as such, but in
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no event later than two Business Days after such identification. See APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN
PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Covenant of the Commonwealth.”
Certain moneys that are not derived from the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount may from time to time
be credited to the SMART Fund on a non-recurring basis and disbursed to the Authority. Such moneys are to be
used for the purposes of the Authority and are not held for the benefit of the owners of the Bonds. Such moneys
credited to the SMART Fund to date have been transferred to and expended by the Authority. See “THE
AUTHORITY.” Under the Act, the Comptroller was obligated to credit (i) $150 million from the Commonwealth’s
General Fund to the SMART Fund from Fiscal Year 2004 revenues, which credit was made in 2004, and
subsequently repaid by the Authority in Fiscal Year 2010, pursuant to subsequent amendments to the Act, and (ii)
$395.7 million to the SMART Fund from Fiscal Year 2005 revenues of the Commonwealth, which credit was made
in monthly installments with the final installment credited in July, 2005. In addition, Chapter 201 of the Acts of
2004 authorized the Commonwealth to issue up to $1 billion of general obligation bonds to fund additional deposits
into the SMART Fund, and such amount has been credited to the SMART Fund. Any further credit of funds not
constituting Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount to the SMART Fund will not be held as security for the Bonds.
Memorandum of Understanding
In order to implement certain procedural provisions of the Act, the Authority has entered into the MOU
with the Treasurer, the Comptroller and the Department of Revenue. The MOU addresses the determination and
application of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount, the schedule of deposits to the SMART Fund, the timing
of the deposits to the SMART Fund, and the timing and amounts of disbursements from the SMART Fund by the
Treasurer to, or at the direction of, the Authority.
Under the MOU, by the fifteenth business day of each month during each Fiscal Year, the Department of
Revenue shall identify the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount received by the Commonwealth for the preceding
month and the Comptroller shall credit such amount to the SMART Fund. Within two business days thereafter, the
Treasurer shall disburse without appropriation, allotment or other action the entire amount so credited from the
SMART Fund to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund held under the Trust Agreement, except in the case of
the amount credited in July of each year on account of revenues received in June (the last month of the Fiscal Year).
In accordance with the MOU, the Treasurer shall disburse to the Trustee 90% of the amount identified in each July
on account of June receipts and shall disburse the balance, net of any necessary year-end audit adjustments, if any,
to the Trustee within two business days after the issuance of the State Auditor’s state tax revenue report in
September. Upon the issuance of such report, the Comptroller will make any required transfer to or from the
SMART Fund to reflect the final audited amount of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount. After such transfer,
the Treasurer will transfer to the Trustee the adjusted balance, if any, from the amount credited to the SMART Fund
in July.
Statutory Covenants
The Act provides that in accordance with the terms of any bond resolution, trust or security agreement or
credit enhancement agreement, surety bond or insurance policy that the Authority has adopted or entered into, the
holders of indebtedness and the providers of any such credit enhancement, surety bond or insurance policy shall be
beneficiaries of the SMART Fund. Under the Act, the Commonwealth has covenanted with the purchaser and all
subsequent holders and transferees of any of the Authority’s bonds or notes that while such bonds or notes shall
remain outstanding, and so long as the principal of or interest on such bonds or notes shall remain unpaid, the sums
to be credited to the SMART Fund shall not be diverted from the control of the Authority and, so long as the sums
are necessary, which determination shall be made by the Authority in accordance with any applicable bond
resolution, trust or security agreement or credit enhancement agreement, surety bond or insurance policy related to
indebtedness incurred by the Authority, for purposes for which the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount has been
pledged, the rate of the taxes set forth in Chapters 64H and 64I from which the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount is derived will not be reduced below the rates prescribed by the Act. Pursuant to the Trust Agreement, the
Authority agrees that, so long as any Bonds remain Outstanding, it will not make any determination that the
Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount is unnecessary for the purposes for which it has been pledged, which
determination if made would permit a reduction in the rates of the excises imposed by the Act. See APPENDIX A –
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Powers as to Bonds and Pledge.”
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In the opinion of Bond Counsel, the covenant of the Commonwealth is a valid contract between the
Commonwealth and the holders of Obligations that is binding on future legislatures. Furthermore, under current law,
enactment of a law that would reduce the rate of the sales tax imposed by Chapters 64H and 64I below the rates
prescribed by the Act would result in an unconstitutional impairment of contract rights or taking of property rights
with respect to Obligations issued prior to the enactment of such law, including the 2015B Bonds, unless such
owners of such Obligations are provided reasonable and adequate compensation, or unless such impairment is both
reasonable and necessary to serve legitimate state purposes.
The covenant described herein relates only to the rate of the sales tax comprising the Dedicated Sales Tax
Revenue Amount and not to the types of property and services that are taxed.
Additional Revenues and Dedicated Payments
The Authority issued its 2009B Bonds as “Build America Bonds” under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 and receives cash subsidy payments (“Interest Subsidy Payments”) from the United
States Department of the Treasury (the “Treasury”) equal to 35% of the interest payable on the 2009B Bonds. The
Authority issued its 2010A Bonds and its 2011A Bonds as “Qualified School Construction Bonds” pursuant to
Section 54F of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”) and as “specified tax credit bonds” as
defined in Section 6431(f) of the Code, and as such the Authority receives Interest Subsidy Payments from the
Treasury equal to 100% of the interest payable on the 2010A Bonds and the 2011A Bonds. The Interest Subsidy
Payments received by the Authority with respect to the 2009B Bonds and 2010A Bonds constitute Dedicated
Payments for purposes of the Trust Agreement and are deposited directly to the Senior Debt Service Fund. The
annual amounts of Interest Subsidy Payments expected to be received by the Authority, without regard to any
impact of the so-called federal sequestration order discussed below, and deposited to the Senior Debt Service Fund
for the 2009B Bonds are approximately $9 million for each fiscal year through Fiscal Year 2031, declining
proportionately thereafter as the 2009B Bonds are redeemed to their final maturity in Fiscal Year 2040, and for the
2010A Bonds, are approximately $8 million in each fiscal year that the 2010A Bonds are outstanding. The Interest
Subsidy Payments received by the Authority with respect to the 2011A Bonds constitute Additional Revenues under
the Trust Agreement and are deposited directly to the Revenue Fund. The annual amount of Interest Subsidy
Payments that is expected to be received by the Authority, without regard to any impact of the federal sequestration
order, and deposited to the Revenue Fund in each fiscal year that the 2011A Bonds are outstanding is approximately
$7 million through Fiscal Year 2028, and approximately $3 million for Fiscal Year 2029.
There can be no assurance as to the receipt, or timing of receipt, of any Interest Subsidy Payments. Federal
tax law imposes certain requirements on the Authority in order for the Authority to continue to receive Interest
Subsidy Payments. In addition, Interest Subsidy Payments are treated as overpayments of tax, and accordingly are
subject to offset against certain amounts that may be owed by the Authority to the federal government or its
agencies. It also is possible that the Interest Subsidy Payments could be reduced or eliminated or the timing of the
payment thereof altered as a result of a change in federal law, as has been the case in Fiscal Years 2013, 2014 and
2015 due to the federal sequestration order that resulted in and is expected to result in reductions by the Treasury in
the Interest Subsidy Payments received by the Authority. The impact of the federal sequestration order has resulted
or is expected to result in an aggregate reduction of approximately $0.4 million, $1.9 million, and $1.8 million in
Interest Subsidy Payments in Fiscal Year 2013, Fiscal Year 2014 and Fiscal Year 2015, respectively. The Authority
also may reverse or modify the pledge or designation of Interest Subsidy Payments as Dedicated Payments provided
that the Authority demonstrates that following such reversal or modification the Authority will meet the test for
incurring one dollar of Additional Senior Bonds as set forth in the Trust Agreement. The Authority is obligated,
however, to pay the principal of and interest on the 2009B Bonds, the 2010A Bonds and the 2011A Bonds whether
or not it receives Interest Subsidy Payments, and the Trustee retains the full amount necessary to pay debt service on
the 2009B Bonds in the Senior Debt Service Fund, and on the 2010A Bonds and the 2011A Bonds in the
Subordinate Debt Service Fund, in each case without giving any credit to expected receipt of Interest Subsidy
Payments. See “Flow of Funds,” below.
Pledge under the Trust Agreement
The 2015B Bonds are special obligations of the Authority payable solely from, and are secured equally and
ratably without preference of any Senior Bond issued under the Trust Agreement solely by a senior lien on and
pledge of (i) the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount and Additional Revenues (together, “Pledged Receipts”) and
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all rights to receive the same, whether existing or coming into existence and whether held or hereafter acquired and
including any proceeds thereof, and (ii) all moneys, securities and any investment earnings with respect thereto, in
all Funds established by or pursuant to the Trust Agreement, provided that amounts held in each Senior Debt Service
Reserve Account within the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund and in each Subordinate Debt Service Account
within the Subordinate Debt Service Reserve Fund shall only be pledged to the payment of the related Series of
Bonds (collectively, the “Trust Estate”), subject only to the provisions of the Trust Agreement permitting the
application of the foregoing for the purposes and on the terms and conditions set forth in the Trust Agreement. The
Trust Agreement also provides for the pledge of Dedicated Payments as security for the Senior Bonds and certain
other payments payable to the Authority. Pursuant to the Trust Agreement, the 2015B Bonds are secured equally and
ratably with certain reimbursement obligations due to providers of Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facilities and
certain payments payable by the Authority pursuant to certain hedge agreements, in either case entered into with
respect to Senior Bonds. See APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST
AGREEMENT – Pledge of the Trust Agreement.” The Authority may issue Additional Bonds or notes or create
reimbursement obligations with respect to Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facilities or payment obligations with
respect to hedge agreements, in either case entered into with respect to Senior Bonds, under the Trust Agreement
which are payable out of or secured by the Trust Estate on a parity basis to the 2015B Bonds. See APPENDIX A –
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Creation of Liens; Other
Indebtedness.” The Trust Agreement does not provide for a pledge of the proceeds of a series of Bonds except to the
extent that proceeds are deposited in an applicable Debt Service Reserve Account. Accordingly, the proceeds of the
2015B Bonds do not secure the Authority’s obligation to make any payments in respect of the 2015B Bonds. See
APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Pledge of the
Trust Agreement.”
Pursuant to the Act and the Trust Agreement, payments with respect to the principal of, premium, if any,
and interest on Senior Bonds including the 2015B Bonds are senior to all grant payments and other expenditures of
the Authority payable from Pledged Receipts.
2015B Bonds Are Special Obligations of the Authority
The 2015B Bonds are special obligations of the Authority. Neither the Commonwealth nor any
political subdivision thereof shall be obligated to pay the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any
2015B Bonds, and the faith and credit of the Commonwealth or of any political subdivision thereof are not
pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any 2015B Bonds. The Authority
has no taxing power.
Funds and Accounts
The following Funds have been established pursuant to the Master Trust Agreement, to be held by the
Trustee:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

the Revenue Fund,
the Senior Debt Service Fund,
the Subordinated Debt Service Fund,
the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund,
the Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund,
the Senior Redemption Fund,
the Subordinated Redemption Fund, and
the Bond Related Costs Fund.

All of such Funds are subject to the pledge created by the Trust Agreement. See “SOURCES OF
PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS – Pledge under the Trust Agreement.”
Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund and 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Account
Pursuant to the Trust Agreement, the Trustee will establish the 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve
Account for the 2015B Bonds within the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund. The amounts held in the 2015B Senior
Debt Service Reserve Account shall be pledged solely to the payment of the 2015B Bonds. If at any time the
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amounts on deposit and available therefor in the Senior Debt Service Fund are insufficient to pay the principal and
interest on the 2015B Bonds then due, the Trustee shall withdraw amounts on deposit in the 2015B Senior Debt
Service Reserve Account, solely to pay the principal of and interest on the 2015B Bonds. See APPENDIX A –
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Senior Debt Service Reserve
Fund.”
A portion of the proceeds of the 2015B Bonds in the approximate amount of $11.03 million will be
deposited in the 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Account to satisfy the 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve
Fund Requirement. See APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST
AGREEMENT – Definitions” for the definition of the Series 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund
Requirement. The 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement may be reduced or eliminated at any time
upon the delivery to the Trustee of (i) a certificate of an Authorized Officer directing such reduction or elimination,
and (ii) a Rating Confirmation from each Rating Agency maintaining a Rating on Outstanding 2015B Bonds. See
APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Definitions.”
In the event of any withdrawal from the 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Account to cure any
deficiency in the Senior Debt Service Fund with respect to the 2015B Bonds, the Authority shall instruct the Trustee
to transfer from the Revenue Fund in accordance with the Trust Agreement to the 2015B Senior Debt Service
Reserve Account the amount of such withdrawal for deposit in the 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Account in
equal consecutive monthly installments over a three-year period, payable on or before the last Business Day of the
month, commencing with the month immediately succeeding the month in which such withdrawal occurs. It shall
not be an Event of Default under the Trust Agreement if there are insufficient funds in the Revenue Fund to make
the monthly transfers in the amounts and at the times described in the immediately preceding sentence.
Each Series of Additional Bonds may, but are not required to be, secured by a Debt Service Reserve
Account in the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund or Subordinated Debt Service Fund, as applicable. The Series
Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement, if any, for any Series of Additional Bonds shall be set forth in the
applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement. A separate Debt Service Reserve Account within the applicable Debt
Service Reserve Fund will be established for each Series of Additional Bonds so secured. Senior Debt Service
Reserve Accounts in the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund in the approximate amounts of $129.18 million, $16.42
million, $37.22 million, $79.02 million, $86.39 million, $113.71 million, and $50.8 million have been established
for the 2007A Bonds, the 2009A Bonds, the 2009B Bonds, the 2011B Bonds, the 2012A Bonds, the 2012B Bonds
and the 2013A Bonds, respectively, and each such Senior Debt Service Reserve Account has been pledged solely to
the payment of such respective series of Senior Bonds. Earnings on the Debt Service Reserve Accounts within the
Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund are transferred to the Senior Debt Service Fund. In Fiscal Years 2012, 2013, 2014
and Fiscal Year 2015, as of April 1, 2015, approximately $19.1 million, $21.9 million, $22.6 million, and $20.9
million, respectively, of earnings were transferred from the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund to the Senior Debt
Service Fund.
Flow of Funds
In accordance with the Act and the Trust Agreement, the Treasurer has covenanted to disburse all amounts
in the SMART Fund constituting Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amounts directly to the Trustee for deposit in the
Revenue Fund as soon as practicable after identifying amounts as such, but in no event later than two Business Days
after such identification. Additional Revenues and certain additional payments received pursuant to certain hedge
agreements shall also be deposited to the Revenue Fund. See APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN
PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Flow of Funds.”
On or before the last Business Day of each month, the Trustee shall transfer amounts available in the
Revenue Fund to the following Funds and in the following order:
(i)

To the Senior Debt Service Fund, an amount equal to the Senior Debt Service Fund Requirement;

(ii)
To each Senior Debt Service Reserve Account, if any, on a pro-rata basis, the amount, if any,
necessary to increase the amount on deposit in each Senior Debt Service Reserve Account to the level required, if
any, by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement;
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(iii)
To the Bond Related Costs Fund, such amounts, if any, as are set forth in an Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement or a certificate of an Authorized Officer delivered to the Trustee pursuant to the
Trust Agreement as necessary to pay Bond Related Costs with respect to Senior Bonds or to reimburse the Authority
for the payment thereof;
(iv)
Requirement;

To the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, an amount equal to the Subordinated Debt Service Fund

(v)
To each Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account, on a pro-rata basis, the amount, if any
necessary to increase the amount on deposit in such Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account to the level
required by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement;
(vi)
To the Bond Related Costs Fund, such amounts, if any, as are set forth in an Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement or a certificate of an Authorized Officer delivered to the Trustee pursuant to the
Trust Agreement as necessary to pay Bond Related Costs with respect to Subordinated Bonds or to reimburse the
Authority for the payment thereof;
(vii)
To the issuing and paying agent for the Commercial Paper Notes, such amount, if any, as may be
set forth in a certificate from the Authority, for the purpose of paying interest on the Commercial Paper Notes; and
(viii)
To the issuing and paying agent for the Commercial Paper Notes, such amount, if any, as may be
required to pay a reimbursement obligation owed by the Authority to a letter of credit bank in connection with a
letter of credit securing Commercial Paper Notes in the event such amounts are not otherwise paid by the Authority.
Any balance remaining in the Revenue Fund following the above payments shall be retained in the
Revenue Fund to be available for future payments therefrom or, upon the written direction of an Authorized Officer,
shall be transferred by the Trustee to the Senior Redemption Fund or the Subordinated Redemption Fund, to the
extent permitted under the Trust Agreement, or upon the written direction of any Authorized Officer, shall be
transferred by the Trustee to the Authority, free and clear of any trust, lien or pledge or assignment securing the
Bonds or otherwise existing under the lien of the Trust Agreement.
Dedicated Payments received by the Trustee on behalf of the Authority are deposited directly in the Senior
Debt Service Fund. See “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS – Additional
Revenues and Dedicated Payments.”
Amounts deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund under the Trust Agreement will be applied to the
payment of the principal, premium, if any, and interest payable on the Senior Bonds as the same becomes due at
maturity or upon redemption and to certain payments payable by the Authority pursuant to certain hedge agreements
entered into with respect to Senior Bonds. Amounts deposited in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund under the
Trust Agreement will be applied to the payment of the principal, premium, if any, and interest payable on the
Subordinated Bonds as the same becomes due at maturity or upon redemption and to certain payments payable by
the Authority pursuant to certain hedge agreements entered into with respect to Subordinated Bonds. If on any Debt
Service Payment Date, the amount accumulated in the Senior Debt Service Fund or the Subordinated Debt Service
Fund, as applicable, for any of the purposes specified above exceeds the amount required therefor, the amount of
such excess shall thereupon be transferred to the Revenue Fund. See APPENDIX A - “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN
PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT - Senior Debt Service Fund,” and “- Subordinated Debt Service
Fund.”
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The following chart illustrates the flow of funds of the Pledged Receipts and other amounts:
Dedicated Sales Tax
Revenue Amount

Department of Revenue

SMART Fund

Trustee

Revenue Fund

Additional Revenues

Senior Debt
Service Fund

Dedicated Payments

Senior Debt Service
Reserve Fund

Bond Related Costs Fund
(for costs related to
Senior Bonds)

Subordinated Debt
Service Fund
Subordinated Sinking
Fund Accounts
Subordinated Debt
Service Reserve Fund

Bond Related Costs Fund
(for costs related to
Subordinated Bonds)

Commercial Paper Notes
(or reimbursement obligations)

Authority
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Sinking Fund
Deposits

Additional Bonds, Refunding Bonds and Other Indebtedness
The Trust Agreement permits one or more Series of Additional Senior Bonds or Additional Subordinated
Bonds to be issued for any purpose of the Authority, including without limitation financing the school building
assistance program contemplated by the Act, making deposits to one or more Funds, paying Costs of Issuance or
refunding Outstanding Bonds or other obligations of the Authority. All such Additional Senior Bonds will be
secured by a lien on Pledged Receipts on parity to the lien securing the 2015B Bonds.
Additional Senior Bonds
Prior to the issuance of any Series of Additional Senior Bonds, the Authority must satisfy certain
conditions, including the delivery of a certificate that evidences one of the following:
(i)

That the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount during any 12 consecutive months out of the 24month period ending with the last full month for which such information is available prior to the
issuance of the Additional Senior Bonds was not less than 140% of the maximum Adjusted Senior
Bond Debt Service Requirement in the then current or any future Fiscal Year with respect to all
Senior Bonds Outstanding including the proposed Additional Senior Bonds; or

(ii)

That the estimated Pledged Receipts expected to be received by the Authority following the
issuance of the proposed Additional Senior Bonds for each Fiscal Year is not less than 140% of
the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement for such Fiscal Year with respect to all
Senior Bonds Outstanding including the proposed Additional Senior Bonds; provided, however,
that if the Authority elects to issue Additional Senior Bonds by demonstrating compliance with the
financial test described in this subclause (ii), the Authority shall also deliver a Rating
Confirmation from each Rating Agency maintaining a rating on Senior Bonds Outstanding.

Additional Subordinated Bonds
Prior to the issuance of any Series of Additional Subordinated Bonds, the Authority must satisfy certain
conditions, including the delivery of a certificate that evidences one of the following:
(i)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer showing that the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount
during any 12 consecutive months out of the 24-month period ending with the last full month for
which such information is available prior to the issuance of the Additional Subordinated Bonds
was not less than 130% of the maximum Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in the then
current or any future Fiscal Year with respect to all Bonds Outstanding including the proposed
Additional Subordinated Bonds; or

(ii)

a certificate of an Authorized Officer setting forth the estimated Pledged Receipts expected to be
received by the Authority in each Fiscal Year following the issuance of the proposed Additional
Subordinated Bonds and showing for each Fiscal Year that the estimated Pledged Receipts for
such Fiscal Year will be not less than 130% of the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement for
such Fiscal Year with respect to all Bonds Outstanding including the proposed Additional
Subordinated Bonds. The Authority shall also deliver a Rating Confirmation from each Rating
Agency maintaining a rating on Subordinated Bonds Outstanding.

See APPENDIX A – “SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT –
Additional Bonds.”
Refunding Bonds
The Trust Agreement also permits the issuance of one or more Series of Refunding Bonds for the purpose
of refunding all or any part of the Bonds of one or more Series Outstanding upon satisfaction by the Authority of
certain conditions, including the delivery of a certificate setting forth the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement
for each Fiscal Year in which Bonds are or will be Outstanding (a) computed immediately prior to the delivery of
such Refunding Bonds, and (b) computed immediately after the delivery of such Refunding Bonds. Such certificate
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must also evidence either that (x) the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in each Fiscal Year in which Bonds
will be Outstanding as computed immediately after the delivery of such Refunding Bonds will not be greater than
the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in each such Fiscal Year as computed immediately prior to the
delivery of such Refunding Bonds, or (y) the maximum annual Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement as
computed immediately after the delivery of such Refunding Bonds will not be greater than the maximum annual
Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement as computed immediately prior to the delivery of such Refunding Bonds.
In lieu of a certificate as described in this paragraph, the Authorized Officer may deliver to the Trustee either (A) a
certificate evidencing compliance with paragraphs (i) or (ii) above under “Additional Senior Bonds” treating the
Refunding Bonds to be issued as Additional Senior Bonds, or (B) a certificate evidencing compliance with the
provisions described in paragraphs (i) or (ii) above under “Additional Subordinated Bonds” treating the Refunding
Bonds to be issued as Additional Subordinated Bonds, or (C) a Rating Confirmation. See APPENDIX A –
“SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT – Refunding Bonds.”
Creation of Liens: Other Indebtedness
Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Trust Agreement and as described below, the Authority may
not issue any bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness, other than the Bonds, or enter into any Qualified
Hedge Agreement, secured by a pledge of or other lien on the Trust Estate held or set aside by the Authority or by
the Trustee under the Trust Agreement, and shall not otherwise create or cause to be created any lien or charge on
such Trust Estate.
The Authority may at any time or from time to time issue notes or other evidences of indebtedness (and
renewals thereof), in anticipation of Bonds (“Bond Anticipation Notes”) to the extent and in the manner permitted
by the Trust Agreement, which notes may be payable out of, or secured by a pledge of, the Trust Estate, provided
that such payment or pledge shall in all respects be subordinate to the provisions of the Trust Agreement and the
pledge created thereby for the benefit of the related Senior Bonds Outstanding or Subordinated Bonds Outstanding
thereunder, as applicable. The Commercial Paper Notes are issued as Bond Anticipation Notes under the Trust
Agreement and are subordinated to the Senior Bonds and the Subordinated Bonds.
The Authority may issue bonds (other than Additional Bonds or Refunding Bonds), notes or other
evidences of indebtedness, and may enter into Qualified Hedge Agreements, which are payable out of, or secured by
a pledge of, the Trust Estate, provided that such payment or pledge shall in all respects be subordinate to the
provisions of the Trust Agreement and the pledge created thereby for the benefit of the Senior Bonds Outstanding
and Subordinated Bonds Outstanding thereunder.
The Authority may issue bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness or enter into any Qualified Hedge
Agreement, which are payable out of, or secured by a pledge of, Pledged Receipts to be derived on and after such
date as the pledge of the Trust Estate created by the Trust Agreement has been discharged or which have been
released from the lien and pledge of the Trust Agreement by its terms.
THE AUTHORITY
The Authority was created by the Act as a body politic and corporate and a public instrumentality of the
Commonwealth and is mandated with achieving the effective planning, management and financial sustainability of a
school building assistance program. The Authority is an independent public authority not subject to the supervision
and control of any other executive office, department, commission, board, bureau, agency or political subdivision of
the Commonwealth except as specifically provided in any general or special law. The Act prohibits the Authority
from filing for bankruptcy.
Members of the Authority
Under the Act, the Authority shall consist of the Treasurer and Receiver-General of the Commonwealth,
the Secretary of Administration and Finance, and the Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary Education, each
ex officio, or such persons’ designees, and four other members appointed by the Treasurer and Receiver-General,
each of whom shall serve two-year terms and shall be eligible for reappointment. Of the four members appointed by
the Treasurer and Receiver-General, two are required to have practical experience in educational facilities planning,
school building construction, or architecture and school design, and two are required to be persons in the field of
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education with demonstrated knowledge of the Commonwealth’s curriculum frameworks and other relevant federal
and state educational standards. A member continues to serve upon the expiration of his or her term until a successor
is appointed and duly qualified. The Treasurer and Receiver-General serves as the chairperson of the Authority. The
Chairperson appointed Maureen Valente as the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority in March, 2015. The
Chairperson also appoints the Executive Director of the Authority, who also serves as secretary of the Authority, ex
officio, pursuant to the Act.
The Authority’s members are:
DEBORAH GOLDBERG. Treasurer and Receiver-General of the Commonwealth – Chairperson of the
Authority, ex officio.
MATTHEW DENINGER. Designee of the Commissioner of Elementary and Secondary Education of the
Commonwealth, ex officio.
SEAN R. CRONIN. Designee of the Secretary of Administration and Finance of the Commonwealth, ex
officio.
RICHARD BERTMAN. Founding Principal, CBT/Childs Bertman Tseckares, Inc.
TERRY KWAN. Former teacher and Brookline School Committee Member.
GREGORY W. SULLIVAN. Former Inspector General of the Commonwealth.
Administration
The Authority’s principal officers are as follows:
MAUREEN G. VALENTE, Chief Executive Officer.
JOHN K. MCCARTHY, Executive Director.
BARBARA J. HANSBERRY, Deputy Executive Director.
VINCENT ALABISO, Chief Financial Officer.
DENNIS RYAN, General Counsel.
MATTHEW J. DONOVAN, Chief Operating Officer.
MARY PICHETTI, Director of Capital Planning.
JENNIFER GONZALEZ, Treasurer.
KENNETH WISSMAN, Chief Financial Advisor.
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Background
The Act eliminated the former school building assistance program and created the Authority to administer
and fund a new program for grants to cities, towns and regional school districts for school construction and
renovation projects (the “Program”).
The former school building assistance program was created by the Legislature of the Commonwealth in
1948 in response to the post-World War II baby boom to provide financial assistance to municipalities to build and
renovate schools. Under the former program, the Commonwealth funded its share of project costs from annual
appropriations through the Commonwealth’s operating budget. During its existence, the former school building
assistance program expanded in scope, and the rate at which the Commonwealth was reimbursing cities and towns
for school construction projects eventually grew to range from fifty to ninety percent (50% to 90%) of the borrowing
and construction costs of approved projects. By the 1980s, the passage of a statewide local property tax limitation
initiative petition, “Proposition 2½,” limited cities’ and towns’ abilities to raise local funds. By the late 1990s, the
demand by cities and towns for funding for school construction projects had outpaced the then current funding and
management structure.
By the end of Fiscal Year 2004, according to data maintained under the former program and furnished to
the Authority, the Commonwealth was reimbursing cities, towns, and regional school districts for 728 previously
approved school projects (“Prior Grant Projects”), with the Commonwealth’s estimated share of the borrowing and
construction costs for these projects totaling approximately $5.1 billion (“Prior Grants”). In addition, according to
data compiled under the former program and furnished to the Authority, approximately 428 school projects were
maintained on a waiting list for funding (“Waiting List Projects”), with the Commonwealth’s estimated share of the
borrowing and construction costs for these projects totaling approximately $5.5 billion. The Act provides the
Authority with the power to issue its bonds and notes and to use the proceeds of such bonds and notes, together with
other available moneys provided by the Act to make payments on (i) what, under the former program, would have
been the Commonwealth’s share of the Prior Grant Projects, (ii) the Waiting List Projects, and (iii) other school
construction and renovation projects for which applications are accepted and approved by the Authority after July 1,
2007 (“New Projects”). See “SCHOOL BUILDING ASSISTANCE GRANT PROGRAM,” below.
The Authority’s payments on the Prior Grant Projects, Waiting List Projects and New Projects and all other
expenditures of the Authority are subordinate to the Authority’s obligations to pay principal of, premium, if any, and
interest on the Bonds.
As of April 1, 2015, the Authority had processed over $11.3 billion in payments, including approximately
$3.8 billion in payments on Prior Grant Projects, $4.9 billion in payments on Waiting List Projects, and $2.6 billion
in payments on New Projects. As a result of payments and audit adjustments, the liability relating to Waiting List
Projects and Prior Grant Projects totaled approximately $1.0 billion as of April 1, 2015, with only two of the original
428 Waiting List Projects remaining either in construction, and receiving payments from the Authority as
construction proceeds, or in the process of completing a project close-out audit.
School Building Assistance Grant Program
The Authority has promulgated regulations that set forth the requirements and procedures for the Program.
Pursuant to the Authority’s regulations, the application process for the Program is a collaborative process, during
which the Authority works with cities, towns, and regional school districts to determine whether there is a need for a
school building repair, renovation or construction project and, if so, to develop an appropriate, cost-effective
solution. The Authority receives Statements of Interest from cities, towns, and regional school districts (each an
“applicant”) that identify perceived deficiencies in their school facilities. To help evaluate these Statements of
Interest, the Authority conducts site visits at those facilities for which a Statement of Interest has been received to
evaluate and validate the local applicant’s perceived deficiencies. The site visits involve licensed professionals and
other experts who critically assess and evaluate the condition of the facilities to determine whether a particular
deficiency identified in a Statement of Interest warrants further attention and meets one or more of the criteria to
qualify for a grant from the Authority. The site visits allow the Authority to analyze the anticipated financial needs
for school construction and renovation projects that may qualify for grants from the Authority. The site visits build
on the Needs Surveys that the Authority completed in 2006 and 2010, both of which provided the Authority with
data about the general condition of the Commonwealth’s more than 1,750 public school facilities.
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The Act placed a moratorium on filing grant applications with the Authority until after July 1, 2007. Based
on the Statements of Interest received since July 1, 2007 and that have been evaluated by the Authority to date, the
members of the Authority (the “Board”) have voted to approve projects for potential funding that range in scope
from basic repairs, such as replacement of roofs, boilers or windows, to construction of new school facilities. All
such project approvals require the applicant and the Authority to agree on the scope, schedule, and budget of the
project and require the applicant to secure funding for its portion of project costs. As of April 1, 2015, the Authority
had entered into feasibility study agreements and project funding agreements with applicants for 488 New Projects,
representing approximately $3.6 billion of grants (“New Project Grants”). As of April 1, 2015, the Board had
approved project closeout audits for 271 of these 488 New Projects, representing approximately $733 million in
New Project Grants, and the Authority had paid approximately $1.89 billion in New Project Grants for the
remaining 217 on-going New Projects.
Under the Act, no city, town, regional school district, or independent agricultural and technical school has
any entitlement to any funds from the Authority, except at the discretion of the Authority. New Project Grants may
range from thirty-one percent (31%) to eighty percent (80%) of approved project costs, based on a formula set forth
in the Act and regulations promulgated by the Authority, and subject to the availability of funds. The aggregate
amount of New Project Grants that may be approved in any Fiscal Year is limited to not more than $500 million
beginning in Fiscal Year 2008, which limit increases or decreases annually thereafter by the lesser of four and one
half percent (4.5%) of the limit for the prior Fiscal Year or the percentage increase or decrease of the Dedicated
Sales Tax Revenue Amount over the prior Fiscal Year. The limit on New Project Grants does not include payments
with respect to Prior Grant Projects or Waiting List Projects.
Audits
The Act directs the Authority to complete final audits on all Prior Grant Projects and Waiting List Projects
for which a final audit had not been completed as of the effective date of Chapter 208. Under the former school
building assistance program, when the Department of Education approved a school construction project, it approved
the project based on the estimated approved costs of the project. Payments would be made to a city, town or regional
school district based upon these estimated costs of constructing, renovating and originally equipping the approved
project, and these payments generally were made over a 20-year period. The actual cost of the project was not
determined until a final audit was conducted, which often lagged several years behind the project’s completion.
Upon completion of the audit, the Department of Education would adjust the remaining payments to a city, town or
regional school district to account for the audit results. Upon the effective date of Chapter 208, there was a backlog
of approximately 800 incomplete and otherwise unresolved audits related to Prior Grant Projects and Waiting List
Projects. Completion of these audits allows the Authority to determine the final approved cost of such Projects, and
the Authority adjusts, if appropriate, the payments it makes for such Projects in accordance with the results of those
audits. As of April 1, 2015, the Authority had completed all but approximately two audits, which currently are under
review. Upon completion of the remaining audits, the actual amount the Authority will reimburse for the two related
projects may increase or decrease depending on the audit results.
Power to Issue Bonds
The Authority has the power to issue general obligation or revenue bonds for any purpose of the Authority,
and may secure its bonds with a pledge of revenues or funds of the Authority, including amounts on deposit in the
SMART Fund. The Act currently provides that the aggregate principal amount of all bonds issued by the Authority
shall not exceed $10 billion outstanding at any time; provided, however, that the principal amount of Authority
bonds for which refunding bonds have been issued shall be excluded from this limitation. As of April 1, 2015, the
Authority had approximately $5.4 billion of Bonds outstanding and $300 million of Notes outstanding (which will
be repaid in full through the issuance of the 2015B Bonds), and has authorized the issuance of $450 million of
Commercial Paper Notes. Subject to the Trust Agreement, there can be no assurance that the Authority will issue
less than the amount of bonds authorized by the Act.
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ESTIMATED SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
The estimated sources and uses of 2015B Bond proceeds (rounded to the nearest dollar) are as follows:
Estimated Sources of Funds
Principal amount of 2015B Bonds
Original Issue Premium
TOTAL

$300,190,000
21,356,652
$321,546,652

Estimated Uses of Funds
Payment of 2014A Notes
Deposit to 2015B Senior Debt Service Reserve Account
Costs of Issuance
Underwriter’s Discount
TOTAL
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$309,224,306
11,032,465
380,305
909,576
$321,546,652

AGGREGATE DEBT SERVICE AND SINKING FUND DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS1
The following table sets forth the debt service and sinking fund deposit schedule on the Authority’s Outstanding Bonds as of May 5, 2015, after giving effect to the issuance of the
2015B Bonds, for each Fiscal Year (totals may not add due to rounding):

Outstanding Senior Bonds(2)
Fiscal
Year
Ending
June 30(4)
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Principal

Interest

Total Senior
Debt
Service(2)

$116,555,000
123,070,000
51,600,000
132,665,000
154,630,000
146,135,000
153,335,000
162,260,000
168,700,000
180,210,000
137,745,000
142,910,000
161,030,000
168,635,000
166,585,000
175,035,000
385,730,000
202,370,000
212,770,000
223,695,000
235,165,000
247,220,000
260,050,000
406,130,000
121,820,000
148,735,000
117,800,000
202,805,000
132,005,000
---

$258,785,744
253,756,963
247,802,563
243,512,338
237,233,163
229,303,038
222,105,363
214,346,188
206,736,913
198,247,763
189,757,788
182,843,788
175,429,975
167,395,013
159,183,956
150,735,838
136,954,813
122,622,645
112,222,950
101,298,189
89,827,998
77,772,850
64,940,481
48,042,284
33,724,540
27,090,813
20,802,000
14,818,250
6,600,250
---

$375,340,744
376,826,963
299,402,563
376,177,338
391,863,163
375,438,038
375,440,363
376,606,188
375,436,913
378,457,763
327,502,788
325,753,788
336,459,975
336,030,013
325,768,956
325,770,838
522,684,813
324,992,645
324,992,950
324,993,189
324,992,998
324,992,850
324,990,481
454,172,284
155,544,540
175,825,813
138,602,000
217,623,250
138,605,250
---

Outstanding Subordinate Bonds
Sub-Total
Sinking
Sinking Fund
Fund and
Payments(5)
Interest
Interest
$15,070,173
15,049,486
15,055,519
15,055,519
15,055,519
15,049,486
15,055,519
15,055,519
15,055,519
15,049,486
15,055,519
15,055,519
7,423,639
7,540,967
------------------

$15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
15,211,943
6,955,263
3,477,632
-----------------

$30,282,116
30,261,429
30,267,462
30,267,462
30,267,462
30,261,429
30,267,462
30,267,462
30,267,462
30,261,429
30,267,462
30,267,462
22,635,582
14,496,230
3,477,632
-----------------

Aggregate
Bond Debt
Service and
Sinking Fund
Deposits

$405,622,860
407,088,391
329,670,024
406,444,799
422,130,624
405,699,466
405,707,824
406,873,649
405,704,374
408,719,191
357,770,249
356,021,249
359,095,557
350,526,242
329,246,588
325,770,838
522,684,813
324,992,645
324,992,950
324,993,189
324,992,998
324,992,850
324,990,481
454,172,284
155,544,540
175,825,813
138,602,000
217,623,250
138,605,250
---

Senior Debt
Service
Reserve
Fund
Releases(3)

----($16,422,000)
-----------(200,098,680)
------(129,178,818)
-(37,223,607)
-(79,021,563)
(50,816,410)
-(11,032,465)

2015B Bonds

Principal

Interest

$ 8,510,000
13,125,000
4,865,000
5,670,000
5,895,000
6,025,000
4,910,000
6,185,000
3,055,000
7,930,000
7,790,000
3,105,000
8,425,000
12,765,000
10,115,000
11,480,000
9,860,000
10,255,000
10,665,000
11,090,000
11,535,000
11,995,000
12,475,000
12,975,000
13,490,000
14,030,000
14,595,000
15,175,000
15,785,000
16,415,000

$ 8,657,332
12,780,600
12,124,350
11,881,100
11,597,600
11,302,850
11,001,600
10,756,100
10,446,850
10,294,100
9,897,600
9,508,100
9,352,850
8,931,600
8,293,350
7,787,600
7,213,600
6,819,200
6,409,000
5,982,400
5,538,800
5,077,400
4,597,600
4,098,600
3,579,600
3,040,000
2,478,800
1,895,000
1,288,000
656,600

Aggregate
Debt Service and
Sinking Fund
Deposits Net of
Senior Debt
Service Reserve
Fund Releases

$405,622,860
424,255,723
355,575,624
423,434,149
423,259,724
423,192,066
423,035,674
422,785,249
422,645,474
422,221,041
375,994,349
373,708,849
371,708,657
368,304,092
350,943,188
344,179,188
341,853,732
342,066,245
342,067,150
342,067,189
342,065,398
342,066,650
342,062,881
342,066,066
172,618,140
155,671,806
155,672,000
155,675,488
104,858,840
17,073,000
6,039,136

Does not include the 2014A Notes that will be repaid with the proceeds of the 2015B Bonds or the Commercial Paper Notes.
Not net of Interest Subsidy Payments. See “Sources of Payment and Security for the 2015B Bonds - Additional Revenues and Dedicated Payments.”
Aggregate debt service on Senior Bonds for Fiscal Years (FY) 2019, 2031, 2038, 2040, 2042 and 2045 will be funded in part by releases from the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund.
Includes amounts for the full FY 2015.
The sinking funds deposits are annual deposits made by the Authority in accordance with the Supplemental Trust Agreements providing for the issuance of the 2010A Bonds and the 2011A Bonds. The amounts shown reflect the
accretion of treasury strip investments purchased with prior years’ sinking fund payments, which has reduced the required deposit amount in FY 2015 by approximately $2.0 million. As of June 30, 2014, the accreted value of the
investments in the Subordinated Sinking Fund Accounts for the 2010A Bonds and the 2011A Bonds was approximately $44.4 million and $25.1 million, respectively.
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THE 2015B BONDS
General
The 2015B Bonds will be issued in the aggregate principal amount of $300,190,000. The 2015B Bonds will
be dated their date of delivery, will mature on January 15, in the respective years and will bear interest from their
date at the per annum rates as set forth on the inside cover hereof. Interest on the 2015B Bonds will be payable on
January 15 and July 15 of each year, commencing January 15, 2016, calculated on the basis of a 360-day year
consisting of twelve 30-day months.
The 2015B Bonds are being issued only as fully registered notes and, when issued, will be registered in the
name of Cede & Co., as nominee for The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”), New York, New York. DTC will act
as securities depository for the 2015B Bonds. Purchases of beneficial interests in the 2015B Bonds will be made in
book-entry form, in the denomination of $5,000 or any integral multiple thereof. The purchaser will not receive
certificates representing their interest in 2015B Bonds purchased. So long as DTC or its nominee, Cede & Co., is
Bondowner, payments of the principal of and interest on the 2015B Bonds will be made directly to such Bondowner.
Disbursement of such payments to the DTC Participants (hereinafter defined) is the responsibility of DTC and
disbursement of such payments to Beneficial Owners (hereinafter defined) is the responsibility of the DTC
Participants and the Indirect Participants (hereinafter defined). See “BOOK-ENTRY ONLY SYSTEM.”
Redemption Provisions for the 2015B Bonds
The 2015B Bonds maturing before January 15, 2025, are not subject to redemption prior to their stated
dates of maturity. The 2015B Bonds maturing on or after January 15, 2026 shall be subject to redemption prior to
maturity at the option of the Authority, on or after January 15, 2025 as a whole or in part at any time, from
maturities selected by the Authority at a Redemption Price equal to the principal amount of each 2015B Bond or
portion thereof to be redeemed, plus accrued interest to the redemption date.
The 2015B Bonds maturing on January 15, 2045 are subject to redemption prior to maturity in part on
January 15 in the years and in the amounts set forth below through the application of Sinking Fund Payments at a
Redemption Price equal to the principal amount of each 2015B Bond or portion thereof to be redeemed, plus
accrued interest to the redemption date.
Amount
$14,030,000
14,595,000
15,175,000
15,785,000
16,415,000

Year
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045*
*
Final Maturity
Selection of Bonds to Redeemed

If less than all the 2015B Bonds of like maturity are to be redeemed, the 2015B Bonds to be so redeemed
shall be selected by lot within a maturity in such manner as the Trustee in its discretion shall deem appropriate and
fair, provided that so long as Cede & Co., as nominee of DTC, is the Registered Owner of the 2015B Bonds, the
particular 2015B Bonds within a maturity to be redeemed shall be selected by DTC in such manner as DTC may
determine.
Redemption Notices
When 2015B Bonds are to be redeemed, the Trustee shall give notice to the Registered Owners in the name
of the Authority, of the redemption of such 2015B Bonds, which notice shall specify the redemption date and the
place or places where amounts due upon such redemption will be payable and, if less than all of the Outstanding
2015B Bonds are to be redeemed, the letters and numbers or other distinguishing marks of such 2015B Bonds to be
redeemed, and, in the case of registered 2015B Bonds to be redeemed in part only, the respective portions of the
principal amount thereof to be redeemed. The Trustee shall mail a copy of such notice, postage prepaid not less than
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30 days or more than 60 days before the redemption date, to the Registered Owners of any 2015B Bonds or portions
of 2015B Bonds that are to be redeemed at their last address, if any, appearing upon the registration books of the
Trustee, but failure so to mail any such notice to any one Registered Owner shall not affect the validity of the
proceedings for the redemption of 2015B Bonds owned by any other Registered Owner to whom such notice has
been mailed.
Any notice of optional redemption of the 2015B Bonds may state that it is conditional upon receipt by the
Trustee of money sufficient to pay the Redemption Price of such 2015B Bonds or upon the satisfaction of any other
condition, or that it may be rescinded upon the occurrence of any other event, and any conditional notice so given
may be rescinded at any time before payment of such Redemption Price if any such condition so specified is not
satisfied or if any such other event occurs. The Trustee is required to provide notice of any rescission or failure to
meet any such condition or other such event as promptly as practicable after the failure of such condition or the
occurrence of such other event.
Book-Entry Only System
The Depository Trust Company (“DTC”), New York, NY, will act as securities depository for the 2015B
Bonds. The Bonds will be issued as fully-registered securities registered in the name of Cede & Co. (DTC’s
partnership nominee) or such other name as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. One fullyregistered 2015B Bond will be issued for each maturity of the 2015B Bonds, and will be deposited with DTC.
DTC, the world’s largest securities depository, is a limited-purpose trust company organized under the New
York Banking Law, a “banking organization” within the meaning of the New York Banking Law, a member of the
Federal Reserve System, a “clearing corporation” within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code,
and a “clearing agency” registered pursuant to the provisions of Section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934. DTC holds and provides asset servicing for over 3.5 million issues of U.S. and non-U.S. equity issues,
corporate and municipal debt issues, and money market instruments (from over 100 countries) that DTC’s
participants (“Direct Participants”) deposit with DTC. DTC also facilitates the post-trade settlement among Direct
Participants of sales and other securities transactions in deposited securities, through electronic computerized bookentry transfers and pledges between Direct Participants’ accounts. This eliminates the need for physical movement
of securities certificates. Direct Participants include both U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks,
trust companies, clearing corporations, and certain other organizations. DTC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The
Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”). DTCC is the holding company for DTC, National Securities
Clearing Corporation and Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, all of which are registered clearing agencies. DTCC
is owned by the users of its regulated subsidiaries. Access to the DTC system is also available to others such as both
U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies, and clearing corporations that clear
through or maintain a custodial relationship with a Direct Participant, either directly or indirectly (“Indirect
Participants”). DTC has a Standard & Poor’s rating of AA+. The DTC Rules applicable to its Participants are on file
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. More information about DTC can be found at www.dtcc.com and
www.dtc.org.
Purchases of 2015B Bonds under the DTC system must be made by or through Direct Participants, which
will receive a credit for the 2015B Bonds on DTC’s records. The ownership interest of each actual purchaser of each
Security (“Beneficial Owner”) is in turn to be recorded on the Direct and Indirect Participants’ records. Beneficial
Owners will not receive written confirmation from DTC of their purchase. Beneficial Owners are, however,
expected to receive written confirmations providing details of the transaction, as well as periodic statements of their
holdings, from the Direct or Indirect Participant through which the Beneficial Owner entered into the transaction.
Transfers of ownership interests in the 2015B Bonds are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of Direct
and Indirect Participants acting on behalf of Beneficial Owners. Beneficial Owners will not receive certificates
representing their ownership interests in 2015B Bonds, except in the event that use of the book-entry system for the
2015B Bonds is discontinued.
To facilitate subsequent transfers, all 2015B Bonds deposited by Direct Participants with DTC are
registered in the name of DTC’s partnership nominee, Cede & Co., or such other name as may be requested by an
authorized representative of DTC. The deposit of 2015B Bonds with DTC and their registration in the name of Cede
& Co. or such other DTC nominee do not effect any change in beneficial ownership. DTC has no knowledge of the
actual Beneficial Owners of the 2015B Bonds; DTC’s records reflect only the identity of the Direct Participants to
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whose accounts such 2015B Bonds are credited, which may or may not be the Beneficial Owners. The Direct and
Indirect Participants will remain responsible for keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers.
Conveyance of notices and other communications by DTC to Direct Participants, by Direct Participants to
Indirect Participants, and by Direct Participants and Indirect Participants to Beneficial Owners will be governed by
arrangements among them, subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time.
Redemption notices shall be sent to DTC. If less than all of the 2015B Bonds are being redeemed, DTC’s
practice is to determine by lot the amount of the interest of each Direct Participant in such issue to be redeemed.
Neither DTC nor Cede & Co. (nor any other DTC nominee) will consent or vote with respect to 2015B
Bonds unless authorized by a Direct Participant in accordance with DTC’s MMI Procedures. Under its usual
procedures, DTC mails an Omnibus Proxy to the Authority as soon as possible after the record date. The Omnibus
Proxy assigns Cede & Co.’s consenting or voting rights to those Direct Participants to whose accounts 2015B Bonds
are credited on the record date (identified in a listing attached to the Omnibus Proxy).
Redemption proceeds, distributions, and dividend payments on the 2015B Bonds will be made to Cede &
Co., or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. DTC’s practice is to credit
Direct Participants’ accounts upon DTC’s receipt of funds and corresponding detail information from the Authority
or the Trustee, on payable date in accordance with their respective holdings shown on DTC’s records. Payments by
Participants to Beneficial Owners will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is the case
with securities held for the accounts of customers in bearer form or registered in “street name,” and will be the
responsibility of such Participant and not of DTC, the Trustee, or the Authority, subject to any statutory or
regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Payment of redemption proceeds, distributions, and
dividend payments to Cede & Co. (or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of
DTC) is the responsibility of the Authority or the Trustee, disbursement of such payments to Direct Participants will
be the responsibility of DTC, and disbursement of such payments to the Beneficial Owners will be the responsibility
of Direct and Indirect Participants.
No Responsibility of Authority or the Trustee. Neither the Authority, nor the Trustee will have any
responsibility or obligations to Direct Participants or the persons for whom they act as nominees with respect to the
payments to or the providing of notice for Direct Participants, Indirect Participants, or Beneficial Owners.
So long as Cede & Co. is the Registered Owner of the 2015B Bonds, as nominee of DTC, references herein
to the Bondowners or Registered Owners of the 2015B Bonds shall mean Cede & Co. and shall not mean the
Beneficial Owners of the 2015B Bonds.
The information in this section concerning DTC and DTC’s book-entry only system has been obtained
from sources that the Authority believes to be reliable, but the Authority does not take responsibility for the
accuracy thereof.
Certificated Bonds. DTC may discontinue providing its services as securities depository with respect to the
2015B Bonds at any time by giving reasonable notice to the Authority or the Trustee. In addition, the Authority may
determine that continuation of the system of book-entry transfers through DTC (or a successor securities depository)
is not in the best interests of the Beneficial Owners of the 2015B Bonds. If for either reason the Book-Entry Only
System is discontinued, 2015B Bond certificates will be delivered as described in the Trust Agreement and the
Beneficial Owner, upon registration of certificates held in the Beneficial Owner’s name, will become the Bond
holder. Thereafter, the 2015B Bonds may be exchanged for an equal aggregate principal amount of the 2015B
Bonds in other authorized denominations, upon surrender thereof at the principal corporate trust office of the
Trustee. The transfer of any 2015B Bond may be registered on the books maintained by the Trustee for such purpose
only upon assignment in form satisfactory to the Trustee. For every exchange or registration of transfer of the 2015B
Bonds, the Authority and the Trustee may make a charge sufficient to reimburse them for any tax or other
governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such exchange or registration of transfer, but no other
charge may be made to the Bondowner for any exchange or registration of transfer of the 2015B Bonds.
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Transfer and Exchange
In the event that the Book-Entry Only System is discontinued, the following provisions would apply:
2015B Bonds may be exchanged for an equal aggregate principal amount of 2015B Bonds in other authorized
denominations, upon surrender thereof at the principal corporate trust office of the Trustee. The transfer of any
2015B Bonds may be registered on the books maintained by the Trustee for such purpose only upon the surrender
thereof by the registered owner or by such owner’s attorney duly authorized in writing to the Trustee with a duly
executed assignment in form satisfactory to the Trustee. For every exchange or registration of transfer of 2015B
Bonds the Authority and the Trustee may charge the owner an amount sufficient to reimburse them for any tax, fee
or other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such exchange or registration of transfer, and,
except for (i) with respect to the delivery of definitive 2015B Bonds in exchange for temporary bonds, (ii) in the
case of a bond issued upon the first exchange or transfer of a 2015B Bonds surrendered for such purpose within 60
days after the first authentication and delivery of the 2015B Bonds, or (iii) as otherwise provided in the Trust
Agreement, the Trustee may charge a sum sufficient to pay the cost of preparing each new 2015B Bond issued upon
such exchange or transfer, which sum or sums shall be paid by the person requesting such exchange or transfer as a
condition precedent to the exercise of the privilege of making such exchange or transfer.
Neither the Authority nor the Trustee shall be required to register, transfer or exchange 2015B Bonds for a
period of 15 days next preceding the Maturity Date.
LEGAL INVESTMENTS AND SECURITY FOR DEPOSITS
Under the Act, the 2015B Bonds are securities in which all public officers and agencies, insurance
companies, financial institutions, investment companies, executors, administrators, trustees and others may properly
invest funds, including capital within their control and securities that may be deposited with any public officer or
any agency for which the deposit of bonds is authorized by law.
COMPETITIVE SALE OF THE 2015B BONDS
After competitive, electronic bidding on May 5, 2015, the 2015B Bonds were awarded by the Authority to
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the “Purchaser”) at the aggregate purchase price to be paid to the Authority of
$320,637,076.75, representing the par amount thereof, plus an original issue premium of $21,356,652.45, less an
underwriter’s discount of $909,575.70, and were initially offered to the public at the yields set forth on the inside
cover of this Official Statement.
The Purchaser and its affiliates are financial institutions engaged in various activities, which may include
securities trading, commercial and investment banking, financial advisory, investment management, principal
investments, hedging, financing and brokerage activities. The Purchaser and its affiliates have, from time to time,
performed, and may in the future perform, various investment banking services for the Authority, for which they
received or will receive customary fees and expenses.
The Authority does not intend to print physical copies of the Official Statement but instead has made
available to the Purchaser in a timely manner an electronic version of the Official Statement via the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board, Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA) system. Once posted, the Official
Statement may be viewed and downloaded from the EMMA website, www.emma.msrb.org.
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Acacia Financial Group, Inc. (“Acacia”) has served as financial advisor to the Authority for the issuance of
the 2015B Bonds. Acacia is not obligated to undertake, and has not undertaken, either to make an independent
verification of or to assume responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness, or fairness of the information contained
in this Official Statement. Acacia is an independent financial advisory firm and is not engaged in the business of
underwriting, trading, or distributing securities.
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LITIGATION
No material litigation is pending, or to the knowledge of the Attorney General of the Commonwealth,
threatened against or affecting the Commonwealth in any way contesting the right of the Commonwealth to collect
and apply the Pledged Receipts as set forth in the Act and the Trust Agreement.
There is no litigation now pending or, to the knowledge of the officers of the Authority, threatened against
the Authority to restrain or enjoin the issuance or delivery of the 2015B Bonds, or in any way contesting the
existence or powers of the Authority relating to the issuance of the 2015B Bonds.
LEGISLATION
It is expected that legislation will be periodically filed in the state legislature relating to or affecting the
Authority. Such bills are subject to the legislative process and no prediction can be made as to whether or not such
bills will be enacted into law. In addition, any such legislation enacted subsequent to the issuance of the 2015B
Bonds would, in the opinion of Bond Counsel, with respect to the 2015B Bonds be subject to the provisions of the
federal and Commonwealth constitutions prohibiting any law impairing the obligation of contracts and therefore
could not unconstitutionally impair the contract of the owners of the Bonds.
TAX EXEMPTION
Bond Counsel is of the opinion that, under existing law, interest on the 2015B Bonds will not be included
in the gross income of holders of the 2015B Bonds for federal income tax purposes. This opinion is expressly
conditioned upon continued compliance with certain requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
as amended (the “Code”), which must be satisfied subsequent to the date of issuance of the 2015B Bonds in order to
ensure that interest on the 2015B Bonds is and continues to be excludable from the gross income of holders of the
2015B Bonds. Failure to comply with certain of such requirements could cause interest on the 2015B Bonds to be
included in the gross income of holders of the 2015B Bonds retroactive to the date of issuance of the 2015B Bonds.
In particular, and without limitation, these requirements include restrictions on the use, expenditure and investment
of 2015B Bond proceeds and the payment of rebate, or penalties in lieu of rebate, to the United States, subject to
certain exceptions. The Authority has provided covenants and certificates as to continued compliance with such
requirements.
In the opinion of Bond Counsel, under existing law, since the 2015B Bonds are not “private activity bonds”
under the Code, interest on the 2015B Bonds will not constitute a preference item under Section 57(a)(5) of the
Code for purposes of computation of the alternative minimum tax imposed on certain individuals and corporations
under Section 55 of the Code. However, interest on the 2015B Bonds will be included in “adjusted current earnings”
of corporate holders of the 2015B Bonds and therefore will be taken into account under Section 56(g) of the Code in
the computation of the alternative minimum tax applicable to certain corporations.
Bond Counsel has not opined as to any other matters of federal tax law relating to the 2015B Bonds.
However, prospective purchasers should be aware of certain collateral consequences which may result under federal
tax law for certain holders of the 2015B Bonds: (i) Section 265 of the Code denies a deduction for interest on
indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase or carry the 2015B Bonds or, in the case of a financial institution,
that portion of a holder’s interest expense allocated to interest on the 2015B Bonds, (ii) with respect to insurance
companies subject to the tax imposed by Section 831 of the Code, Section 832(b)(5)(B)(i) reduces the deduction for
losses incurred by 15 percent of the sum of certain items, including interest on the 2015B Bonds, (iii) interest on the
2015B Bonds earned by certain foreign corporations doing business in the United States could be subject to a branch
profits tax imposed by Section 884 of the Code, (iv) passive investment income, including interest on the 2015B
Bonds, may be subject to federal income taxation under Section 1375 of the Code for an S Corporation that has
Subchapter C earnings and profits at the close of the taxable year if greater than 25% of the gross receipts of such S
Corporation is passive investment income, (v) Section 86 of the Code requires recipients of certain Social Security
and certain Railroad Retirement benefits to take into account in determining gross income receipts or accruals of
interest on the 2015B Bonds, and (vi) receipt of investment income, including interest on the 2015B Bonds, may,
pursuant to Section 32(i) of the Code, disqualify the recipient from obtaining the earned income credit provided by
Section 32(a) of the Code.
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Interest paid on tax-exempt obligations such as the 2015B Bonds is now generally required to be reported
by payors to the IRS and to recipients in the same manner as interest on taxable obligations. In addition, such
interest may be subject to “backup withholding” if the Bond owner fails to provide the information required on IRS
Form W-9, Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification, or the IRS has specifically identified the
Bond owner as being subject to backup withholding because of prior underreporting. Neither the information
reporting requirement nor the backup withholding requirement affects the excludability of interest on the 2015B
Bonds from gross income for federal tax purposes.
In the opinion of Bond Counsel, under existing law, interest on the 2015B Bonds and any profit made on
the sale thereof is exempt from Massachusetts personal income taxes, and the 2015B Bonds are exempt from
Massachusetts personal property taxes. Bond Counsel has not opined as to other Massachusetts tax consequences
arising with respect to the 2015B Bonds. Prospective purchasers should be aware, however, that the 2015B Bonds
are included in the measure of Massachusetts estate and inheritance taxes, and the 2015B Bonds and the interest
thereon are included in the measure of Massachusetts corporate excise and franchise taxes. Bond Counsel has not
opined as to the taxability of the 2015B Bonds, their transfer and the income therefrom, including any profit made
on the sale thereof, under the laws of any state other than Massachusetts.
For federal and Massachusetts income tax purposes, interest includes original issue discount, which with
respect to a 2015B Bond is equal to the excess, if any, of the stated redemption price at maturity of such 2015B
Bond over the initial offering price thereof to the public, excluding underwriters and other intermediaries, at which
price a substantial amount of all such 2015B Bonds with the same maturity was sold. Original issue discount accrues
actuarially over the term of a 2015B Bond. Holders should consult their own tax advisers with respect to the
computations of original issue discount during the period in which any such 2015B Bond is held.
An amount equal to the excess, if any, of the purchase price of a 2015B Bond over the principal amount
payable at maturity constitutes amortizable bond premium for federal and Massachusetts tax purposes. The required
amortization of such premium during the term of a 2015B Bond will result in reduction of the holder’s tax basis on
such 2015B Bond. Such amortization also will result in reduction of the amount of the stated interest on the 2015B
Bond taken into account as interest for tax purposes. Holders of 2015B Bonds purchased at a premium should
consult their own tax advisers with respect to the determination and treatment of such premium for federal income
tax purposes and with respect to the state or local tax consequences of owning such 2015B Bonds.
Bond Counsel has not undertaken to advise in the future whether any events after the date of issuance of the
2015B Bonds, including legislation, court decisions, or administrative actions, whether at the federal or state level,
may affect the tax exempt status of interest on the 2015B Bonds or the tax consequences of ownership of the 2015B
Bonds. No assurance can be given that future legislation, if enacted into law, will not contain provisions which could
directly or indirectly reduce the benefit of the exclusion of the interest on the 2015B Bonds from gross income for
federal income tax purposes or any state tax benefit. Deficit reduction measures, including the limitation of federal
tax expenditures, will be under ongoing consideration by the United States Congress, as will tax reform proposals.
These efforts to date have included proposals to reduce the benefit of the interest exclusion from income for certain
holders of tax-exempt bonds, including bonds issued prior to the proposed effective date of the applicable
legislation. Future proposed changes could affect the market value or marketability of the 2015B Bonds, and, if
enacted, could also affect the tax treatment of all or a portion of the interest on the 2015B Bonds for some or all
holders. Holders should consult their own tax advisors with respect to any of the foregoing tax consequences.
On the date of delivery of the 2015B Bonds, the original purchaser thereof will be furnished with an
opinion of Bond Counsel substantially in the form attached hereto. See APPENDIX B – “PROPOSED FORM OF
OPINION OF BOND COUNSEL.”
RATINGS
The 2015B Bonds have been assigned ratings by Fitch Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., and
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services of “AA+”, “Aa2”, and “AA+”, respectively.
Each such rating reflects only the respective view of such organization, and an explanation of the
significance of such rating may be obtained from the rating agency furnishing the same. There is no assurance that
any rating will continue for any given period of time or that any rating will not be revised or withdrawn entirely by
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any or all of such rating agencies, if, in its or their judgment, circumstances so warrant. Any downward revision or
withdrawal of a rating could have an adverse effect on the market prices of the 2015B Bonds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Reference is made to the Authority’s audited financial statements for the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 2014,
which have been filed with the EMMA system. An electronic copy of the Authority’s audited financial statements
can be accessed through the EMMA system at www.emma.msrb.org. KPMG LLP, the Authority’s independent
auditor, has not been engaged to perform and has not performed, since the date of its report referenced therein, any
procedures on the financial statements addressed in that report. KPMG LLP also has not performed any procedures
relating to this Official Statement.
CERTAIN LEGAL MATTERS
Legal matters incident to the authorization, issuance and sale of the 2015B Bonds are subject to the
approval of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., Boston, Massachusetts, Bond Counsel to the
Authority. The approving opinion of Bond Counsel in substantially the form attached hereto as Appendix B will be
delivered with the 2015B Bonds. Certain legal matters will be passed upon for the Authority by Greenberg Traurig,
LLP, Boston, Massachusetts, Disclosure Counsel.
CONTINUING DISCLOSURE
In order to assist the original purchaser of the 2015B Bonds in complying with Rule 15c2-12(b)(5)
promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission, as amended (the “Rule”), the Authority will enter into a
Continuing Disclosure Agreement with the Trustee for the benefit of owners of the 2015B Bonds setting forth the
undertaking of the Authority regarding continuing disclosure with respect to the 2015B Bonds. The proposed form
of the Continuing Disclosure Agreement is set forth in Appendix C. During the past five years, the Authority has
complied in all material respects with its existing continuing disclosure undertakings, except that the Authority
failed to file event notices with respect to upgrades in the ratings of the Authority’s Senior Bonds by Fitch and
Moody’s in 2010 due to changes in such rating agencies’ rating methodologies. The Authority has now filed notices
of these rating changes with respect to the Bonds that are currently outstanding.
MISCELLANEOUS
The summaries of the provisions of the Act, the 2015B Bonds, the Trust Agreement, and the MOU
contained herein do not purport to be complete and are made subject to the detailed provisions thereof to which
reference is hereby made. Copies of the Act, the form of the 2015B Bonds, the Trust Agreement and the MOU are
available for inspection at the offices of the Authority and the Trustee.
The execution and delivery of this Official Statement has been duly authorized by the Authority.
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY

May 5, 2015

By: /s/ John K. McCarthy
Executive Director
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT
The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Trust Agreement, as supplemented, including
certain terms used in the Trust Agreement not used elsewhere in this Official Statement. This summary does not
purport to be complete and reference is made to the Trust Agreement for full and complete statements of its terms
and provisions.
Definitions
The following are definitions in summary form of certain terms contained in the Trust Agreement:
“Accreted Value” shall mean with respect to any Bonds that are Capital Appreciation Bonds, an amount
equal to the principal amount of such Capital Appreciation Bonds (determined on the basis of the initial principal
amount per $5,000 at maturity thereof) plus the amount assuming compounding (as set forth in the Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement) of earnings which would be produced on the investment of such initial amount,
beginning on the dated date of such Capital Appreciation Bonds and ending at the maturity date thereof, at a yield
which, if produced until maturity, will produce $5,000 at maturity.
“Act” shall mean, collectively, Chapter 70B of the Massachusetts General Laws, Section 35BB of Chapter
10 of the Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 208 of the Acts of 2004 of the Commonwealth and Chapter 210 of
the Acts of 2004 of the Commonwealth, in each case as amended from time to time.
“Additional Bonds” shall mean Bonds of the Authority issued pursuant to the Trust Agreement.
“Additional Revenues” shall mean any revenues of the Authority (other than the Dedicated Sales Tax
Revenue Amount and the Phase-in Amount) legally available and pledged by resolution of the Authority for its
obligations under the Trust Agreement and deposited to the Revenue Fund, provided that (i) if such Additional
Revenues are to be received from the United States of America or the Commonwealth, they must automatically
recur without appropriation, approval or other similar action for so long as the Authority is relying thereon for the
purpose of issuing Bonds or they must constitute a general obligation of the Commonwealth and the manner of
determining the amounts to be derived therefrom must not be subject to change or revision during such period, (ii)
such Additional Revenues consist of obligations with a rating by each Rating Agency in a category equal to or
higher than its unenhanced, published rating on Outstanding Bonds or (iii) the Authority has received a Rating
Confirmation with respect to the designation of such revenues as Additional Revenues.
“Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement” shall mean, for any period of calculation, the aggregate Bond
Debt Service Requirement with respect to all Bonds Outstanding or projected to be Outstanding during such period,
as applicable, taking into account the following adjustments:
(i)
With respect to Variable Rate Bonds, the aggregate Bond Debt Service Requirement shall
be calculated based upon an interest rate equal to the average interest rate of the SIFMA Index over the 15
years immediately prior to the date of calculation, as determined by the Authority, provided, however, if
the Authority (1) enters into a Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement as described under the heading “Qualified
Hedge Agreements” and (2) has made a determination that such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement was entered
into for the purpose of limiting the potential increase in the interest rate for a particular maturity of such
Variable Rate Bonds in a principal amount equal to the notional amount of the Fixed Rate Hedge
Agreement, then during the term of such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement and so long as the Hedge Provider
under such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement is not in default thereunder, the interest rate on such Variable
Rate Bonds shall be determined as if such Bonds bore interest at the Fixed Hedge Rate, payable by the
Authority under such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement;
(ii)
with respect to Fixed Rate Bonds, if the Authority (1) enters into a Variable Rate Hedge
Agreement with a Hedge Provider as described under the heading “Qualified Hedge Agreements” and (2)
has made a determination that such Variable Rate Hedge Agreement was entered into for the purpose of
providing substitute interest payments for a particular maturity of such Fixed Rate Bonds in a principal
amount equal to the notional amount of the Qualified Hedge Agreement, then during the term of such
Variable Rate Hedge Agreement and so long as the Hedge Provider under such Qualified Hedge
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Agreement is not in default under such Variable Rate Hedge Agreement, the interest rate on such Fixed
Rate Bonds shall be determined as if such Fixed Rate Bonds bore interest at the Assumed Hedge Rate;
(iii)
with respect to Tender Bonds, the aggregate Bond Debt Service Requirement shall not
include amounts payable upon mandatory or optional tender; if such Tender Bonds are secured by a
Liquidity Facility, the aggregate Bond Debt Service Requirement shall be deemed to include all periodic
Bond Related Costs payable to the provider of any Liquidity Facility but shall not be deemed to include any
Reimbursement Obligation to such provider except to the extent provided in the Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement;
(iv)
with respect to Bonds that have Credit Enhancement, the aggregate Bond Debt Service
Requirement shall be deemed to include all periodic Bond Related Costs payable to the provider of the
Credit Enhancement and, except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement,
any Reimbursement Obligations incurred in connection therewith which are deemed to be Outstanding
Bonds or Qualified Hedge Payments as described under the heading “Credit Enhancement and Liquidity
Facilities” or, in the case of any Reserve Credit Facility, which are payable from amounts deposited in the
Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund or Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund as described in paragraph
(ii) and (v), respectively, under the heading “Flow of Funds”;
(v)
the amount of any investment earnings and return of principal or projected investment
earnings and projected return of principal, as the case may be, allocable to amounts in the Senior Debt
Service Fund, the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, the Revenue Fund, any applicable Senior Debt Service
Reserve Accounts and any applicable Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Accounts shall be deducted from
the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement for the applicable period;
(vi)
any amounts received or projected to be received as payment of accrued interest from the
sale of Bonds and deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund or the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, as
applicable, and the amount of Bond proceeds or other moneys, if any, which will be applied to pay interest
on the Bonds in accordance with the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement shall be deducted from the
Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement for the applicable period;
(vii)
any additional amounts transferred to the Senior Debt Service Fund or the Subordinated
Debt Service Fund, as applicable, at the Authority’s direction shall be deducted from the Adjusted Bond
Debt Service Requirement for the applicable period;
(viii)
Dedicated Payments deposited or to be deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund in
accordance with the Trust Agreement shall be deducted from the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement
for the applicable period; and
(ix)
with respect to Balloon Indebtedness, the aggregate Bond Debt Service Requirement
shall be calculated as if the Principal Installments with respect to such Bonds amortized over a period of 25
years at an interest rate equal to The Bond Buyer’s Revenue Bond Index (or, if such index is no longer
published, such other substantially comparable index as may be selected by the Authority) as of the most
recent date for which such index was published prior to the date of such calculation.
“Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement” shall mean, for any period of calculation, the aggregate
Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement with respect to all Senior Bonds Outstanding or projected to be Outstanding
during such period, as applicable, taking into account the following adjustments:
(i)
With respect to Variable Rate Bonds that are designated Senior Bonds, the aggregate
Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement shall be calculated based upon an interest rate equal to the average
interest rate of the SIFMA Index over the 15 years immediately prior to the date of calculation, as
determined by the Authority, provided, however, if the Authority (1) enters into a Fixed Rate Hedge
Agreement as described under the heading “Qualified Hedge Agreements” and (2) has made a
determination that such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement was entered into for the purpose of limiting the
potential increase in the interest rate for a particular maturity of such Variable Rate Bonds in a principal
amount equal to the notional amount of the Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement, then during the term of such
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Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement and so long as the Hedge Provider under such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement
is not in default thereunder, the interest rate on such Variable Rate Bonds shall be determined as if such
Bonds bore interest at the Fixed Hedge Rate, payable by the Authority under such Fixed Rate Hedge
Agreement;
(ii)
with respect to Fixed Rate Bonds that are designated Senior Bonds, if the Authority (1)
enters into a Variable Rate Hedge Agreement with a Hedge Provider as described under the heading
“Qualified Hedge Agreements” and (2) has made a determination that such Variable Rate Hedge
Agreement was entered into for the purpose of providing substitute interest payments for a particular
maturity of such Fixed Rate Bonds in a principal amount equal to the notional amount of the Qualified
Hedge Agreement, then during the term of such Variable Rate Hedge Agreement and so long as the Hedge
Provider under such Qualified Hedge Agreement is not in default under such Variable Rate Hedge
Agreement, the interest rate on such Fixed Rate Bonds shall be determined as if such Fixed Rate Bonds
bore interest at the Assumed Hedge Rate;
(iii)
with respect to Tender Bonds that are designated Senior Bonds, the aggregate Senior
Bond Debt Service Requirement shall not include amounts payable upon mandatory or optional tender; if
such Tender Bonds are secured by a Liquidity Facility, the aggregate Senior Bond Debt Service
Requirement shall be deemed to include all periodic Bond Related Costs payable to the provider of any
Liquidity Facility with respect to such Senior Bonds but shall not be deemed to include any Reimbursement
Obligation to such provider except to the extent provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement;
(iv)
with respect to Senior Bonds that have Credit Enhancement, the aggregate Senior Bond
Debt Service Requirement shall be deemed to include all periodic Bond Related Costs payable to the
provider of the Credit Enhancement and, except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement, any Reimbursement Obligations incurred in connection therewith which are deemed to
be Outstanding Senior Bonds or Qualified Hedge Payments as described under the heading “Credit
Enhancement and Liquidity Facilities” or, in the case of any Reserve Credit Facility, which are payable
from amounts deposited in the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund as described in paragraph (ii) under the
heading “Flow of Funds”;
(v)
the amount of any investment earnings and return of principal or projected investment
earnings and projected return of principal, as the case may be, allocable to amounts in the Senior Debt
Service Fund, the Revenue Fund and any applicable Senior Debt Service Reserve Accounts shall be
deducted from the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement for the applicable period;
(vi)
any amounts received or projected to be received as payment of accrued interest from the
sale of Senior Bonds and deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund and the amount of Senior Bond
proceeds or other moneys, if any, which will be applied to pay interest on the Senior Bonds in accordance
with the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement shall be deducted from the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt
Service Requirement for the applicable period;
(vii)
any additional amounts transferred to the Senior Debt Service Fund at the Authority’s
direction shall be deducted from the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement for the applicable
period;
(viii)
Dedicated Payments deposited or to be deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund in
accordance with the Trust Agreement shall be deducted from the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service
Requirement for the applicable period; and
(ix)
with respect to Balloon Indebtedness, the aggregate Senior Bond Debt Service
Requirement shall be calculated as if the Principal Installments with respect to such Bonds amortized over
a period of 25 years at an interest rate equal to The Bond Buyer’s Revenue Bond Index (or, if such index is
no longer published, such other substantially comparable index as may be selected by the Authority) as of
the most recent date for which such index was published prior to the date of such calculation.
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“Advance Refunded Municipal Bonds” shall mean any bonds or other obligations of any state of the United
States of America or of any agency, instrumentality or local governmental unit of any such state (i) which are not
callable at the option of the obligor or otherwise prior to maturity or as to which irrevocable notice has been given
by the obligor to call such bonds or obligations on the date specified in the notice, (ii) which are fully secured as to
principal and interest and redemption premium, if any, by a fund consisting only of cash, Government Obligations
or Agency Obligations which fund may be applied only to the payment of interest when due, and the principal of
and redemption premium, if any, on such bonds or other obligations on the maturity date or dates thereof or the
specified redemption date or dates pursuant to such irrevocable notice, as appropriate, and (iii) as to which the
principal of and interest on the Government Obligations or Agency Obligations which have been deposited in such
fund along with any cash on deposit in such fund is sufficient to pay all interest when due, and all principal of and
redemption premium, if any, on the bonds or other obligations described in this definition on the maturity date or
dates thereof or on the redemption date or dates specified in the irrevocable notice referred to in subclause (i) above,
as appropriate.
“Agency Obligations” shall mean obligations issued or guaranteed by the Federal National Mortgage
Association, Government National Mortgage Association, Federal Financing Bank, Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks, Federal Farm Credit Bank, Banks for Cooperatives, Federal Land Banks, Federal Farm Credit Banks
Funding Corporation, Farm Credit System Financial Assistance Corporation, Federal Home Loan Banks, Farmers
Home Administration, Export-Import Bank of the United States, Resolution Funding Corporation, Student Loan
Marketing Association, United States Postal Service, Tennessee Valley Authority, Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation or any other agency or corporation which has been or may hereafter be created pursuant to an act of
Congress as an agency or instrumentality of the United States of America.
“Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement” shall mean, with respect to any Series of Bonds, the
Supplemental Trust Agreement authorizing such Series of Bonds.
“Appreciated Value” shall mean, with respect to Bonds that are Deferred Income Bonds, until the Interest
Commencement Date thereon, an amount equal to the principal amount of such Deferred Income Bond (determined
on the basis of the initial principal amount per $5,000 at the Interest Commencement Date thereof) plus the amount,
assuming compounding (as set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement) of earnings which would be
produced as the investment of such initial amount, beginning on the dated date of such Deferred Income Bond and
ending on the Interest Commencement Date, at a yield which, if produced until the Interest Commencement Date,
will produce $5,000 at the Interest Commencement Date. As of any Valuation Date, the Appreciated Value of any
Bonds that are Deferred Income Bonds shall mean the amount set forth for such date in the Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement and, as of any date other than a Valuation Date, the sum of (i) the Appreciated Value on the
preceding Valuation Date and (ii) the product of (1) a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of days having
elapsed from and including the preceding Valuation Date to the Valuation Date and the denominator of which is the
number of days from and including such preceding Valuation Date to and including the next succeeding Valuation
Date, and (2) the difference between the Appreciated Values for such Valuation Dates.
“Assumed Hedge Rate” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Qualified Hedge Agreements.”
“Authorized Newspapers” shall mean no fewer than two newspapers or financial journals of general
circulation (or substantial circulation in the financial community), one in the City of Boston, Massachusetts, and one
in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State of New York, each customarily published at least once a day for at least
five days (other than legal holidays) in each calendar week and printed in the English language.
“Authorized Officer” shall mean the Executive Director, the Chief Financial Officer or the General Counsel
of the Authority and, when used in reference to an act or document, shall also mean any other member, officer or
employee of the Authority authorized by the Authority to perform such act or sign such document.
“Balloon Indebtedness” shall mean (i) a Series of Bonds with respect to which, upon the issuance thereof,
25% or more of the Principal Installments are due in the same Fiscal Year or (ii) any portion of a Series of Bonds
which is so designated by the Authority pursuant to a certificate of an Authorized Officer stating that such portion
shall be deemed to constitute a separate issue of Balloon Indebtedness.
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“Bond Counsel” shall mean Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., Boston, Massachusetts,
or any other counsel nationally recognized as experienced in matters relating to bonds issued by states and their
political subdivisions and instrumentalities selected by the Authority and satisfactory to the Trustee.
“Bond Debt Service Requirement” shall mean, for any period of calculation, the aggregate of the interest,
principal amount and Sinking Fund Payments due or to become due other than by reason of redemption at the option
of the Authority or the Registered Owner of any Bonds on all Senior Bonds and Subordinated Bonds Outstanding
during such period, provided, however, that for purposes of this definition, the scheduled principal and interest
portions of the Accreted Value of Capital Appreciation Bonds and the Appreciated Value of Deferred Income Bonds
becoming due at maturity or by virtue of Sinking Fund Payments shall be included in the calculations in such
manner and during such period of time as shall be specified in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement
authorizing such Capital Appreciation Bonds or Deferred Income Bonds.
“Bond Related Costs” shall mean (i) all costs, fees and expenses, other than Costs of Issuance, incurred for
or related to the administration of the Trust Agreement, including without limitation costs, fees and expenses
incurred or related to any Liquidity Facility, Credit Enhancement, Reserve Credit Facility, Rating Agency or
remarketing or other secondary market transaction, any fees of Bond Counsel, attorneys, financial advisors, the
Trustee, remarketing agents, rebate consultants, accountants and others retained by the Authority in connection with
the Trust Agreement or the Bonds, and, to the extent provided in the Trust Agreement and the Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement, any Reimbursement Obligation or other fee, charge and expense that may be
lawfully incurred by the Authority to a provider of any Credit Enhancement, Liquidity Facility or Reserve Credit
Facility to repay or reimburse any amounts paid by such provider due to a payment under such Credit Enhancement,
Liquidity Facility or Reserve Credit Facility, and any interest on such Reimbursement Obligation or other repayment
obligation; and (ii) except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, all payments to
be made by the Authority on any Qualified Hedge Agreement other than Scheduled Hedge Payments to be made by
the Authority on a Parity Hedge Agreement.
“Business Day” shall mean any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or any other day on which banks doing
business in the Commonwealth are authorized or required to be closed for business.
“Capital Appreciation Bonds” shall mean any Bonds as to which interest is payable only at the maturity or
prior redemption thereof. For the purposes of (i) receiving payment of the redemption price, if any, of a Capital
Appreciation Bond that is redeemed prior to maturity, and (ii) computing the principal amount of Capital
Appreciation Bonds held by the Registered Owner thereof in giving any notice, consent, request, or demand
pursuant to the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement for any purpose whatsoever, the principal amount of a
Capital Appreciation Bond as of a specific date shall be deemed to be its Accreted Value as of such date.
“Code” shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and all regulations (final, temporary or
proposed) promulgated thereunder which are applicable to the Bonds.
“Costs of Issuance” shall mean all items of expense directly or indirectly payable or reimbursable by or to
the Authority and related to the authorization, sale and issuance of Bonds, including but not limited to printing costs,
costs of preparation and reproduction of documents, filing and recording fees, initial fees and charges of the Trustee,
legal fees and charges, fees and disbursements of consultants and professionals, costs and expenses of refunding,
fees, expenses and other amounts payable to any underwriters of the Bonds, accrued interest payable upon the initial
investment of the proceeds of Bonds, fees and expenses payable in connection with any Credit Enhancement,
Liquidity Facility or Reserve Credit Facility, fees and expenses payable in connection with any remarketing
agreements or interest indexing agreements payable in connection with the original issuance of the Bonds and any
other cost, charge or fee payable in connection with the original issuance of Bonds.
“Credit Enhancement” shall mean any agreement, including, but not limited to a policy of bond insurance,
surety bond, irrevocable letter of credit, credit agreement, credit facility or guaranty arrangement with a bank, trust
company, insurance company, surety bonding company, pension fund or other financial institution that provides
increased credit on or security for any Series of Bonds (or portion thereof) or the obligations of the Authority under
any Qualified Hedge Agreement and, to the extent authorized by a Supplemental Trust Agreement, may include a
Reserve Credit Facility, provided that either the provider or the party guaranteeing the obligations of the provider
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has, at the time such agreement is entered into, unsecured obligations rated in the highest short-term Rating
Category by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds Outstanding.
“Debt Service” shall mean for any period, as of any date of calculation and with respect to the Outstanding
Bonds of any Series, an amount equal to the sum of (i) interest accruing during such period on Outstanding Bonds of
such Series and (ii) that portion of each Principal Installment for such Series which would accrue during such period
if such Principal Installment were deemed to accrue daily in equal amounts from the next preceding Principal
Installment due date for such Series or, if (a) there shall be no such preceding Principal Installment due date for such
Series or (b) such preceding Principal Installment due date is more than one year prior to the due date of such
Principal Installment, then, from a date one year preceding the due date of such Principal Installment or from the
date of issuance of the Bonds of such Series, whichever date is later. Such interest and Principal Installments for
such Series shall be calculated on the assumption that no Bonds (except for Tender Bonds actually tendered for
payment and not purchased in lieu of redemption prior to the redemption date thereof) of such Series Outstanding at
the date of calculation will cease to be Outstanding except by reason of the payment of each Principal Installment on
the due date thereof and the principal amount of Tender Bonds tendered for payment and not purchased in lieu of
redemption prior to the redemption date thereof shall be deemed to accrue on the date required to be paid pursuant to
such tender. For purposes of this definition, the principal and interest portions of the Accreted Value of a Capital
Appreciation Bond and the Appreciated Value of a Deferred Income Bond becoming due at maturity or by virtue of
a Sinking Fund Installment shall be included in the calculations of accrued and unpaid and accruing interest or
Principal Installments only during the year such amounts become due for payment unless otherwise provided in the
Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
“Debt Service Payment Date” shall mean any date on which any Principal Installment of or interest on any
Bond Outstanding thereunder is payable in accordance with the terms of such Bond.
“Debt Service Reserve Accounts” shall mean the Accounts so designated and created by the Trust
Agreement and the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
“Dedicated Payments” shall mean any revenues of the Authority which are not Pledged Receipts, as
defined in the Trust Agreement as initially executed, which the Authority subsequently pledges as additional
security for its payment obligations on the Bonds pursuant to a resolution of the Authority and which are specifically
designated as Dedicated Payments by the Authority in accordance with the limitations set forth under the heading
“Dedicated Payments” and, accordingly, are to be deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund upon receipt.
“Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount” shall have the meaning set forth in paragraph (a) of Section 35BB
of Chapter 10 of the Massachusetts General Laws.
“Defeasance Obligations” shall mean Government Obligations, Agency Obligations or Advance Refunded
Municipal Bonds.
“Deferred Income Bonds” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Authorization of Bonds.”
“Discount Bonds” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Authorization of Bonds.”
“Fiduciary” shall mean the Trustee, any Paying Agent or any Authenticating Agent.
“Fiscal Year” shall mean the period of twelve calendar months ending with June 30 of any year.
“Fixed Rate Bonds” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Authorization of Bonds.”
“Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement” shall mean a Qualified Hedge Agreement requiring the Authority to pay a
fixed interest rate on a notional amount.
“Fixed Hedge Rate” shall mean the fixed interest rate payable by the Authority on a notional amount under
a Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement.
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“Funded Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement” shall mean, with respect to a Series of Bonds, as
of any particular date of computation, an amount equal to the applicable Series Debt Service Reserve Fund
Requirement, if any, less the stated and unpaid amounts of all applicable Reserve Credit Facilities; the Funded
Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement shall, to the extent authorized by a Supplemental Trust Agreement,
include any amount required to reimburse any provider of a Reserve Credit Facility upon any drawing of amounts
thereunder.
“Government Obligations” shall mean direct general obligations of the United States of America or
obligations (including obligations of any federal agency or corporation) the full and timely payment of the principal
and interest on which, by act of the Congress of the United States or in the opinion of the Attorney General of the
United States in office at the time such obligations were issued, are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the United
States of America.
“Hedge Provider” shall mean the counterparty with which the Authority enters into a Qualified Hedge
Agreement.
“Interest Commencement Date” shall mean with respect to any Deferred Income Bonds, the date specified
in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement (which date must be prior to the maturity date for such Deferred
Income Bonds), after which interest accruing on such Deferred Income Bonds shall be payable with the first such
payment date being the applicable Debt Service Payment Date immediately succeeding such Interest
Commencement Date.
“Liquidity Facility” shall mean any agreement with a bank, trust company, insurance company, surety
bonding company, pension fund, investment banking company or other financial institution under which it agrees to
purchase Tender Bonds, provided that either the provider or the party guaranteeing the obligations of the provider
has, at the time such agreement is entered into, unsecured obligations rated in the highest short-term Rating
Category by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds Outstanding.
“Outstanding,” when used with reference to Bonds, shall mean as of a particular date, all Bonds theretofore
and thereupon being authenticated and delivered except (i) any Bond cancelled by the Authority or the Trustee at or
before said date, (ii) any Bond in lieu of or in substitution for which another Bond shall have been authenticated and
delivered and (iii) Bonds deemed to have been paid as provided as described under the section entitled
“Defeasance,” below.
“Parity Hedge Agreement” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Qualified Hedge
Agreements.”
“Permitted Investments,” except as otherwise limited in a Supplemental Trust Agreement, shall mean and
include any of the following, if and to the extent the same are at the time legal for investment of Authority funds:
(i) Government Obligations;
(ii) Certificates or receipts representing direct ownership of future interest or principal payments on
Government Obligations or any obligations of agencies or instrumentalities of the United States of America
which are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States, which obligations are held by a custodian in
safekeeping on behalf of the registered owners of such receipts;
(iii) Agency Obligations;
(iv) Obligations of, or obligations unconditionally guaranteed by, the World Bank (International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development and International Finance Corporation), European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, European Investment Bank, Asian Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank,
African Development Bank and the Nordic Investment Bank, provided that such obligations are rated at the time
of purchase hereunder in one of the two highest rating categories by each Rating Agency;
(v) Interest-bearing time or demand deposits, certificates of deposit, or other similar banking
arrangements with any government securities dealer, bank, trust company, savings and loan association,
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national banking association or other savings institution (including the Trustee or any affiliate of the Trustee),
provided that such deposits, certificates, and other arrangements are fully insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation or (b) interest-bearing time or
demand deposits or certificates of deposit with any bank, trust company, national banking association or other
savings institution (including the Trustee or any affiliate of the Trustee), provided such deposits and certificates
are in or with a bank, trust company, national banking association or other savings institution whose long-term
unsecured debt is rated in one of the two highest long-term Rating Categories by each Rating Agency then
maintaining a rating on any Bonds;
(vi) Repurchase agreements collateralized by securities described in subparagraphs (i), (ii) or (iii)
above with any registered broker/dealer or with any commercial bank, provided that (a) a specific written
repurchase agreement governs the transaction, (b) the securities are held, free and clear of any lien, by the
Trustee or an independent third party acting solely as agent for the Trustee, and such third party is (1) a Federal
Reserve Bank, or (2) a bank which is a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and which has
combined capital, surplus and undivided profits of not less than $25 million, and the Trustee shall have
received written confirmation from such third party that it holds such securities, free and clear of any lien, as
agent for the Trustee, (c) the repurchase agreement has a term of thirty days or less, or the Trustee or the thirdparty custodian will value the collateral securities no less frequently than weekly and will liquidate the
collateral securities if any deficiency in the required collateral percentage is not restored within five Business
Days of such valuation, and (d) the fair market value of the collateral securities in relation to the amount of the
repurchase obligation, including principal and interest, is equal to at least 102%;
(vii) Forward purchase agreements providing for delivery of securities described in subparagraphs (i),
(ii) or (iii) above or subparagraph (ix) below with banks or other financial institutions (including the Trustee or
any affiliate of the Trustee) whose long-term unsecured debt or claims-paying ability is rated in one of the two
highest Rating Categories by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on any of the Bonds Outstanding,
provided that any such agreement must be accompanied by an opinion of counsel to the effect that the
securities delivered will not be considered a part of the estate of such bank or other financial institution in the
event of a declaration of bankruptcy or insolvency by such bank or institution;
(viii) Money market funds rated in the highest short term Rating Category by each Rating Agency then
maintaining a rating on any Bonds, including, without limitation, the JPMorgan Money Market Mutual Funds,
or any other mutual fund rated in the highest short term Rating Category by each Rating Agency then
maintaining a rating on any Bonds, for which the Trustee or an affiliate of the Trustee serves as investment
manager, administrator, shareholder servicing agent, and/or custodian or sub custodian, notwithstanding that
(A) the Trustee or an affiliate of the Trustee receives fees from such funds for services rendered, (B) the
Trustee charges and collects fees for services rendered pursuant to this Trust Agreement, which fees are
separate from the fees received from such funds, and (C) services performed for such funds and pursuant to this
Trust Agreement may at times duplicate those provided to such funds by the Trustee or its affiliates.
(ix) Commercial paper rated in the highest short term Rating Category by each Rating Agency then
maintaining a rating on any Bonds;
(x) Advanced-Refunded Municipal Bonds;
(xi) Short-term or long-term obligations, whether tax exempt or taxable, of any state or local
government or authority or instrumentality thereof or any other entity that has the ability to issue obligations
the interest on which is excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes, provided that any such
obligations are rated at the time of purchase in one of the two highest rating categories by each Rating Agency
then maintaining a rating on any Bonds Outstanding;
(xii) Investment contracts with banks or other financial institutions (including the Trustee or any
affiliate of the Trustee) whose long-term unsecured debt or claims-paying ability is rated in one of the two
highest Rating Categories by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on any of the Bonds Outstanding;
and
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(xiii) Any other investment in which moneys of the Authority may be legally invested, provided that
the Authority receives a Rating Confirmation in connection with such investment from each Rating Agency
then maintaining a rating on any Bonds Outstanding.
“Phase-in Amount” shall mean, with respect to Fiscal Years 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010, the greater
of the applicable dollar amount or percentage of the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount for such Fiscal Year set
forth in the table in the section of the Official Statement “DEDICATED SALES TAX REVENUE AMOUNT - Phase-in
Amount” in accordance with Section 4 of Chapter 210 of the Acts of 2004 of the Commonwealth.
“Pledged Receipts” shall mean and include (i) for Fiscal Years 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010, the
Phase-in Amount, (ii) for Fiscal Years 2011 and thereafter, the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount and (iii)
Additional Revenues, if any.
“Principal Installment” shall mean, as of any particular date of computation and with respect to Bonds of a
particular Series, an amount of money equal to the aggregate of (i) the principal amount of Outstanding Bonds of
said Series which mature on a single future date, reduced by the aggregate principal amount of such Outstanding
Bonds which would at or before said future date be retired by reason of the payment when due and application in
accordance with the Trust Agreement of Sinking Fund Payments payable at or before said future date for the
retirement of such Outstanding Bonds, plus (ii) the amount of any Sinking Fund Payment payable on said future date
for the retirement of any Outstanding Bonds of said Series.
“Qualified Hedge Agreement” shall mean an interest rate exchange, cap, floor or collar agreement between
the Authority and a Hedge Provider based upon a notional amount, where either (a) the Hedge Provider, or the party
guaranteeing the obligation of the Hedge Provider to make any payments due to the Authority, has unsecured longterm obligations rated, or the hedge agreement itself is rated, in each case as of the date the hedge agreement is
entered into, by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds Outstanding, in one of the two highest
Rating Categories of such Rating Agency or (b) the Authority received a Rating Confirmation with respect to such
hedge agreement prior to entering into such hedge agreement.
“Qualified Hedge Payments” shall mean, collectively, all Scheduled Hedge Payments and all Termination
Hedge Payments payable by the Authority or a Hedge Provider, as the case may be, under a Qualified Hedge
Agreement.
“Rating Agency” shall mean Fitch Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. and Standard & Poor’s Ratings
Services and their successors or assigns, but shall not include any rating agency maintaining a rating on Outstanding
Bonds which has not been solicited by the Authority.
“Rating Categories” shall mean rating categories as published by a Rating Agency in its written
compilations of ratings and any written supplement or amendment thereto and any such Rating Category shall be
determined on the generic rating without regard to any modifiers and, unless otherwise specified in the Trust
Agreement or in an Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, shall be long term ratings.
“Rating Confirmation,” with respect to any action taken or to be taken thereunder, shall mean a letter (or
other evidence satisfactory to the Trustee) from a Rating Agency to the effect that it will not lower, suspend or
otherwise adversely affect any underlying rating then maintained on any Bonds Outstanding, without regards to any
Credit Enhancement, as a result of such action.
“Redemption Price” shall mean, with respect to any Bond, the principal amount thereof plus the premium,
if any, payable upon redemption thereof.
“Refunding Bonds” shall mean any of the Bonds authorized for the purpose of refunding all or any part of
the Bonds Outstanding under the Trust Agreement.
“Registered Owner” or “Owner,” when used with reference to Bonds, shall mean the registered owner of
the Bonds as shown on the registration books of the Authority held by the Trustee.
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“Reimbursement Obligations” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Credit Enhancement and
Liquidity Facilities.”
“Reserve Credit Facility” shall mean one or more of the following:
(i)

an irrevocable, unconditional and unexpired letter of credit or other financial commitment or
guarantee issued by a banking institution, insurance company or other financial institution the
unsecured long-term obligations of which are rated by each Rating Agency then maintaining a
rating on the Bonds Outstanding in one of the two highest Rating Categories by such Rating
Agency, or, if any such Rating Agency does not maintain a rating on such banking institution,
insurance company or other financial institution, it has provided a Rating Confirmation to the
Trustee with respect to the applicable Series of Bonds, or

(ii)

an irrevocable and unconditional policy of insurance, surety bond or other similar commitment in
full force and effect issued by an insurer having a rating from each Rating Agency then
maintaining a rating on the Bonds Outstanding in one of the two highest Rating Categories by such
Rating Agency, or, if any such Rating Agency does not maintain a rating on such insurer, it has
provided a Rating Confirmation to the Trustee with respect to the applicable Series of Bonds,

in each case providing for the payment of sums for the payment of Principal Installments and interest on Senior
Bonds or Subordinated Bonds, as applicable, in the manner provided under the Trust Agreement.
“Scheduled Hedge Payments,” except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust
Agreement, shall mean the scheduled, periodic payments to be made by the Authority or a Hedge Provider, as the
case may be, under a Qualified Hedge Agreement with respect to a notional amount.
“Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement” shall mean, for any period of calculation, the aggregate of the
interest, principal amount and Sinking Fund Payments due or to become due other than by reason of redemption at
the option of the Authority or the Registered Owner of any Senior Bonds on all Senior Bonds Outstanding during
such period, provided, however, that for purposes of this definition, the scheduled principal and interest portions of
the Accreted Value of Capital Appreciation Bonds and the Appreciated Value of Deferred Income Bonds becoming
due at maturity or by virtue of Sinking Fund Payments shall be included in the calculations in such manner and
during such period of time as shall be specified in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement authorizing such
Capital Appreciation Bonds or Deferred Income Bonds.
“Senior Bonds” shall mean any Bonds designated as such by the Authority.
“Senior Debt Service Fund Requirement” shall mean the amount of Debt Service on all Senior Bonds
Outstanding accrued or accruing prior to the last Business Day of the next succeeding month, provided that the
payments to be made under this definition shall be appropriately adjusted to reflect the date of original issue of a
Series of Senior Bonds, any accrued interest, investment earnings and other available moneys deposited in the
Senior Debt Service Fund, any Dedicated Payments deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund in accordance with
the applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement and any amounts applied from any Senior Debt Service Reserve
Account, including investment earnings thereon, and any purchase or redemption of Senior Bonds so that there will
be available on each Debt Service Payment Date in the Senior Debt Service Fund the amount necessary to pay the
interest and principal or Sinking Fund Payment due or coming due on the Senior Bonds and so that accrued interest
and capitalized interest will be applied to the installments of interest to which they are applicable, and provided,
further, that, if the Authority (1) has entered into a Parity Hedge Agreement as described under the heading
“Qualified Hedge Agreements” and (2) has made a determination that such Parity Hedge Agreement was entered
into for the purpose of providing substitute interest payments or limiting the potential increase in the interest rate for
a particular maturity of Senior Bonds in a principal amount equal to the notional amount of such Parity Hedge
Agreement and (3) the Scheduled Hedge Payments payable by the Hedge Provider under such Parity Hedge
Agreement are equal in amount and fall on the same dates as the payment of interest on such Senior Bonds, then
during the term of such Parity Hedge Agreement and so long as the Hedge Provider under such Parity Hedge
Agreement is not in default thereunder, the interest payable on such Senior Bonds shall be determined at the Fixed
Hedge Rate or the Variable Hedge Rate, as the case may be, applicable to payments to be made by the Authority
under such Parity Hedge Agreement, provided, however, that if such Parity Hedge Agreement does not satisfy the
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foregoing requirements, the principal and interest requirements allocable to such Parity Hedge Agreement and the
Series of Senior Bonds or portions thereof subject to such Parity Hedge Agreement shall be determined in the
manner set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
“Series” when used with respect to less than all of the Senior Bonds or Subordinated Bonds, shall mean
such Senior Bonds or Subordinated Bonds designated as a Series of Bonds pursuant to a Supplemental Trust
Agreement.
“Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement” shall mean, with respect to a Series of Senior Bonds, the
amount, if any, required to be deposited in the applicable Senior Debt Service Reserve Account pursuant to the
Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement and with respect to a Series of Subordinated Bonds, the amount, if any,
required to be deposited in the applicable Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account pursuant to the Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement.
“SIFMA Index” shall mean, on any day, The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association
Municipal Swap Index as of the most recent date for which such index was published by Municipal Market Data,
Inc., provided that, if such index is no longer published by Municipal Market Data, Inc. or its successor, then
“SIFMA Index” shall mean such other reasonably comparable index selected by the Authority.
“Sinking Fund Payment” shall mean, as of any particular date of computation and with respect to Bonds of
a particular Series, the amount of money required by any Supplemental Trust Agreement to be paid by the Authority
on a single future date for the retirement of any Outstanding Bonds of said Series which mature after said future
date, but does not include any amount payable by the Authority by reason of the redemption of Bonds at the election
of the Authority.
“SMART Fund” shall mean the School Modernization and Reconstruction Trust Fund established by
Section 35BB of Chapter 10 of the Massachusetts General Laws or any other fund or account of the Commonwealth
created in replacement thereof.
“Subordinated Bonds” shall mean any Bonds designated as such by the Authority.
“Subordinated Debt Service Fund Requirement” shall mean the amount of Debt Service on all
Subordinated Bonds Outstanding accrued or accruing prior to the last Business Day of the next succeeding month,
provided that the payments to be made under this definition shall be appropriately adjusted to reflect the date of
original issue of a Series of Subordinated Bonds, any accrued interest, investment earnings and other available
moneys deposited in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund and any amounts applied from any Subordinated Debt
Service Reserve Account, including investment earnings thereon, and an purchase or redemption of Subordinated
Bonds so that there will be available on each Debt Service Payment Date in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund the
amount necessary to pay the interest and principal or Sinking Fund Payment due or coming due on the Subordinated
Bonds and so that accrued interest and capitalized interest will be applied to the installments of interest to which
they are applicable, and provided, further, that, if the Authority (1) has entered into a Parity Hedge Agreement as
described under the heading “Qualified Hedge Agreements” and (2) has made a determination that such Parity
Hedge Agreement was entered into for the purpose of providing substitute interest payments or limiting the potential
increase in the interest rate for a particular maturity of Subordinated Bonds in a principal amount equal to the
notional amount of such Parity Hedge Agreement and (3) the Scheduled Hedge Payments payable by the Hedge
Provider under such Parity Hedge Agreement are equal in amount and fall on the same dates as the payment of
interest on such Subordinated Bonds, then during the term of such Parity Hedge Agreement and so long as the
Hedge Provider under such Parity Hedge Agreement is not in default thereunder, the interest payable on such
Subordinated Bonds shall be determined at the Fixed Hedge Rate or the Variable Hedge Rate, as the case may be,
applicable to payments to be made by the Authority under such Parity Hedge Agreement, provided, however, that if
such Parity Hedge Agreement does not satisfy the foregoing requirements, the principal and interest requirements
allocable to such Parity Hedge Agreement and the Series of Subordinated Bonds or portions thereof subject to such
Parity Hedge Agreement shall be determined in the manner set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust
Agreement.
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“Supplemental Trust Agreement” shall mean any Trust Agreement of the Authority amending or
supplementing the Trust Agreement adopted and becoming effective in accordance with the terms of the Trust
Agreement.
“Tax Exempt Bonds” shall mean any Bonds accompanied by a Bond Counsel’s opinion upon the original
issuance thereof that the interest on such Bonds is not includable in the gross income of the Registered Owner
thereof for Federal income tax purposes.
“Tender Bonds” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Authorization of Bonds.”
“Termination Hedge Payments,” except as otherwise provided in an Applicable Trust Agreement, shall
mean all payments, other than Scheduled Hedge Payments, to be made by the Authority or a Hedge Provider, as the
case may be, under a Qualified Hedge Agreement.
“Valuation Date” shall mean (i) with respect to any Bonds that are Capital Appreciation Bonds, the date or
dates set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement on which specific Accreted Values are assigned to
such Bonds and (ii) with respect to any Bonds that are Deferred Income Bonds, the date or dates prior to the Interest
Commencement Date set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement on which specific Appreciated
Values are assigned to such Bonds.
“Variable Hedge Rate” shall mean the variable interest rate payable by the Authority on a notional amount
under a Variable Rate Hedge Agreement.
“Variable Rate Bonds” shall have the meaning set forth under the heading “Authorization of Bonds.”
“Variable Rate Hedge Agreement” shall mean a Qualified Hedge Agreement requiring the Authority to pay
a variable interest rate on a notional amount.
Pledge of the Trust Agreement
There are pledged in the Trust Agreement for the payment of the principal and Redemption Price of and
interest on Senior Bonds, for the payment of Reimbursement Obligations (as described under “Credit Enhancement
and Liquidity Facilities” below) and for the payment of Scheduled Hedge Payments payable by the Authority on any
Parity Hedge Agreement (as described under “Qualified Hedge Agreements” below), in either case entered into with
respect to Senior Bonds, subject only to the provisions of this Trust Agreement permitting the application thereof for
the purposes and on the terms and conditions set forth in this Trust Agreement, (i) the Pledged Receipts and all
rights to receive the same, whether existing or coming into existence and whether held or hereafter acquired and
including any proceeds thereof, (ii) all moneys, securities and any investment earnings with respect thereto in all
Funds established by or pursuant to this Trust Agreement (except for the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, the
Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Subordinated Redemption Fund), provided that amounts held in
each Senior Debt Service Reserve Account within the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund shall only be pledged to
the payment of the related Series of Senior Bonds and (iii) all Scheduled Hedge Payments and all Termination
Hedge Payments payable to the Authority by a Hedge Provider pursuant to a Qualified Hedge Agreement
(collectively, the “Senior Trust Estate”). Subject only to the foregoing prior pledge created for the payment of the
Senior Bonds, and on the terms and conditions set forth herein with respect to such prior pledge, there are hereby
pledged for the payment of the principal and Redemption Price of and interest on Subordinated Bonds, for the
payment of Reimbursement Obligations (as described under “Credit Enhancement and Liquidity Facilities” below)
and for the payment of Scheduled Hedge Payments payable by the Authority on any Parity Hedge Agreement (as
described under “Qualified Hedge Agreements” below), in either case entered into with respect to Subordinated
Bonds, subject only to the provisions of this Trust Agreement permitting the application thereof for the purposes and
on the terms and conditions set forth in this Trust Agreement, (i) the Pledged Receipts and all rights to receive the
same, whether existing or coming into existence and whether held or hereafter acquired and including any proceeds
thereof, (ii) all moneys, securities and any investment earnings with respect thereto in all Funds established by or
pursuant to this Trust Agreement (except for the Senior Debt Service Fund, the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund
and the Senior Redemption Fund), provided that amounts held in each Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account
within the Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund shall only be pledged to the payment of the related Series of
Subordinated Bonds, and (iii) all Scheduled Hedge Payments and all Termination Hedge Payments payable to the
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Authority by a Hedge Provider pursuant to a Qualified Hedge Agreement (collectively, the “Subordinate Trust
Estate, and together with the Senior Trust Estate, the “Trust Estate”).
In accordance with the Act, the foregoing pledge shall be valid and binding and shall be deemed
continuously perfected for all purposes of Chapter 106 of the General Laws of the Commonwealth and other
applicable laws upon the filing of a copy of the Trust Agreement in the records of the Authority. The Trust Estate so
pledged shall immediately be subject to the lien of such pledge without any physical delivery or segregation thereof
or further act, and the lien of such pledge shall be valid and binding against any and all parties having a claim of any
kind, in tort, contract or otherwise against the Authority, irrespective of whether such parties have notice thereof.
The Bonds and any Qualified Hedge Agreement thereunder shall be special obligations of the Authority
payable solely from the Trust Estate to the extent provided in the Trust Agreement.
Trust Agreement to Constitute Contract
The Trust Agreement constitutes a contract between the Authority, the Fiduciaries and the Registered
Owners from time to time of the Bonds, and the pledge made in the Trust Agreement and the covenants and
agreements therein set forth to be performed by or on behalf of the Authority shall be for the equal benefit,
protection and security of the Registered Owners of any and all of the Bonds, all of which, regardless of the time or
times of their issue or maturity, shall be of equal rank without preference, priority or distinction of any of the Bonds
over any other thereof, except as otherwise expressly provided in or permitted by the Trust Agreement.
Authorization of Bonds
The Authority is authorized to issue Bonds to be issued from time to time in one or more Series without
limitation as to amount except as provided in the Trust Agreement or as may be limited by law. All such Bonds shall
be entitled “Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds” and shall be further designated as either “Senior” or as “Subordinated”.
The Bonds shall not be general obligations of the Authority or a pledge of its full faith and credit, but shall
be special obligations of the Authority secured solely as provided in the Trust Agreement and payable solely from
the funds, amounts and other rights and property available and pledged to such payments pursuant to the Trust
Agreement and the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
The Bonds may be issued as Fixed Rate Bonds, Variable Rate Bonds, Tender Bonds, Capital Appreciation
Bonds, Deferred Income Bonds or Discount Bonds or any combination thereof subject to the provisions and
limitations provided in the Trust Agreement and in the applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
The Authority may issue bonds (“Fixed Rate Bonds”) which bear a fixed rate or rates of interest during the
term thereof.
The Authority may issue bonds (“Variable Rate Bonds”) which provide for a variable, adjustable,
convertible or other similar rates of interest, not fixed as to percentage at the date of issue for the term thereof.
The Authority may provide that any Series of Bonds may include an option exercisable by the Registered
Owners thereof to have such Bonds (“Tender Bonds”) either repurchased or redeemed prior to the maturity thereof.
The Authority may issue Capital Appreciation Bonds which provide for the addition of accrued and unpaid
interest to the principal due thereon upon such terms with respect thereto determined by an Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement.
The Authority may issue Bonds (“Discount Bonds”) which either bear a zero stated rate of interest or bear
a stated rate of interest such that such Bonds are sold at a price less than the aggregate principal amount thereof in
order to provide such yield thereon as deemed appropriate and desirable thereon by the Authority.
The Authority may issue Bonds (“Deferred Income Bonds”) which provide for the deferral of interest on
such Bonds until the Interest Commencement Date.
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Additional Bonds
One or more Series of Additional Bonds may be issued for any purpose of the Authority, including without
limitation financing the school building assistance program contemplated by the Act, making deposits to one or
more Funds, paying Costs of Issuance or refunding Outstanding Bonds or other obligations of the Authority.
A Series of Additional Bonds may be issued and delivered to the Trustee but only upon receipt by the
Trustee, among other items, of the following:
(i)

An opinion of Bond Counsel with respect to the validity of the Additional Bonds and the
enforceability of the pledge under the Trust Agreement.

(ii)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer stating that, as of the delivery of such Additional Bonds and
application of their proceeds, no Event of Default under the Trust Agreement will have happened
and will then be continuing and no outstanding Reimbursement Obligations will then be due and
unpaid (unless the providers of the Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility to which such
Reimbursement Obligations pertain have consented to the issuance of such Additional Bonds);

(iii)

An amount of cash, Permitted Investments, Reserve Credit Facilities in a stated amount or other
moneys, including proceeds of Bonds, such that following the issuance of such Additional Bonds
and application of their proceeds, the amount on deposit in the applicable Senior Debt Service
Reserve Account or Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account, if any, shall at least equal the
applicable Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement, if any;

(iv)

If the Additional Bonds are to be issued as Senior Bonds, one of the following certificates as
determined by the Authority:
(A)
A certificate of an Authorized Officer showing that the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount during any 12 consecutive months out of the 24-month period ending with the last full
month for which such information is available prior to the issuance of the Additional Senior Bonds
was not less than 140% of the maximum Adjusted Senior Bond Debt Service Requirement in the
then current or any future Fiscal Year with respect to all Senior Bonds Outstanding including the
proposed Additional Senior Bonds, provided that if any of the proposed Additional Senior Bonds
will be Outstanding prior to July 1, 2010, such certificate shall also demonstrate that the applicable
Dollar Amount or Percentage of Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount (using the foregoing 12month Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount) for each Fiscal Year during which the Authority
will be receiving the Phase-in Amount will be not less than 140% of the Adjusted Senior Bond
Debt Service Requirement for such Fiscal Year with respect to all Senior Bonds Outstanding
including the proposed Additional Senior Bonds, or
(B)
a certificate of an Authorized Officer setting forth the estimated Pledged Receipts
expected to be received by the Authority in each Fiscal Year following the issuance of the
proposed Additional Senior Bonds and showing for each Fiscal Year that the estimated Pledged
Receipts for such Fiscal Year will be not less than 140% of the Adjusted Senior Bond Debt
Service Requirement for such Fiscal Year with respect to all Senior Bonds Outstanding including
the proposed Additional Senior Bonds;

(v)

If the Additional Bonds are to be issued as Subordinated Bonds, one of the following certificates
as determined by the Authority:
(A)
a certificate of an Authorized Officer showing that the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount during any 12 consecutive months out of the 24-month period ending with the last full
month for which such information is available prior to the issuance of the Additional Subordinated
Bonds was not less than 130% of the maximum Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in the
then current or any future Fiscal Year with respect to all Bonds Outstanding including the
proposed Additional Subordinated Bonds, provided that if any of the proposed Additional
Subordinated Bonds will be Outstanding prior to July 1, 2010, such certificate shall also
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demonstrate that the applicable Dollar Amount or Percentage of Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount (using the foregoing 12-month Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount) for each Fiscal
Year during which the Authority will be receiving the Phase-in Amount will be not less than
130% of the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement for such Fiscal Year with respect to all
Bonds Outstanding including the proposed Additional Subordinated Bonds, or
(B)
a certificate of an Authorized Officer setting forth the estimated Pledged Receipts
expected to be received by the Authority in each Fiscal Year following the issuance of the
proposed Additional Subordinated Bonds and showing for each Fiscal Year that the estimated
Pledged Receipts for such Fiscal Year will be not less than 130% of the Adjusted Bond Debt
Service Requirement for such Fiscal Year with respect to all Bonds Outstanding including the
proposed Additional Subordinated Bonds;
(vi)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer showing that the total principal amount of Outstanding
Bonds issued by the Authority under the Act, after giving effect to the issuance of such Series of
Additional Bonds, will not exceed the limits, if any, imposed by the Act;

(vii)

If the Authority shall deliver a certificate pursuant to subparagraphs (iv)(B) or (v)(B) above, a
Rating Confirmation from each Rating Agency maintaining a rating on Bonds Outstanding; and

(viii)

If applicable, the certificate of an Authorized Officer required by paragraph (c) under the heading
“Qualified Hedge Agreements.”

Refunding Bonds
One or more Series of Refunding Bonds may be issued in accordance for the purpose of refunding all or
any part of the Bonds of one or more Series Outstanding and delivered to the Trustee, but only upon receipt by the
Trustee, among other items of the following:
(i)

An opinion of Bond Counsel as described above under the section “Additional Bonds”;

(ii)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer stating that, as of the delivery of such Refunding Bonds and
application of their proceeds, (a) no Event of Default under the Trust Agreement will have
happened and will then be continuing, (b) the amount on deposit in the Senior Debt Service
Reserve Account or Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account applicable to such Refunding
Bonds, if any, is at least equal to the applicable Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement, if
any, and (c) the total principal amount of Outstanding Bonds issued by the Authority under the
Act, after giving effect to the issuance of such Series of Refunding Bonds, and treating the Bonds
to be refunded as no longer Outstanding, in accordance with the Act, will not exceed the limits, if
any, imposed by the Act;

(iii)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer setting forth the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement
for each Fiscal Year in which Bonds are or will be Outstanding (a) computed immediately prior to
the delivery of such Refunding Bonds and (b) computed immediately after the delivery of such
Refunding Bonds, and showing either that (x) the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in
each Fiscal Year in which Bonds will be Outstanding as computed in (b) of this paragraph will not
be greater than the Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement in each such Fiscal Year as
computed in (a) of this paragraph or (y) the maximum annual Adjusted Bond Debt Service
Requirement for all such Fiscal Years as computed in (b) of this paragraph will not be greater than
the maximum annual Adjusted Bond Debt Service Requirement for all such Fiscal Years as
computed in (a) of this paragraph, provided that, in lieu of such certificate, the Authorized Officer
may deliver to the Trustee either (A) a certificate satisfying the conditions of described above
under “Additional Bonds” treating the Refunding Bonds to be issued as Additional Senior Bonds
(if such Refunding Bonds are being issued as Senior Bonds) or (B) a certificate satisfying the
conditions of described above under “Additional Bonds” treating the Refunding Bonds to be
issued as Additional Subordinated Bonds (if such Refunding Bonds are being issued as
Subordinated Bonds) or (C) a Rating Confirmation;
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(iv)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer specifying the Bonds to be refunded and designating the
Refunding Bonds as either Senior Bonds or Subordinated Bonds;

(v)

If any Bonds are to be redeemed prior to maturity, irrevocable instructions to the Trustee,
satisfactory to it, to give due notice of redemption of the Bonds to be redeemed on a redemption
date specified in the instructions;

(vi)

If the Bonds to be refunded are not by their terms due to mature or subject to redemption within
the next succeeding 60 days, irrevocable instructions to the Trustee, satisfactory to it, to give due
notice as provided under the Trust Agreement to the Registered Owners of the Bonds to be
refunded;

(vii)

An amount of money or Defeasance Obligations sufficient to effect payment at maturity or
redemption of the Bonds to be refunded; and

(viii)

If applicable, the certificate of an Authorized Officer required by paragraph (c) under the heading
“Qualified Hedge Agreements.”

Bond Anticipation Notes
Whenever the Authority shall authorize the issuance of a Series of Bonds, the Authority may, to the extent
authorized by the Act or any other law, issue notes (and renewals thereof) in anticipation of such Series. The
principal of and interest on notes authorized hereunder and renewals thereof shall be payable from any moneys of
the Authority lawfully available therefor, from the proceeds of such notes or from the proceeds of the sale of the
Series of Bonds in anticipation of which such notes are issued. The proceeds of such Bonds may be pledged for the
payment of the principal of and interest on such notes. Notes issued in anticipation of a Series of Senior Bonds may
be paid from the proceeds of the sale of a Series of Subordinated Bonds, if the Authority so determines, and the
proceeds of such Subordinated Bonds may be pledged for the payment of the principal of and interest on such notes.
The Authority may also pledge the Pledged Receipts to the payment of such notes on a subordinated basis, provided
that prior to the issuance of any notes secured by such a pledge, the Authority shall (i) certify to the Trustee that it
reasonably expects that all applicable requirements pertaining to the issuance of the Series of Bonds in anticipation
of which such notes are to be issued can be satisfied and (ii) deliver a Rating Confirmation to the Trustee.
Creation of Liens; Other Indebtedness
Except as otherwise set forth in the Trust Agreement, the Authority shall not issue any bonds, notes or
other evidences of indebtedness, other than the Bonds, or enter into any Qualified Hedge Agreement, secured by a
pledge of or other lien on the Trust Estate held or set aside by the Authority or by the Trustee under the Trust
Agreement, and shall not otherwise create or cause to be created any lien or charge on such Trust Estate.
The Authority may at any time or from time to time issue notes or other evidences of indebtedness (and
renewals thereof) in anticipation of Bonds, which notes, if so determined by the Authority and to the extent
permitted by law, may be payable out of, or secured by a pledge of, the Trust Estate, provided that such payment or
pledge shall in all respects be subordinate to the provisions of the Trust Agreement and the pledge created thereby
for the benefit of the related Senior Bonds Outstanding or Subordinated Bonds Outstanding, as applicable,
thereunder.
The Authority may issue bonds (other than Additional Bonds or Refunding Bonds), notes or other
evidences of indebtedness, and may enter into Qualified Hedge Agreements, which are payable out of, or secured by
a pledge of, the Trust Estate, provided that such payment or pledge shall in all respects be subordinate to the
provisions of the Trust Agreement and the pledge created thereby for the benefit of the Senior Bonds Outstanding
and Subordinated Bonds Outstanding thereunder.
The Authority may issue bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness, and may enter into any Qualified
Hedge Agreement, which are payable out of, or secured by a pledge of, Pledged Receipts to be derived on and after
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such date as the pledge of the Trust Estate created by the Trust Agreement has been discharged or which have been
released from the lien and pledge thereof.
Credit Enhancement and Liquidity Facilities
The Authority may obtain or cause to be obtained Credit Enhancement or a Liquidity Facility providing for
the payment of all or a portion of the principal, premium, or interest due or to become due on any Series of Bonds or
any Qualified Hedge Payments payable by the Authority on a Qualified Hedge Agreement or providing for the
purchase of such Bonds or a portion thereof by the issuer of any such Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility. The
Authority may agree with the issuer of any Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility to reimburse such issuer from
amounts held under the Trust Agreement or otherwise legally available to the Authority for amounts paid under the
terms of such Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility together with interest thereon (“Reimbursement
Obligations”). Any Reimbursement Obligation may be secured by a lien on the Trust Estate on a parity with the lien
created under the Trust Agreement for the benefit of the related Series of Senior Bonds Outstanding or Subordinated
Bonds Outstanding, as applicable, and as set forth below under the heading “Qualified Hedge Agreements” for the
benefit of any Hedge Provider of any Parity Hedge Agreement.
To the extent provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, upon the payment of amounts
under any Credit Enhancement, other than a Reserve Credit Facility, which is secured by a lien on the Trust Estate
on a parity with the lien created by the Trust Agreement for the related Series of Senior Bonds or Subordinated
Bonds, any Reimbursement Obligation arising therefrom may be deemed a Senior Bond Outstanding or
Subordinated Bond Outstanding, as applicable, under the Trust Agreement or, in the case of any Reimbursement
Obligation arising from Credit Enhancement on any Parity Hedge Agreement, a Scheduled Hedge Payment thereon
payable in either case from the Senior Debt Service Fund on a parity with the Senior Bonds or the Subordinated Debt
Service Fund on a parity with the Subordinated Bonds. Except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement, any Reimbursement Obligation arising upon the payment of amounts under any Reserve Credit
Facility shall be payable from amounts deposited in the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund or the Subordinated Debt
Service Reserve Fund as set forth in paragraph (b) under the heading “Flow of Funds”.
Qualified Hedge Agreements
(a)
The Authority may from time to time enter into Qualified Hedge Agreements with a Hedge
Provider with respect to all or a portion of the Bonds of any Series Outstanding. Prior to the effective date of any
Qualified Hedge Agreement, the Authority shall deliver to the Trustee the following:
(i)

A fully executed copy of the Qualified Hedge Agreement, together with a certificate of
an Authorized Officer stating that such agreement and the Hedge Provider meet the
requirements of a Qualified Hedge Agreement and Hedge Provider thereunder; and

(ii)

A certificate of an Authorized Officer designating the Series of Senior Bonds or
Subordinated Bonds or portions thereof subject to the Qualified Hedge Agreement.

(b)
To the extent provided in a Supplemental Trust Agreement, the obligations of the Authority under
a Qualified Hedge Agreement (herein referred to as a “Parity Hedge Agreement”) to make all or any portion of the
Scheduled Hedge Payments required to be made by the Authority thereunder may be secured by a pledge of the
Trust Estate on a parity with the pledge thereof created thereunder for the benefit of the Registered Owners of the
related Series of Senior Bonds or Subordinated Bonds. If such Parity Hedge Agreement is entered into with respect
to Senior Bonds, all Scheduled Hedge Payments to be made by the Authority under any Parity Hedge Agreement
shall be payable from amounts deposited in the Senior Debt Service Fund on a parity with all other payments
therefrom with respect to the Senior Bonds and if such Parity Hedge Agreement is entered into with respect to
Subordinated Bonds, all Scheduled Hedge Payments to be made by the Authority under any Parity Hedge
Agreement shall be payable from amounts deposited in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund on a parity with all
other payments therefrom with respect to the Subordinated Bonds. The obligations of the Authority to make all or
any portion of any Termination Hedge Payments under any Parity Hedge Agreement, and the obligation of the
Authority to make any Qualified Hedge Payments under any other Qualified Hedge Agreement, may be secured by
a pledge of the Trust Estate, provided that such pledge shall in all respects be subordinate to the pledge created by
the Trust Agreement for the benefit of the related Senior Bonds or Subordinated Bonds Outstanding thereunder.
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(c)
Upon the issuance of any Variable Rate Bonds under the Trust Agreement which are subject to a
Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement, an Authorized Officer shall deliver to the Trustee a certificate setting forth the Fixed
Hedge Rate payable by the Authority during the term of such Fixed Rate Hedge Agreement on a notional amount of
such Variable Rate Bonds.
(d)
Upon the issuance of any Fixed Rate Bonds under the Trust Agreement which are subject to a
Variable Rate Qualified Hedge Agreement, an Authorized Officer shall deliver to the Trustee a certificate setting
forth the interest rate (the “Assumed Hedge Rate”) which such Authorized Officer reasonably determines will be the
average interest rate which will be payable during the term of such Variable Rate Hedge Agreement then in effect on
a notional amount of such Fixed Rate Bonds.
Establishment of Funds and Accounts
The following Funds shall be established and shall be held by the Trustee and are subject to the pledge
created under the Trust Agreement:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Revenue Fund,
Senior Debt Service Fund,
Subordinated Debt Service Fund,
Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund
Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund,
Senior Redemption Fund,
Subordinated Redemption Fund, and
Bond Related Costs Fund.

Flow of Funds
The Authority shall, following the execution of the Trust Agreement, transfer to the Trustee for payment
into the Revenue Fund all Pledged Receipts as received. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the
Authority, pursuant to the Trust Agreement, irrevocably requests the Treasurer and Receiver-General of the
Commonwealth, pursuant to Section 35BB of Chapter 10 of the Massachusetts General Laws, to disburse all
amounts in the SMART Fund constituting Pledged Receipts to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund as soon
as practicable after identifying amounts as such, but in no event later than two Business Days after such
identification, provided, however, that in the case of Pledged Receipts identified in July of each year on account of
the preceding June, the Treasurer and Receiver-General shall so disburse 90% of the amount identified as such and
shall disburse the balance, net of any necessary year-end audit adjustments, as soon as practicable after issuance of
the State Auditor’s report on state tax revenues pursuant to paragraph (b) of Section 5 of Chapter 62F of the
Massachusetts General Laws, but in any event within two Business Days after the issuance of such report. There
shall also be deposited in the Revenue Fund any Scheduled Hedge Payments and any Termination Hedge Payments
payable to the Authority by a Hedge Provider pursuant to a Qualified Hedge Agreement and any other moneys so
directed by the Trust Agreement or by any Supplemental Trust Agreement and any other moneys of the Authority
which it may in its discretion determine to so apply unless required to be otherwise applied by the Trust Agreement
or any Supplemental Trust Agreement.
On or before the last Business Day of each month, the Trustee shall transfer amounts available in the
Revenue Fund to the following Funds in the following order:
(i)

to the Senior Debt Service Fund, an amount equal to the Senior Debt Service Fund Requirement,
to be further applied to the Senior Debt Service Accounts of the Senior Debt Service Fund as
required by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreements;

(ii)

to each Senior Debt Service Reserve Account, on a pro-rata basis, the amount, if any, necessary to
increase the amount on deposit in each Senior Debt Service Reserve Account to the level required
by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement;
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(iii)

to the Bond Related Costs Fund, such amounts, if any, as may be set forth in an Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement or in a certificate of an Authorized Officer delivered to the
Trustee as necessary to pay Bond Related Costs with respect to Senior Bonds or to reimburse the
Authority for the payment thereof;

(iv)

to the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, an amount equal to the Subordinated Debt Service Fund
Requirement, to be further applied to the Subordinated Debt Service Accounts of the Subordinated
Debt Service Fund as required by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreements;

(v)

to each Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account, on a pro-rata basis, the amount, if any,
necessary to increase the amount on deposit in each Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account
to the level required by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement; and

(vi)

to the Bond Related Costs Fund, such amounts, if any, as may be set forth in an Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement or in a certificate of an Authorized Officer delivered to the
Trustee as necessary to pay Bond Related Costs with respect to Subordinated Bonds or to
reimburse the Authority for the payment thereof.

Any balance remaining in the Revenue Fund following the above payments shall be retained in the
Revenue Fund to be available for future payments therefrom or, upon the written direction of an Authorized Officer,
shall be transferred by the Trustee to the Senior Redemption Fund or Subordinated Redemption Fund, to the extent
permitted by the Trust Agreement, or upon the written direction of an Authorized Officer, shall be transferred by
the Trustee to the Authority, free and clear of any trust, lien, pledge or assignment securing the Bonds or otherwise
existing under the lien of the Trust Agreement.
As long as no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, the Trustee shall be entitled to rely
without inquiry on a certificate of an Authorized Officer as to the proper amounts to be deposited in or withdrawn
from any Fund as required by the Trust Agreement. The Authority shall furnish the Trustee with such a certificate
prior to each time the Trustee is required or directed to deposit amounts in or withdraw amounts from any Fund
thereunder. The Trustee shall retain copies of such certificates while any of the Bonds remain Outstanding.
Notwithstanding anything in this Section to the contrary, so long as there shall be held in the Senior Debt
Service Fund an amount sufficient to fully pay all Outstanding Senior Bonds in accordance with their terms
(including Principal Installments or Redemption Price and interest) no deposits shall be required to be made into the
Senior Debt Service Fund and so long as there shall be held in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund an amount
sufficient to fully pay all Outstanding Subordinated Bonds in accordance with their terms (including Principal
Installments or Redemption Price and interest) no deposits shall be required to be made into the Subordinated Debt
Service Fund.
The following paragraph shall be applicable for so long as the $450,000,000 Massachusetts School
Building Authority Tax Exempt Commercial Paper Subordinated Dedicated Sales Tax Bond Anticipation Notes,
Series A, B and C (“Commercial Paper Notes, Series A, B and C”) are outstanding:
In the event the Authority fails to pay a Reimbursement Obligation related to the Commercial Paper Notes,
Series A, B and C when payable under the applicable Reimbursement Agreement, the Trustee shall, on or before the
last Business Day of each month thereafter, transfer amounts available in the Revenue Fund, after the transfers
required by clauses (i) to (vi), inclusive, above, to the issuing and paying agent for the Commercial Paper Notes,
Series A, B and C to reimburse the applicable letter of credit bank until the Reimbursement Obligations then due to
such letter of credit bank shall have been paid in full, and no amounts shall be transferred to the Senior Redemption
Fund, the Subordinated Redemption Fund or the Authority pursuant to the last sentence of the third paragraph under
“Flow of Funds” until such Reimbursement Obligations shall have been paid in full.
Senior Debt Service Fund
The Trustee shall pay out of the applicable Senior Debt Service Account of the Senior Debt Service Fund
(i) on or before each Debt Service Payment Date for a Series of Senior Bonds the amount required for the interest
and Principal Installments payable on such date (ii) on or before each redemption date for a Series of Senior Bonds,
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other than a redemption date on account of Sinking Fund Payments, the amount required for the payment of interest
and Redemption Price on such Series of Senior Bonds then to be redeemed and (iii) on or before each Debt Service
Payment Date for a Series of Senior Bonds the amount, if any, required for all Scheduled Hedge Payments payable
by the Authority on such date under any Parity Hedge Agreement with respect to such Series of Senior Bonds;
provided that in each case the Authority may direct the Trustee to make such payments on such date prior to the due
date as the Authority determines to the extent amounts are available therefor in such Fund. Amounts accumulated in
the applicable Senior Debt Service Account of the Senior Debt Service Fund with respect to any Sinking Fund
Payment (together with amounts accumulated therein with respect to interest on the Senior Bonds for which such
Sinking Fund Payment was established) may, and if so directed by an Authorized Officer shall, be applied by the
Trustee prior to the 45th day preceding the due date of such Sinking Fund Payment, to (i) the purchase of Senior
Bonds of the Series and maturity for which such Sinking Fund Payment was established, at prices not exceeding the
applicable sinking fund Redemption Price plus interest on such Senior Bonds to the first date on which such Senior
Bonds could be redeemed (or, in the case of a Sinking Fund Payment due on the maturity date, the principal amount
thereof plus interest to such date), such purchases to be made in such manner as the Authority shall arrange, or (ii)
the redemption of such Senior Bonds then redeemable by their terms. The applicable Redemption Price or principal
amount (in the case of maturing Senior Bonds) of any Senior Bonds so purchased or redeemed shall be deemed to
constitute part of the applicable Senior Debt Service Account of the Senior Debt Service Fund until such Sinking
Fund Payment date for the purpose of calculating the amount of such Fund.
In satisfaction, in whole or in part, of any amount required to be paid into the applicable Senior Debt
Service Account of the Senior Debt Service Fund which is attributable to a Sinking Fund Payment, there may be
delivered on behalf of the Authority to the Trustee Senior Bonds of the Series and maturity entitled to such payment.
All Senior Bonds so delivered to the Trustee in satisfaction of a Sinking Fund Payment shall reduce the amount
thereof by the amount of the aggregate of the sinking fund Redemption Prices of such Senior Bonds.
Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund
The Trustee shall establish a Senior Debt Service Reserve Account within the Senior Debt Service Reserve
Fund for each Series of Senior Bonds, if and as directed by the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement.
If at any time the amounts on deposit and available therefor in the Senior Debt Service Fund and the Senior
Redemption Fund are insufficient to pay (i) the principal or the Redemption Price of, and interest on, a Series of
Senior Bonds then due and (ii) all Scheduled Hedge Payments then payable by the Authority under any Parity
Hedge Agreement relating to such Series of Senior Bonds, the Trustee shall withdraw amounts on deposit in the
Senior Debt Service Reserve Account, if any, applicable to such Series of Senior Bonds, solely to pay the principal
of and interest on such Series of Senior Bonds and Scheduled Hedge Payments relating to such Series of Senior
Bonds. Amounts so withdrawn from a Senior Debt Service Reserve Account shall be derived, first, from cash or
Permitted Investments on deposit therein and, second, from draws or demands on Reserve Credit Facilities held as a
part thereof upon the terms and conditions set forth in any such Reserve Credit Facility or as set forth in the
Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement providing for such Reserve Credit Facility. If the Trustee shall draw on
any cash or Permitted Investments and Reserve Credit Facilities in a Senior Debt Service Reserve Account, any
amounts deposited in such Account to replenish the amounts drawn shall be paid, first, pro rata to the providers of
the Reserve Credit Facilities as authorized under a Supplemental Trust Agreement and, second, shall be deposited
therein as a cash deposit.
Subject to the provisions set forth in the first paragraph under the heading “Investments,” if on any Debt
Service Payment Date for a Series of Senior Bonds, the amount on deposit in a Senior Debt Service Reserve
Account is in excess of the Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement applicable thereto (calculated by an
Authorized Officer as of such Debt Service Payment Date after the payment of the amount due on such date for the
interest and Principal Installments on the related Series of Senior Bonds Outstanding), such excess may be, in the
discretion of the Authority, transferred by the Trustee to the Senior Debt Service Fund or, if approved by an opinion
of Bond Counsel, to any Fund specified by the Authority.
Except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, whenever the Trustee shall
determine that the amount of cash and Permitted Investments on deposit in a Senior Debt Service Reserve Account,
together with all other funds available for the purpose, is equal to or in excess of the Redemption Price of the related
Series of Senior Bonds Outstanding, the Trustee, at the direction of an Authorized Officer, shall transfer the balance
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of such cash and Permitted Investments from such Senior Debt Service Reserve Account to the Senior Debt Service
Fund or the Senior Redemption Fund, as directed by an Authorized Officer, in connection with the payment or
redemption of all of the Outstanding Senior Bonds of such Series.
Except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, at any time, the Trustee
shall, upon the written direction of an Authorized Officer, transfer any amount in a Senior Debt Service Reserve
Account to the Authority upon receipt by the Trustee of one or more Reserve Credit Facilities with aggregate stated
and unpaid amounts not less than the amount so transferred, but, in no event, more than the amount required by the
applicable Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement.
Subordinated Debt Service Fund
The Trustee shall pay out of the applicable Subordinated Debt Service Account of the Subordinated Debt
Service Fund (i) on or before each Debt Service Payment Date for such Series of Subordinated Bonds the amount
required for the interest and Principal Installments payable on such date (ii) on or before each redemption date for
such Series of Subordinated Bonds, other than a redemption date on account of Sinking Fund Payments, the amount
required for the payment of interest and Redemption Price on such Series of Subordinated Bonds then to be
redeemed and (iii) on or before each Debt Service Payment Date for a Series of Subordinated Bonds the amount, if
any, required for all Scheduled Hedge Payments payable by the Authority on such date under any Parity Hedge
Agreement with respect to such Series of Subordinated Bonds; provided that in each case the Authority may direct
the Trustee to make such payments on such date prior to the due date as the Authority determines to the extent
amounts are available therefor in such Fund. Amounts accumulated in the applicable Subordinated Debt Service
Account of the Subordinated Debt Service Fund with respect to any Sinking Fund Payment (together with amounts
accumulated therein with respect to interest on the Subordinated Bonds for which such Sinking Fund Payment was
established) may, and if so directed by an Authorized Officer shall, be applied by the Trustee prior to the 45th day
preceding the due date of such Sinking Fund Payment, to (i) the purchase of Subordinated Bonds of the Series and
maturity for which such Sinking Fund Payment was established, at prices not exceeding the applicable sinking fund
Redemption Price plus interest on such Subordinated Bonds to the first date on which such Subordinated Bonds
could be redeemed (or, in the case of a Sinking Fund Payment due on the maturity date, the principal amount thereof
plus interest to such date), such purchases to be made in such manner as the Authority shall arrange, or (ii) the
redemption of such Subordinated Bonds then redeemable by their terms. The applicable Redemption Price or
principal amount (in the case of maturing Subordinated Bonds) of any Subordinated Bonds so purchased or
redeemed shall be deemed to constitute part of the applicable Subordinated Debt Service Account of the
Subordinated Debt Service Fund until such Sinking Fund Payment date for the purpose of calculating the amount of
such Fund.
In satisfaction, in whole or in part, of any amount required to be paid into the applicable Subordinated Debt
Service Account of the Subordinated Debt Service Fund which is attributable to a Sinking Fund Payment, there may
be delivered on behalf of the Authority to the Trustee Subordinated Bonds of the Series and maturity entitled to such
payment. All Subordinated Bonds so delivered to the Trustee in satisfaction of a Sinking Fund Payment shall reduce
the amount thereof by the amount of the aggregate of the sinking fund Redemption Prices of such Subordinated
Bonds.
Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund
The Trustee shall establish a Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account within the Subordinated Debt
Service Reserve Fund for each Series of Subordinated Bonds, if and as directed by the Applicable Supplemental
Trust Agreement.
If at any time the amounts on deposit and available therefor in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund and the
Subordinated Redemption Fund are insufficient to pay (i) the principal or the Redemption Price of, and interest on, a
Series of Subordinated Bonds then due and (ii) all Scheduled Hedge Payments then payable by the Authority under
any Parity Hedge Agreement relating to such Series of Subordinated Bonds, the Trustee shall withdraw amounts on
deposit in the Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account, if any, applicable to such Series of Subordinated Bonds,
solely to pay the principal of and interest on such Series of Subordinated Bonds and Scheduled Hedge Payments
relating to such Series of Subordinated Bonds. Amounts so withdrawn from a Subordinated Debt Service Reserve
Account shall be derived, first, from cash or Permitted Investments on deposit therein and, second, from draws or
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demands on Reserve Credit Facilities held as a part thereof upon the terms and conditions set forth in any such
Reserve Credit Facility or as set forth in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement providing for such Reserve
Credit Facility. If the Trustee shall draw on any cash or Permitted Investments and Reserve Credit Facilities in a
Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account, any amounts deposited in such Account to replenish the amounts
drawn shall be paid, first, pro rata to the providers of the Reserve Credit Facilities as authorized under a
Supplemental Trust Agreement and, second, shall be deposited therein as a cash deposit.
Subject to the provisions set forth in the first paragraph under the heading “Investments,” if on any Debt
Service Payment Date for a Series of Subordinated Bonds, the amount on deposit in a Subordinated Debt Service
Reserve Account is in excess of the Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement applicable thereto (calculated
by an Authorized Officer as of such Debt Service Payment Date after the payment of the amount due on such date
for the interest and Principal Installments on the related Series of Subordinated Bonds Outstanding), such excess
may be, in the discretion of the Authority, transferred by the Trustee to the Subordinated Debt Service Fund or, if
approved by an opinion of Bond Counsel, to any Fund specified by the Authority.
Except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, whenever the Trustee shall
determine that the amount of cash and Permitted Investments on deposit in a Subordinated Debt Service Reserve
Account, together with all other funds available for the purpose, is equal to or in excess of the Redemption Price of
the related Series of Subordinated Bonds Outstanding, the Trustee, at the direction of an Authorized Officer, shall
transfer the balance of such cash and Permitted Investments from such Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Account
to the Subordinated Debt Service Fund or the Subordinated Redemption Fund, as directed by an Authorized Officer,
in connection with the payment or redemption of all of the Outstanding Subordinated Bonds of such Series.
Except as otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, at any time, the Trustee
shall, upon the written direction of an Authorized Officer, transfer any amount in a Subordinated Debt Service
Reserve Account to the Authority upon receipt by the Trustee of one or more Reserve Credit Facilities with
aggregate stated and unpaid amounts not less than the amount so transferred, but, in no event, more than the amount
required by the applicable Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement.
Senior Redemption Fund
The Authority may deposit in the Redemption Fund any moneys, including Pledged Receipts, not otherwise
required by the Trust Agreement to be deposited or applied. Subject to the next to last paragraph of the section
“Flow of Funds,” above, if at any time the amount on deposit and available therefor in the Senior Debt Service Fund
is insufficient to pay the Redemption Price of and interest on the Senior Bonds then due the Trustee shall withdraw
from the Senior Redemption Fund and deposit in the Senior Debt Service Fund the amount necessary to meet the
deficiency (other than amounts held therein for the redemption of Senior Bonds for which a notice of redemption
shall have been given). Subject to the foregoing, amounts in the Senior Redemption Fund may be applied by the
Authority to the redemption of Senior Bonds to the purchase of Senior Bonds at prices not exceeding the applicable
Redemption Prices (plus accrued interest) had such Senior Bonds been redeemed (or, if not then subject to
redemption, at the applicable Redemption Prices when next subject to redemption), such purchases to be paid for by
the Trustee at such times and in such manner as arranged and directed by an Authorized Officer.
Subordinated Redemption Fund
The Authority may deposit in the Redemption Fund any moneys, including Pledged Receipts, not otherwise
required by the Trust Agreement to be deposited or applied. Subject to the next to last paragraph of the section
“Flow of Funds,” above, if at any time the amount on deposit and available therefor in the Subordinated Debt
Service Fund is insufficient to pay the Redemption Price of and interest on the Subordinated Bonds then due the
Trustee shall withdraw from the Subordinated Redemption Fund and deposit in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund
the amount necessary to meet the deficiency (other than amounts held therein for the redemption of Subordinated
Bonds for which a notice of redemption shall have been given). Subject to the foregoing, amounts in the
Subordinated Redemption Fund may be applied by the Authority to the redemption of Subordinated Bonds to the
purchase of Subordinated Bonds at prices not exceeding the applicable Redemption Prices (plus accrued interest)
had such Subordinated Bonds been redeemed (or, if not then subject to redemption, at the applicable Redemption
Prices when next subject to redemption), such purchases to be paid for by the Trustee at such times and in such
manner as arranged and directed by an Authorized Officer.
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Bond Related Costs Fund
Except as otherwise provided in a Supplemental Trust Agreement, amounts deposited in the Bond Related
Costs Fund shall be applied by the Trustee to pay Bond Related Costs or to reimburse the Authority for the prior
payment thereof in the manner, at the times and in the amounts as directed from time to time by an Authorized
Officer.
Upon the certification of an Authorized Officer that all Bond Related Costs for a Series of Senior Bonds
have been paid, any balance in the Bond Related Costs Fund allocable to such Series, or any portion thereof as
directed by such Authorized Officer may be applied to Bond Related Costs for a Series of Subordinated Bonds.
Upon the certification of an Authorized Officer that all Bond Related Costs related to Subordinated Bonds have been
paid, any balance in the Bond Related Costs Fund shall be withdrawn therefrom and paid to the Authority to be used
for any lawful corporate purpose of the Authority.
Investments
Except as otherwise provided under “Defeasance” below, money held for the credit of any Fund under the
Trust Agreement shall, to the fullest extent practicable, be invested, either alone or jointly with moneys in any other
Fund, by or at the direction of an Authorized Officer, in Permitted Investments which shall mature or be redeemable
at the option of the owner thereof, on such dates and in such amounts as may be necessary to provide moneys to
meet the payments required to be made from such Funds, provided that if moneys in two or more funds or accounts
are commingled for purposes of investments, the Trustee shall maintain appropriate records of the Permitted
Investments or portions thereof which it makes and which are held for the credit of such Fund. Except as otherwise
provided by an Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, Permitted Investments purchased as an investment of
moneys in any Fund shall be deemed at all times to be a part of such Fund and all income thereon shall accrue to and
be deposited in such Fund and all losses from investment shall be charged against such Fund, provided that all
income earned on investment or deposit of the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund shall be credited to and deposited
upon receipt in the Senior Debt Service Fund and all income earned on investment or deposit of the Subordinated
Debt Service Reserve Fund shall be credited to and deposited upon receipt in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund.
In computing the amount in any Fund thereunder for any purpose, Permitted Investments shall be valued at
amortized cost. As used herein the term “amortized cost,” when used with respect to an obligation purchased at a
premium above or a discount below par, means the value as of any given time obtained by dividing the total
premium or discount at which such obligation was purchased by the number of days remaining to maturity on such
obligation at the date of such purchase and by multiplying the amount thus calculated by the number of days having
passed since purchase; and (i) in the case of an obligation purchased at a premium by deducting the product thus
obtained from the purchase price, and (ii) in the case of an obligation purchased at a discount by adding the product
thus obtained to the purchase price. Unless otherwise provided in the Trust Agreement, Permitted Investments in
any Fund thereunder shall be valued at least once in each Fiscal Year on the last day thereof. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, Permitted Investments in a Senior Debt Service Reserve Account or Subordinated Debt Service Reserve
Account shall be valued at amortized cost for all purposes of the Trust Agreement unless and until a withdrawal
from such Account shall be required, in which event such investments shall thereafter be valued at amortized cost or
market, whichever is lower, until the balance in such Fund, on the basis of such valuation, shall equal the Funded
Series Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement. So long as no default shall have occurred and be continuing
thereunder, any Reserve Credit Facility held for the account of a Debt Service Reserve Account thereunder shall be
valued at the stated and unpaid amount thereof.
Powers as to Bonds and Pledge
The Authority represents that it is duly authorized under the Act and all applicable laws to create and issue
Bonds thereunder and enter into the Trust Agreement and to pledge the Trust Estate purported to be pledged by the
Trust Agreement in the manner and to the extent provided in the Trust Agreement. The Trust Estate so pledged is
and will be free and clear of any pledge, lien, charge or encumbrance thereon with respect thereto prior to, or of
equal rank with, the pledge created by the Trust Agreement except to the extent expressly permitted by the Trust
Agreement. The Authority shall at all times, to the extent permitted by law, defend, preserve and protect the pledge
of the Trust Estate pledged under the Trust Agreement and all the rights of the Registered Owners and, to the extent
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provided therein, each Hedge Provider under the Trust Agreement against all claims and demands of all persons
whomsoever. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Authority agrees, so long as any Bonds remain
Outstanding or any Reimbursement Obligations, Qualified Hedge Payments or Bond Related Costs remain unpaid or
not provided for, (i) not to authorize the transfer of any excess amount from the SMART Fund to the
Commonwealth if any portion of such amount was derived from the Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount or the
Phase-in Amount or if such transfer would in any way diminish the Authority’s right or ability to receive Pledged
Receipts and (ii) not to make any determination pursuant to paragraph (f) of Section 35BB of Chapter 10 of the
Massachusetts General Laws that Pledged Receipts are unnecessary for the purposes for which they have been
pledged so as to permit a reduction in the rate of the excises imposed by Chapter 64H and Chapter 64I of the
Massachusetts General Laws below the rate prescribed by said Section 35BB.
Accounts and Reports
The Authority shall keep proper books of record and account in which complete and correct entries shall be
made of the Funds established by the Trust Agreement, and which shall at all times be subject to the inspection of
the Trustee, the Owners of an aggregate of not less than 25% in principal amount of the Senior Bonds then
Outstanding and the Owners of an aggregate of not less than 25% in principal amount of the Subordinated Bonds
then Outstanding or their representatives duly authorized in writing. The Authority shall cause such books and
accounts to be audited annually after the end of its Fiscal Year by an independent public accountant selected by the
Authority and shall furnish to the Trustee a copy of the report of such audit. The reports, statements and other
documents required to be furnished by the Authority to the Trustee pursuant to any provisions of the Trust
Agreement shall be available for the inspection of Bondowners at the office of the Trustee.
Tax Covenant
The Authority shall take, or require to be taken, such action as may from time to time be required to assure
the continued exclusion from the federal gross income of Registered Owners of any Series of Tax Exempt Bonds.
The Authority shall not permit the investment or application of the proceeds of any Series of Tax Exempt Bonds,
including any funds considered proceeds within the meaning of Section 148 of the Code, to be used to acquire any
investment property the acquisition of which, would cause such indebtedness to be “arbitrage bonds” within the
meaning of said section 148.
Dedicated Payments
In the Authority’s discretion, revenues of the Authority which are not Pledged Receipts as defined in the
Trust Agreement as initially executed may be pledged and designated as Dedicated Payments thereunder by
resolution of the Authority, provided that the conditions in one of the three following sentences are satisfied. If such
Dedicated Payments are to be received from the United States of America or any agency or instrumentality thereof,
(a) they must automatically recur without appropriation, approval or other similar action by the United States of
America or any agency or instrumentality thereof for so long as the Authority is relying thereon for the purpose of
securing Bonds and (b) the manner of determining the amounts to be derived therefrom must not be subject to
change or revision during such period. If such Dedicated Payments are to be received from the Commonwealth, they
must consist of a payment obligation payable to the Authority pursuant to a statutory or contractual arrangement
with the Commonwealth which, in the opinion of Bond Counsel, constitutes a general obligation of the
Commonwealth, provided that at the time of entering into such an arrangement (a) such arrangement, by its terms,
will not terminate so long as the Authority is relying thereon for the purpose of securing Bonds and (b) the manner
of determining the amounts to be derived from such arrangement is not subject to change or revision during such
period. If such Dedicated Payments are to be received in a manner not described in one of the two preceding
sentences, the Authority may, in its sole discretion, designate any revenues which are not Pledged Receipts as
Dedicated Payments, provided that either (i) such revenues consist of obligations with a rating by each Rating
Agency in a category equal to or higher than its unenhanced, published rating on Outstanding Bonds or (ii) the
Authority has received a Rating Confirmation from each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on Outstanding
Bonds. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, payments made by the United States Treasury pursuant to
Section 6431 of the Code are hereby deemed to satisfy the conditions of this section to qualify as Dedicated
Payments. All Dedicated Payments shall be deposited upon receipt in the Senior Debt Service Fund. The Authority
may in its discretion reverse or modify any pledge and designation of Dedicated Payments by a further resolution,
and any determination to deposit Dedicated Payments in the Senior Debt Service Fund may be reversed or modified
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by written direction to the Trustee from an Authorized Officer, provided that such Authorized Officer shall certify to
the Trustee that following such reversal or modification the Authority will meet the test for incurring one dollar of
Additional Senior Bonds set forth in the Trust Agreement.
Events of Default
One or more of the following events shall constitute an Event of Default under the Trust Agreement:
(i)

If default shall be made in the payment of the principal or Redemption Price of any Bond when
due, whether at maturity or by call for mandatory redemption or redemption or purchase at the
option of the Authority or any Registered Owner, or otherwise, or in the payment of any Sinking
Fund Payment when due; or

(ii)

If default shall be made in the payment of any installment of interest on any Bond when due; or

(iii)

If default shall be made by the Authority in the performance or observance of any of the
covenants, agreements or conditions on its part provided in the Trust Agreement or in the Bonds
and such default shall continue for a period of 90 days after written notice thereof shall be given to
the Authority by the Trustee, having received written notice of such default, or to the Authority
and the Trustee by the Registered Owners of a majority in principal amount of the Bonds
Outstanding; provided that if such default cannot be remedied within such 90-day period, it shall
not constitute an Event of Default under the Trust Agreement if corrective action is instituted by
the Authority within such period and diligently pursued until the default is remedied.

Failure of the Authority to issue Bonds for the purpose of refunding the Authority’s Commercial Paper
Notes, Series A, B and C or to pay a Reimbursement Obligation related thereto shall not constitute an Event of
Default under the Trust Agreement.
No Right of Acceleration
Neither the Registered Owners nor the Trustee shall have any right to accelerate the payment of principal or
interest due on any Bonds Outstanding upon the occurrence of any Event of Default.
Application of Revenues and Other Moneys after Default
The Authority covenants in the Trust Agreement that if an Event of Default shall happen and shall not have
been remedied, the Authority, upon demand of the Trustee, shall pay over to the Trustee to the extent permitted by
law forthwith, all Pledged Receipts not otherwise held by the Trustee thereunder upon receipt thereof by the
Authority.
During the continuance of an Event of Default, the Trustee shall apply the moneys, securities and funds
held by the Trustee and such Pledged Receipts and the income therefrom as follows and in the following order:
(i)

to the payment of the reasonable and proper charges and expenses of the Trustee and of any
counsel selected by a Trustee;

(ii)

then, as follows:
(a)

unless the principal amount of all of the Bonds shall have become due and

payable,
First: To the payment to the persons entitled thereto to all installments of interest then
due on the Senior Bonds in the order of the maturity of such installments, and, if the
amount available shall not be sufficient to pay in full all installments maturing on the
same date, then to the payment thereof ratably, according to the amounts due thereon, to
the persons entitled thereto, without any discrimination or preference;
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Second: To the payment to the persons entitled thereto of the unpaid principal amount or
Redemption Price of any Senior Bonds which shall become due, whether at maturity or
by call for redemption, in the order of their due dates, and, if the amount available shall
not be sufficient to pay in full all the Senior Bonds due on any date, then to the payment
thereof ratably, according to the amounts of principal or Redemption Price due on such
date, to the persons entitled thereto, without any discrimination or preference;
Third: To the payment of any person entitled to the payment of any Bond
Related Costs related to Senior Bonds ratably in accordance with the amount of
such Bond Related Costs;
Fourth: To the payment to the persons entitled thereto to all installments of interest then
due on the Subordinated Bonds in the order of the maturity of such installments, and, if
the amount available shall not be sufficient to pay in full all installments maturing on the
same date, then to the payment thereof ratably, according to the amounts due thereon, to
the persons entitled thereto, without any discrimination or preference;
Fifth: To the payment to the persons entitled thereto of the unpaid principal amount or
Redemption Price of any Subordinated Bonds which shall become due, whether at
maturity or by call for redemption, in the order of their due dates, and, if the amount
available shall not be sufficient to pay in full all the Subordinated Bonds due on any date,
then to the payment thereof ratably, according to the amounts of principal or Redemption
Price due on such date, to the persons entitled thereto, without any discrimination or
preference; and
Sixth: To the payment of any person entitled to the payment of any Bond Related Costs
related to Subordinated Bonds ratably in accordance with the amount of such Bond
Related Costs.
(b)

if the principal of all of the Bonds shall have become due and payable,

First: To the payment of the principal amount and interest then due and unpaid upon the
Senior Bonds without preference or priority of principal over interest or of interest over
principal, or of any installment of interest over any other installment of interest, or of any
Senior Bond over any other Senior Bond, ratably, according to the amounts due
respectively for principal amount and interest, to the persons entitled thereto, without any
discrimination or preference;
Second: To the payment of any person entitled to the payment of any Bond Related
Costs related to Senior Bonds ratably in accordance with the amount of such Bond
Related Costs;
Third: To the payment of the principal amount and interest then due and unpaid upon the
Subordinated Bonds without preference or priority of principal over interest or of interest
over principal, or of any installment of interest over any other installment of interest, or
of any Subordinated Bond over any other Subordinated Bond, ratably, according to the
amounts due respectively for principal amount and interest, to the persons entitled
thereto, without any discrimination or preference; and
Fourth: To the payment of any person entitled to the payment of any Bond Related Costs
related to Subordinated Bonds ratably in accordance with the amount of such Bond
Related Costs.
Notwithstanding anything in this section to the contrary, amounts on deposit in the Senior Debt Service
Fund, the Senior Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Senior Redemption Fund and the investment earnings on such
amounts shall be applied solely to the payment of amounts due on the respective Series of Senior Bonds and
amounts on deposit in the Subordinated Debt Service Fund, the Subordinated Debt Service Reserve Fund and the
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Subordinated Redemption Fund and the investment earnings on such amounts shall be applied solely to the payment
of amounts due on the respective Series of Subordinated Bonds.
The proceeds of any Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility shall be applied by the Trustee in the manner
provided in the Supplemental Trust Agreement authorizing such Credit Enhancement or Liquidity Facility.
Proceedings Brought by Trustee
If an Event of Default shall happen and shall not have been remedied, then and in every such case, the
Trustee may proceed to protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the Registered Owners of the Bonds under the
Trust Agreement by a suit or suits in equity or at law. The Registered Owners of a majority in principal amount of
the Senior Bonds then Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, a majority in principal amount of the
Subordinated Bonds then Outstanding, may direct the time, method and place of conducting any proceeding for any
remedy available to the Trustee, provided that the Trustee shall have the right to decline to follow any such direction
if the Trustee in good faith shall determine that the action or proceeding so directed would involve the Trustee in
personal liability or be unjustly prejudicial to the Registered Owners not parties to such direction.
Regardless of the happening of an Event of Default, the Trustee shall have power to, but unless requested
in writing by the Registered Owners of a majority in principal amount of the Senior Bonds then Outstanding, or if no
Senior Bonds are Outstanding, a majority in principal amount of the Subordinated Bonds then Outstanding, and
furnished with security and indemnity reasonably satisfactory to the Trustee, shall be under no obligation to,
institute and maintain such suits and proceedings as it may deem necessary or expedient to prevent any impairment
of the security under the Trust Agreement by any acts which may be unlawful or in violation of the Trust
Agreement, or necessary or expedient to preserve or protect its interests and the interests of the Registered Owners.
Nothing contained in the Trust Agreement is intended to preclude the Trustee upon the occurrence of an
Event of Default thereunder from asserting any and all remedies it may have at law or equity with respect to the
Pledged Receipts and other amounts held as security thereunder, including asserting any rights it may have as
Trustee thereunder as a secured party with respect to all security granted thereunder.
Restrictions on Registered Owners’ Action
No Registered Owner of any Bond shall have any right to institute any suit, action or proceeding at law or
in equity for the enforcement of any provision of the Trust Agreement or for any remedy under the Trust
Agreement, unless such Registered Owner shall have previously given to the Trustee written notice of the happening
of any Event of Default and the Registered Owners of at least a majority in principal amount of the Senior Bonds
then Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, of a majority in principal amount of the Subordinated
Bonds then Outstanding, shall have filed a written request with the Trustee, and shall have offered it reasonable
opportunity to exercise the powers granted in this Article in its own name, and unless such Registered Owners shall
have offered to the Trustee adequate security and indemnity against the costs, expenses and liabilities to be incurred
thereby, and the Trustee shall have refused to comply with such request within a reasonable time.
Responsibility of Fiduciaries
The duties and obligations of the Fiduciaries shall be determined by the express provisions of the Trust
Agreement and any Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement and the Fiduciaries shall not be liable except for
their respective performance of such duties and obligations as are specifically set forth therein or in any Applicable
Supplemental Trust Agreement and no further duties or obligations shall be implied. No Fiduciary shall be under
any responsibility or duty with respect to the issuance of the Bonds for value or the application of the proceeds
thereof or the application of any moneys paid to the Authority.
No Fiduciary shall be under any obligation or duty to perform any act which would involve it in expense or
liability or to institute or defend any suit in respect of the Trust Agreement, or to advance any of its own moneys,
unless properly indemnified. No Fiduciary shall be liable in connection with the performance of its duties under the
Trust Agreement except for its own negligence or bad faith nor shall any Fiduciary be liable for the action taken or
omitted by it in good faith and believed by it to be authorized or within the discretion or rights or powers conferred
upon it by the Trust Agreement.
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Resignation and Removal
The Trustee may at any time resign and be discharged of the duties and obligations created by the Trust Agreement
by giving not less than 30 days’ written notice to the Authority and each Registered Owner specifying the date when
such resignation shall take effect, and such resignation shall take effect upon the day specified in such notice
provided a successor shall have been appointed. If there exists an Event of Default hereunder and the Trustee
determines that it is a conflict of interest to serve as Trustee for both the Senior Bonds and the Subordinated Bonds,
the Trustee may resign and a successor Trustee may be appointed for the Subordinated Bonds by the Registered
Owners of a majority in principal amount of the Subordinated Bonds then Outstanding and pending such
appointment, as further set forth in the section entitled “Appointment of Successor Fiduciary”.
The Trustee may be removed at any time by an instrument or concurrent instruments in writing, filed with
the Trustee, and signed by the Registered Owners of a majority in principal amount of the Senior Bonds then
Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, of a majority in principal amount of the Subordinated Bonds
then Outstanding, or their attorneys-in-fact duly authorized, excluding any Bonds held by or for the account of the
Authority. Except during the existence of an Event of Default, the Authority may remove the Trustee at any time for
cause or upon not less than 30 days’ prior written notice to the Trustee for such other reason as shall be determined
in the sole discretion of the Authority.
Appointment of Successor Fiduciary
In case at any time a Fiduciary shall resign or shall be removed or shall become incapable of acting, or shall
be adjudged a bankrupt or insolvent, or if a receiver, liquidator or conservator of such Fiduciary, or of its property,
shall be appointed, or if any public officer shall take charge or control of such Fiduciary, or of its property or affairs,
a successor may be appointed (i) in the case of the Trustee, by the Registered Owners of a majority in principal
amount of the Senior Bonds then Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, of a majority in principal
amount of the Subordinated Bonds then Outstanding, excluding any Bonds held by or for the account of the
Authority, by an instrument or concurrent instruments in writing signed and acknowledged by such Registered
Owners or by their attorneys-in-fact duly authorized and delivered to such successor Trustee, notification thereof
being given to the Authority and the predecessor Trustee and any other Fiduciary, and (ii) in the case of the Paying
Agent, by the Authority, notification thereof being given to the predecessor Paying Agent and any other Fiduciary.
Pending the appointment of a successor Trustee by the Registered Owners of a majority in principal amount of the
Senior Bonds then Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, of a majority in principal amount of the
Subordinated Bonds then Outstanding, the Authority by a written instrument signed by an Authorized Officer and
delivered to the predecessor Trustee shall forthwith appoint a Trustee to fill such vacancy until a successor Trustee
shall be appointed by the Registered Owners as authorized in the Trust Agreement. Any Trustee appointed in
succession to the Trustee shall be a bank or trust company or a national banking association authorized to do
business in the Commonwealth, having a capital and surplus aggregating at least $50,000,000, if there be such a
bank or trust company or national banking association willing and able to accept the office on reasonable and
customary terms and authorized by law to perform all duties imposed upon it by the Trust Agreement.
Supplemental Trust Agreement Effective upon Filing
The Authority and the Trustee may at any time and from time to time enter into supplements or
amendments to the Trust Agreement for any one or more of the following purposes:
(i)

to cure any ambiguity, inconsistency or formal defect or omission in the Trust Agreement;

(ii)

to close the Trust Agreement against, or provide limitations and restrictions contained in the Trust
Agreement on, the original issuance of Bonds;

(iii)

to add to the covenants and agreements of the Authority contained in the Trust Agreement other
covenants and agreements thereafter to be observed for the purpose of further securing the Bonds;

(iv)

to surrender any right, power or privilege reserved to or conferred upon the Authority by the Trust
Agreement;
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(v)

to authorize Bonds of a Series for any purpose permitted under the Trust Agreement or authorized
by law and, in connection therewith, to specify and determine any matters and things relative to
such Bonds not contrary to or inconsistent with the Trust Agreement;

(vi)

to authorize any Credit Enhancement, Liquidity Facility or Reserve Credit Facility;

(vii)

to exercise any provision in the Trust Agreement or to make such determinations thereunder as
expressly provided therein to be exercised or determined in a Supplemental Trust Agreement;

(viii)

to confirm, as further assurance, any pledge under and the subjection to any lien or pledge created
or to be created by the Trust Agreement of the Trust Estate; and

(ix)

for any other purpose, provided that such Supplemental Trust Agreement does not prejudice in any
material respect the rights of the Registered Owner of any Bonds Outstanding at the date such
Supplemental Trust Agreement becomes effective.

Powers of Amendment
Except as provided in the section entitled “Supplemental Trust Agreement Effective Upon Filings,” any
modification or amendment of the Bonds or of the Trust Agreement may be made by a Supplemental Trust
Agreement with the written consent (i) of the Registered Owners of at least a majority in the principal amount of all
Senior Bonds Outstanding, or if no Senior Bonds are Outstanding, all Subordinated Bonds Outstanding, at the time
such consent is given, or (ii) in case less than all of the several Series of Bonds then Outstanding are affected by the
modification or amendment, of the Registered Owners of at least a majority in principal amount of each class by lien
and priority of the Bonds of each Series so affected and Outstanding at the time such consent is given, and (iii) in
case the modification or amendment changes the amount or date of any Sinking Fund Payment, of the Registered
Owners of the Bonds of the particular Series and maturity entitled to such Sinking Fund Payment Outstanding at the
time such consent is given, provided, however, that, if such modification or amendment will, by its terms, not take
effect so long as any Bonds of any specified like Series and maturity remain Outstanding, the vote or consent of the
Registered Owners of such Bonds shall not be required and such Bonds shall not be deemed to be Outstanding for
the purpose of any calculation of Outstanding Bonds under this Section. No modification or amendment of the Trust
Agreement made by any Supplemental Trust Agreement executed by the Authority and the Trustee shall permit a
change in the terms of redemption or maturity of the principal amount of any Outstanding Senior Bond or
Subordinated Bond or of any installment of interest thereon or a reduction in the principal amount or the
Redemption Price thereof or the rate of interest thereon or the method for determining such rate or, except as
otherwise provided in the Applicable Supplemental Trust Agreement, the terms of any Credit Enhancement or
Liquidity Facility relating to a Bond, without the consent of the Registered Owner of such Senior Bond or
Subordinated Bond, as applicable, or shall have a materially adverse affect on any of the rights or obligations of the
Trustee or any Hedge Provider without its written assent thereto, or shall reduce the percentages of the principal
amount of Bonds the consent of which is required to effect any such modification or amendment.
Defeasance
(a)
If the Authority shall pay or cause to be paid, or there shall otherwise be paid, to the Registered
Owners of the Bonds then Outstanding, the principal amount and interest and Redemption Price, if any, to become
due thereon, at the times and in the manner stipulated therein and in the Trust Agreement, and if no Reimbursement
Obligations, Qualified Hedge Payments or Bond Related Costs then due and payable remain unpaid or payment of
such Reimbursement Obligations, Qualified Hedge Payments or Bond Related Costs have been provided for, then
the pledge of any Pledged Receipts or other moneys and securities pledged by the Trust Agreement and all other
rights granted by the Trust Agreement shall be discharged and satisfied. In such event, the Trustee shall, upon
request of the Authority, execute and deliver to the Authority all such instruments as may be desirable to evidence
such release and discharge and shall pay over or deliver to the Authority all moneys or securities held by it pursuant
to the Trust Agreement which are not required for the payment or redemption of Bonds not theretofore surrendered
for such payment or redemption or for the payment of Reimbursement Obligations or Qualified Hedge Payments or
Bond Related Costs.
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(b)
Bonds or interest installments for the payment or redemption of which moneys shall be held by a
Fiduciary (through deposit by the Authority of funds for such payment or redemption or otherwise), whether at or
prior to the maturity or the redemption date of such Bonds, shall be deemed to have been paid within the meaning
and with the effect expressed in paragraph (a) of this heading. All Outstanding Bonds of any Series or any part of a
Series shall prior to the maturity or redemption date thereof be deemed to have been paid within the meaning and
with the effect expressed in paragraph (a) of this heading if (i) in case any of said Bonds are to be redeemed on any
date prior to their maturity, an Authorized Officer shall have given to the Trustee, in form satisfactory to it,
irrevocable instructions to provide, notice of redemption on said date of such Bonds, (ii) there shall have been
deposited with a Fiduciary either (x) moneys in an amount which shall be sufficient or (y) Defeasance Obligations
(A) not subject to redemption at the option of the issuer thereof prior to the due date thereof or (B) as to which an
irrevocable notice of redemption of such securities on a specified redemption date has been given and such securities
are not otherwise subject to redemption prior to such specified date other than at the option of the owner thereof or
(C) upon compliance with the provisions of paragraph (e) of this heading which are subject to redemption prior to
maturity at the option of the issuer thereof on a specified date or dates, in each case the principal of and interest on
which when due will provide moneys which, together with the moneys, if any, deposited with a Fiduciary at the time
of deposit of such Defeasance Obligations, shall be sufficient (without reference to any forward purchase agreement
as hereinafter provided), as certified by a firm of independent public accountants, to pay when due the principal
amount or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest due and to become due on said Bonds on and prior to the
redemption date or maturity date thereof, as the case may be, and in the event said Bonds do not mature and are not
by their terms subject to redemption within the next succeeding 60 days, an Authorized Officer shall have given the
Trustee in form satisfactory to it irrevocable instructions to provide, as soon as practicable, written notice to the
Registered Owners of such Bonds that the deposit required by clause (ii) above has been made with a Fiduciary and
that said Bonds are deemed to have been paid in accordance with paragraph (a) of this heading and stating the
maturity or redemption date upon which moneys are to be available for the payment of the principal amount or
Redemption Price, if applicable, on said Bonds. Neither Defeasance Obligations nor moneys deposited with a
Fiduciary pursuant to this heading nor principal or interest payments on any such Defeasance Obligations shall be
withdrawn or used for any purpose other than, and all of the same shall be held in trust for, the payment of the
principal amount or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest on said Bonds, provided, however that any cash
received from the principal or interest payments on such Defeasance Obligations deposited with a Fiduciary, if not
then needed for such purpose, may, to the extent practicable be reinvested in Defeasance Obligations as directed by
an Authorized Officer or, in lieu of such direction at the time of receipt, an Authorized Officer may authorize and
direct such Fiduciary to enter into one or more forward purchase agreements providing for the purchase of
Defeasance Obligations at future dates, provided, further, that if such amounts shall have been derived from the
proceeds of any Tax Exempt Bonds or bonds not issued thereunder which shall have been issued on the basis that
the interest thereon is not includable in the gross income of the Registered Owner thereof for federal income tax
purposes, any such amounts may be reinvested, or any such forward purchase agreement may be executed only upon
receipt by the Trustee of a Bond Counsel’s opinion that such reinvestment or forward purchase agreement shall not
adversely affect the exclusion of the interest on such Tax Exempt Bonds or other bonds from gross income for
federal income tax purposes. In the event of any conflict between the terms of such forward purchase agreement and
the Trust Agreement, the provisions of the Trust Agreement shall apply. After the making of the payments for which
such Defeasance Obligations or moneys were held, any surplus shall be promptly paid over to the Authority, as
received by such Fiduciary, free and clear of any trust, lien or pledge or assignment securing the Bonds or otherwise
existing under the Trust Agreement.
(c)
For purposes of determining whether Variable Rate Bonds shall be deemed to have been paid prior
to the maturity or redemption date thereof, as the case may be, by the deposit of moneys, or Defeasance Obligations
and moneys, if any, in accordance with paragraph (b)(ii) of this heading, the interest to come due on such Variable
Rate Bonds on or prior to the maturity date or redemption date thereof, as the case may be, shall be calculated at the
Variable Rate Ceiling if in effect with respect to such Bonds, provided that if on any date, as a result of such
Variable Rate Bonds having borne interest at less than such Variable Rate Ceiling for any period, the total amount of
moneys and Defeasance Obligations on deposit with the Fiduciary for the payment of interest on such Variable Rate
Bonds is in excess of the total amount which would have been required to be deposited with the Fiduciary on such
date in respect of such Variable Rate Bonds in order to satisfy the provisions of paragraph (b)(ii) above, the
Fiduciary shall, if requested by the Authority, pay promptly the amount of such excess to the Authority free and
clear of any trust, lien, pledge or alignment securing the Bonds or otherwise existing under the Trust Agreement.
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(d)
Tender Bonds shall be deemed to have been paid in accordance with paragraph (b)(ii) of this
heading only if, in addition to satisfying the requirements thereof, there shall have been deposited with a Fiduciary
moneys in an amount which shall be sufficient to pay when due the maximum amount of principal of and premium,
if any, and interest on such Bonds which could become payable to the Registered Owners of such Bonds upon the
exercise of any options provided to the Registered Owners of such Bonds, provided that if, at the time a deposit is
made with a Fiduciary pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(ii) above, the options originally exercisable by the
Registered Owner of Tender Bonds are no longer exercisable, such Bonds shall not be considered Tender Bonds for
purposes of this paragraph (d). If any portion of the moneys deposited with a Fiduciary for the payment of the
principal amount of and premium, if any, and interest on Tender Bonds is not required for such purpose, the
Fiduciary shall, if requested by the Authority, pay promptly the amount of such excess to the Authority free and
clear of any trust, lien, pledge or assignment securing said Bonds or otherwise existing under the Trust Agreement.
(e)
Defeasance Obligations described in paragraph (b)(ii) above may be included in the Defeasance
Obligations deposited with a Fiduciary in order to satisfy the requirements of paragraph (b)(ii) above only if the
determination as to whether moneys and Defeasance Obligations to be deposited with a Fiduciary in order to satisfy
the requirements of such paragraph (b)(ii) above would be sufficient to pay when due either on the maturity date
thereof or, in the case of any Bonds to be redeemed prior to the maturity date thereof, on the redemption date or
dates specified in any notice of redemption to be made by the Trustee or in the instructions to give a notice of
redemption provided to the Trustee in accordance with paragraph (b)(ii) above, the principal of or Redemption
Price, if applicable, and interest on the Bonds which will be deemed to have been paid as provided in paragraph
(b)(ii) above is made both (i) on the assumption that the Defeasance Obligations described in paragraph (b)(ii) above
were not redeemed at the option of the issuer prior to the maturity date thereof and (ii) on the assumption that such
Defeasance Obligations would be redeemed by the issuer thereof at its option on each date on which such option
could be exercised, that as of such date or dates interest ceased to accrue on such Defeasance Obligations and that
the proceeds of such redemption would not be reinvested by the Fiduciary.
(f)
Anything in the Trust Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, any moneys held by a Fiduciary
in trust for the payment and discharge of any Bonds which remain unclaimed for three years after the date when
such Bonds have become due and payable, either at their stated maturity dates or by call for earlier redemption, if
such moneys were held by the Fiduciary at such date, or for six months less than the applicable statutory escheat
period (as determined by an Authorized Officer) if such moneys were deposited with the Fiduciary after the date
when such Bonds become due and payable, shall, upon written direction from the Authority, be paid to the Authority
as its absolute property and free from trust, and such Fiduciary shall thereupon be released and discharged with
respect thereto and the Registered Owners shall look only to the Authority for the payment of such Bonds, provided
that before being required to make any such payment to the Authority, such Fiduciary shall, at the expense of the
Authority, cause to be published at least twice, at an interval of not less than seven days between publications, in
Authorized Newspapers, a notice that said moneys remain unclaimed it and that, after a date named in said notice,
which date shall not be less than 30 days after the date of the first publication of such notice, the balance of such
moneys then unclaimed will be returned promptly to the Authority.
No Recourse on the Bonds
No recourse shall be had for the payment of the principal or Redemption Price of or the interest on the
Bonds or for any Reimbursement Obligation or any Qualified Hedge Payment thereunder or for any claim based
thereon or on the Trust Agreement against any official, agent, representative or employee of the Authority or any
person executing the Bonds or the applicable Qualified Hedge Agreement. No official, agent, representative or
employee of the Authority shall be held personally liable to any purchaser or Registered Owner of any Bond under
or upon such Bond, or under or upon the Trust Agreement or any Supplemental Trust Agreement, or to any Hedge
Provider or the issuer of any Credit Enhancement or any Liquidity Facility, or, to the extent permitted by law,
because of the sale or issuance or attempted sale or issuance of Bonds, or because of any act or omission in
connection with the investment or management of the Pledged Receipts, funds or moneys of the Authority, or
otherwise in connection with the management of its affairs, excepting solely for things willfully done or omitted to
be done with an intent to defraud.
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Covenant of the Commonwealth
Pursuant to paragraph (a) of Section 3B of Chapter 70B of the Massachusetts General Laws, the Treasurer
and Receiver-General of the Commonwealth covenants in the Trust Agreement on behalf of the Commonwealth as
set forth below:
(a)
The Treasurer and Receiver-General agrees to hold and disburse Pledged Receipts in the SMART
Fund in compliance with all covenants and provisions relating thereto in the Trust Agreement. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the Treasurer and Receiver-General agrees, in accordance with Section 35BB of Chapter
10 of the Massachusetts General Laws, to disburse all amounts in the SMART Fund constituting Pledged Receipts
to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund under the Trust Agreement as soon as practicable after identifying
amounts as such, but in no event later than two Business Days after such identification, provided, however, that in
the case of Pledged Receipts identified in July of each year on account of the preceding June, the Treasurer and
Receiver-General agrees to disburse 90% of the amount identified as such and to disburse the balance, net of any
necessary year-end audit adjustments, as soon as practicable after issuance of the State Auditor’s report on state tax
revenues pursuant to paragraph (b) of Section 5 of Chapter 62F of the Massachusetts General Laws, but in any event
within two Business Days after the issuance of such report. The Treasurer and Receiver-General acknowledges, in
accordance with said Section 35BB, that by affixing her signature to the Trust Agreement the Executive Director of
the Authority has duly and irrevocably requested the Treasurer and Receiver-General to disburse all amounts in the
SMART Fund constituting Pledged Receipts to the Trustee as aforesaid, so long as the Authority shall remain liable
under the Trust Agreement on any Bonds or Qualified Hedge Agreements.
(b)
So long as any Bonds are Outstanding under the Trust Agreement or any Reimbursement
Obligations, Qualified Hedge Payments or Bond Related Costs then due and payable remain unpaid or payment of
such Reimbursement Obligations, Qualified Hedge Payments or Bond Related Costs shall not have been provided
for, the Pledged Receipts shall not be diverted from the SMART Fund except to be transferred to the Revenue Fund
as provided in the Trust Agreement, and the rates of the excises the revenues from which constitute the Dedicated
Sales Tax Revenue Amount shall not be reduced below 1%.
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One Financial Center
Boston, MA 02111
617-542-6000
617-542-2241 fax
www.mintz.com

PROPOSED FORM OF BOND COUNSEL OPINION
[CLOSING DATE]
Massachusetts School Building Authority
40 Broad Street, Suite 500
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
Re:

$300,190,000 Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2015 Series B

We have acted as bond counsel to the Massachusetts School Building Authority (the “Authority”)
in connection with the issuance by the Authority of its $300,190,000 Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds,
2015 Series B (the “Bonds”). The Bonds are being issued pursuant to Chapter 70B of the Massachusetts
General Laws, as amended (the “Act”), and the Trust Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2005, between the
Authority and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as trustee (the “Trustee”), as
amended, restated and supplemented, including as supplemented by the Seventeenth Supplemental Trust
Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2015 (the “Trust Agreement”). In such capacity, we have examined such
law and such certified proceedings and other documents as we have deemed necessary to render this
opinion.
As to questions of fact material to our opinion, we have relied upon the certified proceedings and
other certifications of public officials and others furnished to us without undertaking to verify the same by
independent investigation. Unless otherwise defined herein, certain capitalized terms used herein shall have
the meanings set forth in the Trust Agreement.
Based upon the foregoing, we are of the opinion that, under existing law:
(a)
The Authority is duly created and validly existing as a body politic and corporate and
public instrumentality of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the “Commonwealth”) with the corporate
power to enter into the Trust Agreement, perform the agreements on its part contained therein and issue
the Bonds.
(b)
The Bonds have been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Authority and are
valid and binding special obligations of the Authority enforceable in accordance with their terms. The
Bonds are secured by the Trust Agreement and a pledge of the Pledged Receipts and Dedicated Payments
(as defined therein) received by or for the account of the Authority and amounts on deposit in the funds and
accounts pledged as security therefor under the Trust Agreement. The Trust Agreement creates the valid
pledge and lien which it purports to create for the benefit of the holders of the Bonds, subject to the
application of such Pledged Receipts, Dedicated Payments and amounts to the purposes and on the
conditions permitted by the Trust Agreement.
(c)
The Trust Agreement has been duly and lawfully authorized, executed and delivered, is in
full force and effect and is a valid and binding agreement of the Authority enforceable upon the Authority
in accordance with its terms.

Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.
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Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.
Massachusetts School Building Authority
[DATE OF CLOSING]
Page 2
(d)
(i)
Under existing law, interest on the Bonds will not be included in the gross
income of the holders of such Bonds for federal income tax purposes. This opinion is expressly
conditioned upon continued compliance by the Authority with certain requirements imposed by the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, which requirements must be satisfied subsequent to the date
of issuance of the Bonds in order to ensure that the interest on the Bonds is and continues to be excludable
from the gross income of the holders of the Bonds for federal income tax purposes. Failure to comply
with certain of such requirements could cause interest on the Bonds to be included in the gross income of
holders of the Bonds retroactive to the date of issuance of the Bonds.
(ii)
While interest on the Bonds will not constitute a preference item for purposes of
computation of the alternative minimum tax imposed on certain individuals and corporations, interest on
the Bonds will be included in the “adjusted current earnings” of corporate holders of the Bonds and
therefore will be taken into account in the computation of the alternative minimum tax applicable to
certain corporations.
(iii)

We express no opinion as to any other matters of federal tax law relating to the

Bonds.
(e)
Under existing law, interest on the Bonds and any profit on the sale thereof are exempt
from Massachusetts personal income taxes, and the Bonds are exempt from Massachusetts personal
property taxes. We express no opinion as to any other Massachusetts tax consequences arising with
respect to the Bonds nor as to the taxability of the Bonds, their transfer and the income therefrom,
including any profit made on the sale thereof, under the laws of any state other than the
Commonwealth.
It should be understood that the rights of the holders of the Bonds, and the enforceability of the
Bonds and the Trust Agreement may be subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium
and other similar laws affecting creditors’ rights heretofore or hereafter enacted to the extent
constitutionally applicable and that their enforcement may also be subject to the exercise of judicial
discretion in appropriate cases. This opinion is given as of the date hereof, and we assume no obligation
to revise or supplement this opinion to reflect any facts or circumstances that may hereafter come to our
attention or any changes in law that may hereafter occur.
Very truly yours,

Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C.
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FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
This Continuing Disclosure Agreement dated as of __________, 2015 (the “Disclosure
Agreement”) is executed and delivered by the Massachusetts School Building Authority (the “Authority”)
and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as trustee (the “Trustee”), in connection with
the issuance of the Massachusetts School Building Authority’s Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2015
Series B (the “Bonds”). The Bonds are being issued pursuant to Chapter 70B of the Massachusetts
General Laws and the Trust Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2005, between the Authority and the
Trustee, as amended, restated and supplemented, including as supplemented by the Seventeenth
Supplemental Trust Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2015 (the “Trust Agreement”). The Authority and the
Trustee covenant and agree as follows:
Section 1.
Purpose; Beneficiaries. This Disclosure Agreement is entered into solely to
assist the successful bidder(s) in complying with subsection (b)(5) of the Rule (defined below). This
Disclosure Agreement constitutes a written undertaking for the benefit of the registered owners and
beneficial owners (within the meaning of the Rule) of the Bonds (such registered owners and beneficial
owners being sometimes called herein collectively “owners”).
Section 2.
Definitions. The following words and terms used in this Disclosure Agreement
shall have the following respective meanings:
(a)
“Annual Report” shall mean any Annual Report provided by the Authority to the
Trustee, and consistent with the requirements of Sections 3 and 4 of this Disclosure Agreement.
(b)
“EMMA” means the MSRB’s Electronic Municipal Market Access system
currently located at http://emma/msrb.org, or its successor as designated by the MSRB.
(c)

“MSRB” means the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.

(d)
“Rule” means Rule 15c2-12 promulgated by the SEC under the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (17 CFR Part 240, 240.15c2-12), as in effect on the date of this
Disclosure Agreement, including any official interpretation thereof.
(f)

“SEC” means the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.

All capitalized words and terms used in this Disclosure Agreement and not otherwise defined
herein shall have the meaning ascribed to such words and terms in the Official Statement dated May 5,
2015 pertaining to the Bonds (the “Official Statement”).
Section 3.
Provision of Annual Reports. Not later than January 15 of each year, the Trustee
shall deliver a written notice to the Authority requesting that the Authority deliver to the Trustee by
February 1 of such year, an Annual Report for the fiscal year ended the preceding June 30. If said Annual
Report does not contain the Authority’s audited financial statements for the fiscal year of the Annual
Report, then the Authority shall, in any event, deliver to the Trustee (i) with the Annual Report unaudited
financial statements for the fiscal year of the Annual Report and (ii) said audited financial statements as
soon as practicable after the audited financial statements become available (but in no event later than
April 30).
By February 15 of each year, the Trustee shall forward to EMMA the Authority’s Annual Report,
with the Authority’s audited financial statements (or unaudited financial statements, if the audited
financial statements are not then available) or notice of the Authority’s failure to provide said Annual
Report. If the Authority elects not to provide the Trustee with its audited financial statements as part of
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its Annual Report by February 1, the Trustee shall forward to EMMA the Authority’s audited financial
statements as soon as practicable after the audited financial statements become available. If the Trustee
has not received an Annual Report by February 1 of any year, it shall notify the Authority of its failure to
provide the Annual Report to the Trustee.
Upon its forwarding of the Annual Report and financial statements, the Trustee shall file a report
with the Authority certifying that the Annual Report and financial statements have been forwarded to
EMMA pursuant to this disclosure agreement, stating the date of such filing.
Section 4.
Content of Annual Reports. The Annual Report shall contain (i) the quantitative
information for the preceding fiscal year of the type presented in the tables titled “HISTORICAL
COMMONWEALTH SALES TAX RECEIPTS” and “AGGREGATE DEBT SERVICE AND SINKING
FUND DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS” in the Official Statement and (ii) the audited financial statements of
the Authority for such fiscal year if audited financial statements are then available (or unaudited financial
statements if audited financial statements are not then available), or (iii) notice of the Authority’s failure
if any, to provide such information.
Any or all of the items listed above may be included by reference to other documents, including
official statements pertaining to debt issued by the Authority, which have been submitted to EMMA. The
Authority’s annual financial statements for each fiscal year shall consist of the balance sheet of the
Authority and a statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balance prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles in effect from time to time, or as applicable law may
otherwise provide. Such financial statements shall be audited by a firm of certified public accountants
appointed by the Authority. The Trustee is agent of the Authority in the dissemination of the Annual
Report and the other notices referenced herein and has no duty or responsibility as to the legal correctness
or accuracy of the form or content of said Annual Report or notices. All documents provided to the
MSRB shall be accompanied by identifying information as prescribed by the MSRB.
Section 5.
Reporting of Significant Events. Upon the occurrence of any of the following
listed events with respect to the Notes, the Authority shall direct the Trustee to provide to EMMA in a
timely manner not in excess of ten business days after the occurrence of the event, notice of such
occurrence (numbered in accordance with the provisions of the Rule):
(i)

principal and interest payment delinquencies;

(ii)

non-payment related defaults, if material;

(iii)

unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties;

(iv)

unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties;

(v)

substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform;

(vi)

adverse tax opinions, the issuance by the Internal Revenue Service of proposed or final
determinations of taxability, Notices of Proposed Issue (IRS Form 5701-TEB) or other
material notices or determinations with respect to the tax status of the Bonds or other
material events affecting the tax status of the Bonds;

(vii)

modifications to rights of any owners of the Bonds, if material;

(viii)

bond calls, if material, and tender offers;
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(ix)

defeasances;

(x)

release, substitution or sale of property securing repayment of the Bonds, if material;

(xi)

rating changes;

(xii)

bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or similar event of the Authority;

(xiii)

the consummation of a merger, consolidation, or acquisition involving the Authority or the
sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Authority, other than in the ordinary course
of business, the entry into a definitive agreement to undertake such an action or the
termination of a definitive agreement relating to any such actions, other than pursuant to its
terms, if material; and

(xiv)

appointment of a successor or additional trustee or the change of name of a trustee, if
material.

For the purposes of the event identified in subparagraph (xii) above, the event is considered to occur
when any of the following occur: the appointment of a receiver, fiscal agent or similar officer for the
Authority in a proceeding under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code or in any other proceeding under state or federal
law in which a court or governmental authority has assumed jurisdiction over substantially all of the assets
or business of the Authority, or if such jurisdiction has been assumed by leaving the existing governing
body and officials or officers in possession but subject to the supervision and orders of a court or
governmental authority, or the entry of an order confirming a plan of reorganization, arrangement or
liquidation by a court or governmental authority having supervision or jurisdiction over substantially all of
the assets or business of the Authority.
Section 6.
Additional Information. Nothing in this Disclosure Agreement shall be deemed
to prevent the Authority from providing any other information, using the means of dissemination set forth
in this Disclosure Agreement or any other means of communication, in addition to that which is required
by this Disclosure Agreement. If the Authority chooses to provide any information in addition to that
which is specifically required by this Disclosure Agreement, the Authority and the Trustee shall have no
obligation under this Disclosure Agreement to update such information in the future.
Section 7.
Enforceability of This Disclosure Agreement; Termination. To the extent
permitted by law, the provisions of this Disclosure Agreement are enforceable against the Authority and
the Trustee in accordance with the terms hereof by any owner of a Bond, including any beneficial owner
acting as a third party beneficiary (upon proof of its status as a beneficial owner reasonably satisfactory to
the Trustee). To the extent permitted by law, any such owner shall have the right, for the equal benefit and
protection of all owners of the Bonds, by mandamus or other suit or proceeding at law or in equity, to
enforce its rights against the Authority and the Trustee and to compel the Authority and the Trustee and
any of their officers, agents or employees to perform and carry out their duties under such provisions of
this Disclosure Agreement; provided, however, that the sole remedy for a violation of this Disclosure
Agreement shall be limited to an action to compel specific performance of the obligations of the
Authority and the Trustee under this Disclosure Agreement and shall not include any rights to monetary
damages. A default under this Disclosure Agreement shall not be deemed an Event of Default under the
Trust Agreement. This Disclosure Agreement shall terminate if no Bonds remain outstanding (without
regard to an economic defeasance) or if the provisions of the Rule concerning continuing disclosure are
no longer in effect, whichever occurs first.
Section 8.
Amendments. This Disclosure Agreement may be amended, changed or
modified by the parties hereto, without the consent of, or notice to, any owners of the Bonds, (a) to
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comply with or conform to the provisions of the Rule or any amendments thereto or authoritative
interpretations thereof by the SEC or its staff (whether required or optional), (b) to add a dissemination
agent for the information required to be provided by such undertakings and to make any necessary or
desirable provisions with respect thereto, (c) to add to the covenants of the Authority or the Trustee for
the benefit of the owners of the Bonds, (d) to modify the contents, presentation and format of the annual
financial information from time to time as a result of a change in circumstances that arises from a change
in legal requirements, or (e) to otherwise modify the undertaking of the Authority in this Disclosure
Agreement or otherwise responding to the requirements of the Rule concerning continuing disclosure;
provided, however, that in the case of any amendment pursuant to clause (d) or (e), (i) the undertaking, as
amended, would have complied with the requirements of the Rule at the time of the offering of the
Bonds, after taking into account any amendments or authoritative interpretations of the Rule, as well as
any change in circumstances, and (ii) the amendment does not materially impair the interests of the
owners of the Bonds, as determined either by a party unaffiliated with the Authority or the Trustee (such
as the firm serving at the time as bond counsel to the Authority) or by the vote or consent of the
Registered Owners of a majority in outstanding principal amount of the Bonds affected thereby at or prior
to the time of such amendment. Any amendment, change or modification to this Disclosure Agreement
shall be in writing and shall be agreed to by the Authority and Trustee.
If this Disclosure Agreement is amended with respect to the audited financial information to be
submitted by the Authority hereunder, the audited financial information containing the amended financial
information will explain, in narrative form, the reasons for the amendment and the impact of the change
in the type of financial information being provided. If this Disclosure Agreement is amended with respect
to the accounting principles to be followed in preparing financial statements, the audited financial
information for the year in which the change is made will present a comparison between the financial
statements or information prepared on the basis of the new accounting principles and the financial
statements or information prepared on the basis of the former accounting principles. Such comparison
will include a qualitative discussion of the differences in the accounting principles and the impact of the
change in the accounting principles on the presentation of the financial information, in order to provide
information to investors to enable them to evaluate the ability of the Authority to meet its obligations. To
the extent reasonably feasible, the comparison will also be quantitative. The Authority shall direct the
Trustee to give notice of any change in the accounting principles to EMMA as promptly as practicable
after such change has been determined.
Section 9.
Disclaimer. No information provided by or on behalf of the Authority under this
Disclosure Agreement shall obligate the Authority to file any information regarding matters other than
those specifically described in Sections 3, 4 and 5 hereof, nor shall any such filing constitute a
representation by the Authority or raise any inference that no other material events have occurred with
respect to the Authority or the Bonds or that all material information regarding the Authority or the
Bonds has been disclosed. The Authority shall have no obligation under this Disclosure Agreement to
update information provided pursuant to this Disclosure Agreement except as specifically stated herein.
Section 10.
Duties, Immunities and Liabilities of the Trustee. The Trustee shall have only
such duties under this Disclosure Agreement as are specifically set forth in this Disclosure Agreement,
and the Authority hereby agrees to indemnify and save the Trustee, its officers, directors, employees and
agents, harmless against any loss, expense and liabilities which it may incur arising out of or in the
exercise or performance of its powers and duties hereunder, including the cost and expenses (including
attorney’s fees) of defending against any claim of liability, but excluding all losses, expenses and
liabilities due to the Trustee’s negligence or willful misconduct in the performance of its duties hereunder.
The obligations of the Authority under this Section 10 shall survive resignation or removal of the Trustee
and payment of the Bonds.
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Section 11.
Counterparts.
This Disclosure Agreement may be executed in several
counterparts, each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same
instrument.
Section 12.
Governing Law. This Disclosure Agreement shall be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth and applicable law of the United States of America.
Section 13.
Titles of Sections. The titles of sections in this Disclosure Agreement shall have
no effect in construing this Disclosure Agreement.
Section 14.
Actions to be Performed on Non-Business Days. Any action required by this
Disclosure Agreement to be taken on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday within the Commonwealth may be
taken on the next business day with the same force and effect as if taken on the day so required.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY and THE
BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST COMPANY, N.A., as Trustee, have executed this Disclosure
Agreement, under seal, all as of the day and year first above written.
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY

By:

THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST
COMPANY, N.A., as Trustee

By:
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OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE
$300,000,000*
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY
SENIOR DEDICATED SALES TAX BONDS
2015 SERIES B
April 30, 2015
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that electronic bids will be received by the Massachusetts School Building
Authority (the “Authority”), for the purchase of all of the Senior Dedicated Sales Tax Bonds, 2015 Series B
(collectively, the “Bonds”), of the Authority to be sold in an aggregate principal amount of $300,000,000*. Bids for the
purchase of the Bonds will be submitted via Parity. No other method of submitting bids will be accepted. The bids will
be received via Parity up to the time described below under the captions “Time” and “Procedures for Electronic
Bidding.”
The Bonds are senior special obligations of the Authority. The principal of and interest on the Bonds are
payable from and secured by a senior lien on and pledge of (i) moneys deposited directly with the Trustee by The
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the “Commonwealth”), without appropriation, allotment or other action, which are
derived from a 1% statewide sales tax imposed by the Commonwealth (which is drawn from the existing statewide
6.25% sales tax), excluding sales tax revenues on meals and certain additional statutorily exempted revenues from
sales, and (ii) certain funds and accounts held under the Trust Agreement, all as further described in the Preliminary
Official Statement. The Authority has no taxing power.
Time. Bids will be received by the Authority via Parity at 11:00 a.m. (Boston time) on May 5, 2015 (subject
to the provisions described below under the caption “Procedures for Electronic Bidding”) or at such later date and/or
other time as shall be established by the Authority and communicated on Thomson Municipal Market Monitor News
(www.tm3.com) (“TM3”), as described herein under the caption “Cancellation or Postponement.” If no legal bid or
bids are received for the Bonds on May 5, 2015, an alternative date and time may be designated by the Authority and
communicated on TM3.
Procedures for Electronic Bidding. A prospective electronic bidder must register electronically to bid for
the Bonds via Parity pursuant to this Official Notice of Sale. By submitting its bid for the Bonds, a prospective bidder
represents and warrants to the Authority that such bidder’s bid for the purchase of any of the Bonds is submitted for
and on behalf of such prospective bidder by an officer or agent who is duly authorized to bind the prospective bidder to
a legal, valid and enforceable contract for the purchase of the Bonds.
Each prospective electronic bidder shall be solely responsible to register to bid via Parity. Each qualified
prospective electronic bidder shall be solely responsible to make necessary arrangements to access Parity for the
purpose of submitting its bid in a timely manner and in compliance with the requirements of this Official Notice of
Sale. Neither the Authority nor Parity shall have any duty or obligation to undertake such registration to bid for any
prospective bidder or to provide or assure such access to any qualified prospective bidder, and neither the Authority nor
Parity shall be responsible for a bidder’s failure to register to bid or for proper operation of, or have any liability for any
delays or interruptions of, or any damages caused by Parity. The Authority is using Parity as a communication
mechanism, and not as the Authority’s agent, to conduct the electronic bidding for the Bonds. The Authority is not
bound by any advice and determination of Parity to the effect that any particular bid complies with the terms of this
Official Notice of Sale. All costs and expenses incurred by prospective bidders in connection with their registration and
submission of bids via Parity are the sole responsibility of the bidders, and the Authority is not responsible, directly or
indirectly, for any such costs or expenses. To the extent that any instructions or directions set forth in Parity conflict
with this Official Notice of Sale, the terms of this Official Notice of Sale shall control. If a prospective bidder
encounters any difficulty in registering to bid or submitting, modifying or withdrawing a bid for the Bonds, such bidder
should telephone Parity’s new issues desk at (212) 849-5021.

*

Preliminary, subject to change.
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Electronic bids must be submitted for the purchase of the Bonds via Parity by 11:00 a.m. (Boston time) on
May 5, 2015. Bids submitted after such time will not be deemed received via Parity for the purposes of this bidding
process. Bids will be communicated electronically to the Authority at 11:00 a.m (Boston time), on May 5, 2015. Prior
to that time, an eligible prospective bidder may (i) input the proposed terms of its bid via Parity, (ii) modify the
proposed terms of its bid, in which event the proposed terms as last modified will (unless the bid is withdrawn as
described herein) constitute its bid for the Bonds, or (iii) withdraw its proposed bid. Once the bids are communicated
electronically via Parity to the Authority, each bid will constitute an irrevocable offer to purchase the Bonds on the
terms therein provided. For purposes of the electronic bidding process, the time as maintained on Parity shall constitute
the official time. For information purposes only, bidders are requested to state in their bids the true interest cost to the
Authority, as described under “Basis of Award” set forth below, represented by the rate or rates of interest and the bid
price specified in their respective bids.
Details of the Bonds. The Bonds will be dated and bear interest, calculated on the basis of 30-day months
and a 360-day year, from the date of delivery, at the rate per annum per maturity specified by the successful bidder,
payable semiannually on January 15 and July 15 in each year and at maturity, beginning January 15, 2016. The Bonds
shall mature or come due through mandatory sinking fund redemptions on the dates shown below, in the principal
amounts specified by the successful bidder:
Maturity Date*

Principal Amounts

Maturity Date*

January 15, 2016
January 15, 2017
January 15, 2018
January 15, 2019
January 15, 2020
January 15, 2021
January 15, 2022
January 15, 2023
January 15, 2024
January 15, 2025
January 15, 2026
January 15, 2027
January 15, 2028
January 15, 2029
January 15, 2030

$8,510,000
13,125,000
4,865,000
5,670,000
5,895,000
6,025,000
4,910,000
6,185,000
3,055,000
7,740,000
7,790,000
3,105,000
8,425,000
12,765,000
10,115,000

January 15, 2031
January 15, 2032
January 15, 2033
January 15, 2034
January 15, 2035
January 15, 2036
January 15, 2037
January 15, 2038
January 15, 2039
January 15, 2040
January 15, 2041
January 15, 2042
January 15, 2043
January 15, 2044
January 15, 2045

Principal Amounts
$11,480,000
9,860,000
10,255,000
10,665,000
11,090,000
11,535,000
11,995,000
12,475,000
12,975,000
13,490,000
14,030,000
14,595,000
15,175,000
15,785,000
16,415,000

The Bonds will be issued as serial bonds or as a combination of serial bonds and term bonds in accordance
with the bid submitted by the successful bidder (see “Bidding Parameters” below).
The Bonds will be issued by means of a book-entry-only system evidencing ownership therein, in principal
amounts of $5,000 or integral multiples thereof, and transfer thereof on the records of The Depository Trust Company
(“DTC”) and its participants. The book-entry-only system is more fully described in the Preliminary Official Statement.
Redemption.
Optional Redemption.
The Bonds maturing on and before January 15, 2025* are not subject to optional redemption prior to maturity.
The Bonds maturing on and after January 15, 2026* will be subject to redemption prior to their stated maturity dates on
and after January 15, 2025* at the option of the Commonwealth from any monies legally available therefor, in whole or
in part at any time, by lot, at 100% of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the redemption date.

*

Preliminary, subject to change. Any change will be announced on TM3 not later than 9:30 a.m. (Boston,
Massachusetts time) on any announced date for receipt of bids.
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The Bonds will be issued by means of a book-entry-only system evidencing ownership therein, in principal
amounts of $5,000 or integral multiples thereof, and transfer thereof on the records of The Depository Trust Company
(“DTC”) and its participants. The book-entry-only system is more fully described in the Preliminary Official Statement.
Bidding Parameters. Bids must be for all of the Bonds offered and must offer to pay an aggregate price for
the Bonds of not less than 100% of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds. Bidders shall specify the amount of
premium, if any, that they will pay, in addition to the par value, to purchase such Bonds.
Bids may provide for all the Bonds to be issued as serial bonds only, or may designate consecutive annual
principal amounts (bearing interest at the same rate) to be combined into term bonds. The Bonds will be issued as
serial bonds or as serial bonds and term bonds in accordance with the bid submitted by the successful bidder. Bonds
issued as term bonds shall be subject to mandatory sinking fund redemption commencing on January 15 of the first
year in which maturities have been combined to form such term bond and continuing on January 15 in each year
thereafter until the stated maturity date of such term bond.
Bids must state a single fixed interest rate for each maturity of the Bonds. The rate of interest stated for any
given maturity shall be in a multiple of one-twentieth or one-eighth of one percent per annum. No maturity may have
an interest rate of more than 5.00%. Bonds subject to optional redemption prior to maturity (those maturing in the
years 2026 through 2045) may not have an interest rate less than 4.00%.
The principal amount of the Bonds set forth in this Official Notice of Sale assumes the payment of certain
bond anticipation notes of the Authority maturing on July 16, 2015 in the aggregate principal amount of $300,000,000
and the funding of a debt service reserve fund, and reflects certain estimates of the Authority and its financial advisor
with respect to the likely winning bid and the premium contained in the applicable winning bid. The Authority reserves
the right to adjust the principal amounts of the Bonds after the determination of the winning bid by such amount as may
be necessary to produce sufficient funds to accomplish the purposes set forth above after taking into account any
premium to be received by the Authority. The dollar amount bid for the affected Bonds by the winning bidder will be
adjusted, if applicable, to reflect changes in the aggregate dollar amount of the affected Bonds. Any such adjustments
will be communicated to the winning bidder by 2:00 p.m. (Boston time) on the day of the sale. The successful bidder
may not withdraw its bid or changes the interest rate bid or initial reoffering price as a result of any changes made to
the principal amount in accordance herewith.
The Authority has not contracted for the issuance of any credit enhancement for the Bonds. If the Bonds
qualify for any credit enhancement, any purchase of such credit enhancement shall be at the sole option and expense of
the successful bidder, and any increased costs of issuance or delivery of the Bonds resulting by reason of such credit
enhancement shall be assumed by such bidder. Bids shall not be conditioned upon the issuance of any such credit
enhancement. Any failure of the Bonds to be enhanced or of any such credit enhancement to be issued shall not in any
way relieve the successful bidder of its contractual obligations arising from the acceptance of its bid for the purchase of
the Bonds.
Bids may not include any conditions not otherwise expressly provided for herein.
Good Faith Deposit. Upon notification from the Authority, the successful bidder shall wire transfer to the
Authority an amount equal to 1% of the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds (the “Good Faith Deposit”) awarded
to it, in immediately available funds, no later than 2:00 p.m. (Boston time) on the bid date. The Authority will provide
wiring instructions for the Good Faith Deposit to the successful bidder upon verification and award. In the event that
the Authority has not received such funds by the time stated, the Authority may revoke its acceptance of the bid. No
interest on the Good Faith Deposit will accrue to the successful bidder. The Good Faith Deposit will be applied to the
purchase price of the Bonds. If the successful bidder fails to honor its accepted bid, the Good Faith Deposit will be
retained by the Authority.
Basis of Award. The Authority reserves the right to reject any or all proposals and to waive any irregularity
or informality with respect to any proposal.
The Bonds will be awarded to the bidder offering to purchase the Bonds at the lowest true interest cost (TIC)
to the Authority. The TIC under each proposal to purchase the Bonds (expressed as an annual interest rate) will be
determined as being twice that factor or discount rate, compounded semiannually, which, when applied against the
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interest and principal payments due on the Bonds will cause such sum to be equal to the total purchase price thereof.
The TIC shall be calculated from the dated date of the Bonds (May 19, 2015) to the maturity date, with discounting
periods calculated on a 30/360 basis.
Official Statement. The Preliminary Official Statement dated April 30, 2015 and the information contained
therein have been deemed final by the Authority within the meaning of Rule 15c2-12 of the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“Rule 15c2-12”) with permitted omissions, but are subject to change without notice and to completion or
amendment in the Official Statement in final form (the “Final Official Statement”). The Preliminary Official Statement
is available via Parity and via the Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA) system established by the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board at www.emma.msrb.org.
The Authority does not intend to print physical copies of the Final Official Statement but instead will make
available to the successful bidder an electronic version of the Final Official Statement via the EMMA system. The
Authority will post the Final Official Statement within seven business days of the date of sale but no later than two
business days prior to settlement. Any successful bidder shall be required to cooperate in providing the information
necessary to complete the Final Official Statement.
The successful bidder shall comply with the requirements of Rule 15c2-12 and the rules of the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board, including an obligation, if any, to update the Final Official Statement.
Reoffering Price Certification. At the time of settlement of the Bonds, the successful bidder shall furnish to
the Authority a certificate acceptable to Bond Counsel to the effect that (i) all of the Bonds awarded to it have been the
subject of a bona fide initial offering to the public, excluding bond houses, brokers or similar persons acting in the
capacity of underwriters or wholesalers (the “General Public”), at the price, or a price corresponding to the yield,
identified in the Final Official Statement, (ii) as of the bid date, the successful bidder reasonably expected that the first
price at which at least 10% of each maturity of Bonds awarded to it would be sold was the price, or a price
corresponding to the yield, identified in the Final Official Statement, and such price represented a fair market price of
such Bonds and (iii) based on the records of and information available to the successful bidder, the first price at which
10% of each maturity of Bonds awarded to it was actually sold to the General Public was the initial offering price
described in (ii) above. In the event that the successful bidder cannot provide the certification in (iii) above, such bidder
shall consult with Bond Counsel as to alternative certifications that will be suitable to establish the “issue price” of the
Bonds awarded to it for federal tax law purposes.
In addition to executing and delivering a certificate as described in the previous paragraph, the successful
bidder may be required to (a) demonstrate that it has made a bona fide offering to the General Public, at the initial
offering price, of all Bonds awarded to it, (b) provide an explanation of why any Bond sold by it between the bid date
and the settlement date was sold for a price higher than, or a price corresponding to a yield lower than, the initial public
offering price, and (c) provide documentation identifying the initial purchasers of the Bonds awarded to it, including
information sufficient to enable the Authority and Bond Counsel to determine whether such purchasers are the General
Public. If any of the Bonds were also offered to institutional or other investors at a discount from the price at which the
Bonds were offered to the General Public, the successful bidder will be asked for additional certifications as to actual
and expected sales of Bonds at such discounted price.
Continuing Disclosure. To assist the initial purchaser of the Bonds in complying with paragraph (b)(5) of
Rule 15c2-12, the Authority will undertake to provide notices of certain events. A description of this undertaking is set
forth in Appendix C of the Preliminary Official Statement and will also be set forth in the Final Official Statement.
Expenses. Each bid will be deemed to be an all-in bid. The successful bidder will be under no obligation to
pay the Authority’s issuance costs. The Authority will not pay any expenses of any bidder, whether or not successful, in
connection with the issuance or purchase of the Bonds.
Settlement. The Bonds will be delivered on May 19, 2015, in New York, New York, at DTC against
payment of the purchase price therefor (less the amount of the Good Faith Deposit). The successful bidder must make
payment of the purchase price of the Bonds by 10:00 a.m. (Boston time) on May 19, 2015 in immediately available
funds in Boston.
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There will also be furnished the usual closing papers, including (1) a certificate signed by the General
Counsel of the Authority stating that no litigation of any kind is now pending or, to the best of his knowledge,
threatened, affecting the validity of or security for the Bonds or the existence or powers of the Authority, including
any litigation which raises an issue as to (a) the valid existence of the Authority, (b) the right and power of the
Authority to issue and sell the Bonds as provided in the Official Notice of Sale, (c) the validity of the Bonds, (d) the
pledge of the moneys and funds for the benefit of the Bonds as provided in the Trust Agreement, or (e) the power of
the Authority to perform its obligations and exercise its rights under its enabling act; (2) a certificate of the Attorney
General of the Commonwealth stating that no action, suit, proceeding, litigation or investigation at law or in equity
before any court, public board or body in which the Commonwealth is named as a party is pending or, to the
knowledge of the Office of the Attorney General, threatened against or affecting the Commonwealth (a) in any way
contesting or affecting the right of the Commonwealth to collect and apply the Pledged Receipts (as defined in the
Preliminary Official Statement) as set forth in the Trust Agreement and the Authority’s enabling act; (b) in any way
contesting or affecting the validity or enforceability of the Bonds, the Trust Agreement or the Authority’s enabling
act, (c) seeking to prohibit, restrain or enjoin the issuance, delivery or sale of any of the Bonds, (d) affecting the
power of the Commonwealth to perform its obligations and exercise its rights under the Authority’s enabling act or
(e) contesting in any way the completeness, accuracy or fairness of the information in the Preliminary Official
Statement and the Final Official Statement related to the Commonwealth under the heading “LITIGATION”; and
(3) certificates of the Executive Director of the Authority and the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue of
the Commonwealth (the “Commissioner of Revenue”) to the effect that, except for the initial offering prices or
yields of the Bonds and any other information concerning the reoffering of the Bonds included therein at the request
of the successful bidder and the information in the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement
under the heading “THE 2015B BONDS – Book-Entry-Only System,” both as of the date of sale and the date of
settlement of the Bonds, did not contain any untrue statement of a material fact and did not omit to state a material
fact necessary to make the statements made therein, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading, with the certificate of the Commissioner of Revenue covering matters within the jurisdiction of the
Department of Revenue and the certificate of the Executive Director of the Authority excluding such matters.
Legal Opinions. The approving opinion of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., Boston,
Massachusetts, Bond Counsel, in substantially the form set forth in the Preliminary Official Statement, will be
furnished to the successful bidder. The Preliminary Official Statement contains a discussion of the effect of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, on the exclusion from gross income of interest on the Bonds and a discussion of
Bond Counsel’s opinion insofar as it concerns such exclusion.
A supplemental opinion of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., Boston, Massachusetts,
Bond Counsel, will also be furnished to the successful bidder to the effect that (i) based upon their participation in
the preparation of the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement as bond counsel to the
Authority, the information in the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement under the headings
“INTRODUCTION – General,” “SOURCES OF PAYMENT AND SECURITY FOR THE 2015B BONDS” (except for the
information under the subheadings “Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount - General”, the final sentence of the
second paragraph under the subheading “Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue Amount - Dedicated Sales Tax Revenue
Amount”, the information under the subheading “History of Commonwealth Sales Tax Receipts” including the
information in the table “HISTORICAL COMMONWEALTH SALES TAX RECEIPTS,” with respect to the specific payment
dates set forth in the second paragraph under the subheading “Smart Fund”), “THE AUTHORITY – Power to Issue
Bonds,” “THE 2015B BONDS” (except for the information under the subheading “Book-Entry Only System”),
“LEGAL INVESTMENTS AND SECURITY FOR DEPOSITS,” “LEGISLATION” (but only as to the third sentence thereof),
“TAX EXEMPTION” and in Appendix A thereto, and in the summary tax opinion contained on the cover of the
Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement, is accurate and complete in all material respects and
(ii) based upon their participation in the preparation of the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official
Statement, and without having undertaken to determine independently the accuracy or completeness of the
statements in the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement (other than those set forth in the
preceding sentence), no facts have come to their attention which would cause them to believe that the Preliminary
Official Statement as of its date and as of the sale date and the Final Official Statement as of its date and as of the
settlement date (except for the financial and statistical data included in the Preliminary Official Statement and the
Final Official Statement, the information therein under the captions “INTRODUCTION – Competitive Sale”
“COMPETITIVE SALE OF THE 2015B BONDS,” “RATINGS,” “FINANCIAL ADVISOR” and “THE 2015B BONDS−BookEntry Only System,” and any information therein concerning the reoffering of the Bonds included therein at the
request of the successful bidder, and the financial statements referenced therein, as to which they express no view)
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contained or contains any untrue statement of a material fact, or omitted or omits to state any material fact necessary
to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.
An opinion of Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Boston, Massachusetts, Disclosure Counsel to the Authority, will also
be furnished to the successful bidder to the effect that based upon their participation in the preparation of the
Preliminary Official Statement and the Final Official Statement, and without having undertaken to determine
independently the accuracy or completeness of the statements in the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final
Official Statement, no facts have come to their attention which would cause them to believe that the Preliminary
Official Statement as of its date and as of the sale date and the Final Official Statement as of its date and as of the
settlement date (except for the financial and statistical data included in the Preliminary Official Statement and the Final
Official Statement, the information therein under the captions “RATINGS” and “THE 2015B BONDS−Book-Entry Only
System” and any information therein concerning the reoffering of the Bonds included therein, and the financial
statements referenced therein, as to which they express no view) contained or contains any untrue statement of a
material fact, or omitted or omits to state any material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in the light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.
CUSIP Numbers. CUSIP numbers will be applied for by the successful bidder with respect to the Bonds, but
the Authority will assume no obligation for the assignment or printing of such numbers on the Bonds or for the
correctness of such numbers. Neither failure to print such numbers on any Bond nor any error with respect thereto shall
constitute cause for a failure or refusal by any successful bidder to accept delivery of and make payment for the Bonds.
The CUSIP Service Bureau charge for the assignment of CUSIP numbers on the Bonds shall be the responsibility of
and shall be paid for by the successful bidder.
Right to Modify or Amend Notice of Sale. The Authority reserves the right to modify or amend this Official
Notice of Sale in any respect prior to the bid date. If any modifications occur, supplemental information with respect to
the Bonds will be communicated by posting on TM3 not later than 9:30 a.m. (Boston time) on any announced date for
receipt of bids, and bidders shall bid upon the Bonds based upon the terms thereof set forth in this Official Notice of
Sale, as so modified by such supplemental information.
Cancellation or Postponement. The Authority reserves the right to cancel or postpone the date and/or time
established for the receipt of bids. Any such cancellation or postponement will be announced by posting on TM3 prior
to commencement of the bidding. If any date and/or time fixed for the receipt of bids and the sale of the Bonds is
postponed, an alternative sale date and time will be announced at least one business day prior to such alternative sale
date. On any such alternative sale date and time, any bidder may submit bids electronically as described above for the
purchase of the Bonds in conformity in all respects with the provision of this Official Notice of Sale, except for the date
and/or time of sale and except for any changes announced by posting on TM3 at the time the sale date and/or time are
announced.
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Additional Information. Further information concerning the Authority and the Bonds is contained in the
Preliminary Official Statement dated April 30, 2015, to which prospective bidders are directed, and to which this
Official Notice of Sale is attached. The Preliminary Official Statement is provided for informational purposes only and
is not a part of this Official Notice of Sale.
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL BUILDING AUTHORITY

By: /s/ John K. McCarthy
John K. McCarthy
Executive Director
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